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Limits rign  to strike 
Election looms o er B.C. labor bill 
VICTORIA (CP) -- prepared to call an election the NDP is looking for a Bennett, whose govern- the legislature on Wed- so when he speaks to the /'up m s i b el e d , have the right to have 
Premier Bill Bennett said on the issue, fight, this would be a good ment introduced the nesday, later refused to House. making, premier speaks to essential services main- 
Thurod~. he k prepared to Thepremier sa~d he is not issue on which to go to the Essential Services Dispute elaborate on his election The legislation was in- the house. • tained. 
call an election over 10oking for an election, but if public, Act to a special session of threat but said he would do truduced after a strike by MAKING THREATS Williams said there is an 
legislation which would give , , = - - - - government ferry workers "The premier has oh- "urgent hoed to design and 
his government the power to [ _ _  ~ f ~'~ that lasted seven days. viously lost his cool over the bring into pl,ay on a con- 
end strikes and lockouts in | • ~ ~ ~ "~ [ [ WEAT,~.n l Gary Lank ~NDP- handling of his whole tinulng basis methods and 
the publte sector which pose [ .~  MM.a~ ~r~ ~ . . .  ~-~- - . . -~  ~ i A. MM [ | A 1 . . . .  r . . . . . . . . . . .  [ VancouverCentre) told the matter, Barrett said. mechamsms to a tic]pato 
a threat  to the provincial / i ~ M ~ [ I  i~1~ ~[ lh~i (  ~t  dl~M~ i~[ ' i  [ [ movingiui~ndTr~mef~the I legislature that Bennett "Theyhave bungledit cud cud prevent lubor disputes 
economy or its people. | i • • P • • p • w v ~  • ~M • . ' [  [ coast will brin- cloudy ] made the election threat o he s attempting with involving essential services. 
.... In a.corridor conversation l mm! mm mm ~M I MM • MM ~ mm ~M ram. MM mm mm l [ weather with sh~w--- ~-;- I him in the Hansard office, childish corridor threats to The bill, he said, provides 
wi.tl].t)yo~.por~rs, Ben~tt / ~ / l ~ k . f f  - ~ ~ .  z / -~-  ~ [ / ~ ~  / [ ~'h~ next few days ~a;~[  Opposition leader Dave get h~'. sk~n back out of this !or such a mechan!sm 
mua me New vemocrauc / . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  / [ high u an. . . . .  ",,..a.h~,: | Barrett saiu me premier s situauon. • mrougn me xormauon ox an 
Party does not dare make a / 5ervmgler race ,  KiTimav, Tnetlaze,mns, SlewarTand me mass | l . . . .  f . . . . .  ~l'e~e~ i election talk was an idle Earlier, Labor Minister EssentialServicesAdvisory 
fuss 'about the legislation | . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  i | - "  ' e,. . . .  I threat which was not con- Allan Williams said the law . . . .  
because ~ it does, he its ~vot.umz ~, mu. er,ce: 2o cenm f~,UAV, uc~oee~ 2~, ~977 ~ ~._  ~-~ du'eive to rational, must be obeyed and citizens commuea page v 
Oil dangers  • : . AIB out April 14  
t .  " r, ansferr,  ed ............... . .  Make  work  tax  . ,.', , . . • • ::~-,..v. .°'~': ~ .,~.i::i' • " " , l eo~ ~. 
to mat  " " 
in  new budget  • ' northwest of " ~:; ::' /;"~/?i~•:? :: :;~' ~:•:=~:~ i~'~':: LILLOOE.T, B.C. (CP) -- kllometres . . . ' . .... " !  ~v ...:  :~:~.": .... 
• A decision y UnitedStates Vancouver, anna pipeline m | ~]~ _ ~ ~ "  ....... ~..,~::~:!~ v 
to  the  ~ ~ '~"~"  - • President Jimmy Carter to Edmonton to  S.hip oi l  ..] ~ ,~:~ '~ -- .:~" r~mmaUrA , r ,~  e - - .n  , r~o  Aaf ;~; t  ¢ ;m. .~ ;a  an  'Pha~ wil l  a lnn  he  more  
si-n a bil l  banning oil American marxet. :.,.~ ~ .~ - ~,,,,--,.,, ,,~-, --  ,~ . . . .  : . . . . . . . . . . . .  e- -~ t "  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
~ers  in part of Puget President Carter recently .~.~:/~.~,i~i.i.~/(~:~  . : personal income tax cuts estunated total spending of generous allowances for 
.-Sound means environmental 
dangers "have been tran. 
slurred to someplace else," 
Andrew Thompson, West 
Coaat oil ports inquiry 
commissioner, said Wed- 
ne~day. 
Thompson, visiting this 
Central British Columbia 
community for inquiry 
hearings, said the move 
"renews interest in 
Kitlmat." 
Kitimat Pipeline Ltd. has 
proposed an oil port at 
KiUmat, B.C., '680 
signed a bill that blocks con- 
struction of an oil trans- 
shipment point inside the 
section of ISuget Sound lying 
,e~st  of .Port Angeles, W~h.  
The ban effectively kills a 
proposed terminal at Cherry 
'Point, Wash. 
Thompson to ld the 
I.,iileeet District Indian band 
council that Carter's 
decision reduces the danger 
to Fraser River salmon, 
most of which uses Puget 
Sound and the Strait of Juan 
de Fuca on their migration 
to and from the sea. 
CNR denies it 
strangles BCR 
,=! ...... ~/.~VANCOUVER (CP,). ~:.-. ::, aud.tlm. :B t t r~0r thern :  ~ 
~amdian National Ra i lway .  
Railways denied Wed- 
nesday that it exercises a
competitive strangle-hold 
over British Columbia 
Railways and suggestei 
that the' BCR system 
amounts to a feeder-line for 
kansconlinental service. 
CN made the statements 
in a brief to the provincial 
royal commission inquiry 
into the affairs of the crown- 
owned BCR. Previous 
inquiry 'witnesses have 
suggested that BCR has suf- 
fered because of unfair 
treatment at the hands of 
the national railway. 
Clq~s 50-page submission 
dealt with four specific 
issues, including, the con- 
tentious Second Narrowa 
• railway bridge in Van- 
couver, GENERAL 
TRAFFIC MATTERS, THE 
PROPOSED North West 
Rail Authority and B.C.'s 
ndrthesatern coal. 
i~e~ briof said CN is 
willing to forego its ex: 
elusive control of the Second 
Narrows rail bridge, which 
connects BCR with U.S, 
carriers, in  ~axchenge for 
suitable onmpensation. 
But CN sa/d the distance 
travelled by northern 
freight shipped to the U.S. 
via BCR s North Vancouver 
terminal would he reduced 
by 280 miles if it went 
directly from Prince George 
via CN to U.S. rall con- 
nections. ' 
The brief claimed that the 
B.C. government favors the 
inclusion of BCR's northern 
lines in the proposed North 
West Rail Authority, which 
would be an amalgamation 
of certain northern Alberta 
lines under CN control. 
SPUR NEEDED 
And the BCR should build 
a spur line from its Chet- 
wynd subdivision at Anzae 
to provide access to nor- 
theastern B.C. coal; CN 
said, which would ulti- 
mately he shipped via CN's 
mainline from Prince 
George to pert facilities at 
Prince Rupert. 
John Sturgess, CN's 
regional manager of 
marketing, told the com- 
mission CN would be happy 
to get out of the 
arrangement by which it 
provides a "hook-and-haul" 
service for BCR's traffic 
between north Vancouver 
Under the present 
arrangement, CN charges 
BCR about $100 per car to 
~u l  its traffic from the 
North Shore via the Second 
Narrows rail bridge to the 
Burll~ton Northern con- 
necti0na. 
ENSURE GROWTH 
On the North West. Rail 
Authority, which was 
recently proposed by the 
Alberta government, CN 
said the concept will only 
come to fruition ff a com- 
mon position its achieved be- 
tween the B.C., Alberta and 
federal governments. 
The proposedauthority 
would encompass all 
railroads in northern 
Alberta, including CN's line 
from Edmonton to 
Athabasca, for the purpose 
of ensuring the full and 
timely development of the 
northern frontier. 
The CN officials con- 
tended that the B.C .  
government has suggesk, d 
that the "northern lines of 
BCR be formally included in 
the concept" andquoted 
Transport Minister Jack 
Davis to back their con- 
tontion. 
The CN brief quoted a 
Davis speech of June 2, in 
"which the minister said: "I 
agree with the minister of 
transport for Alberta that 
we should have a North 
West Rail Authority. 
In discussing the proposed 
plans for building rail ec- 
eess to B.C.'s northeastern 
• coal deposits, the CN of. 
flcials stressed that Prince 
Rupert has advantages over 
Vancouver as a coal pert. 
They said recent studies 
have concluded that BCR 
should build a rail spur frohl 
Ausac, 75 miles north of 
Prince George, to the coal 
fields. 
"Regard less  o f  what  
, access option might be 
considered, CN simply 
(does) net have the capital 
rosourc'es~ to become in- 
volved in new line construc- 
t/on," the CN officials told 
the commission. 
But the officials indicated 
that CN, which last year 
recorded an $11.8 million 
profit, will be prepared to- 
pay the costs of improving 
its line between Prince 
George and Prince Rupert 
to accommodate the 
lucrative coal shipments; 
Susan Ramsey, a grade nine student at 
Skeena Secondary School, makes apan of 
granola during home economies class to 
go into cookies for the school eafelria. 
Early this year, the school stopped selling 
junk food in favour of nutritious nacks. 
~Every day, the Canteen Club works with 
.!~it~aci~ers Sharon Morton. and Glenn Grieve 
] 
to make soup and sandwiches to serve 
along with yougart, cream puddings, 
milk, juiceand fresh fruit. At Caledonia 
sEcondary School, the home economies 
teacher looked at the pessiblity of starting 
a similar program as her Nutrition Week 
project. 
Died after beating 
Child-beating.trial heard 
BY DONNA YALLIERES 
HERALD STAFF WRITER 
A manslaughter trial 
involving Dorothy Duncan 
of Terrace began yesterday 
in Terrace in Prince Rupert 
country court. 
Dunacn pleaded not 
fqStyto the charge which 
owed the death of her 
Amelia Duncan who died 
February 14 in Vancouver 
General Hospital. 
The baby was first ad- 
mired to Mills Memorial 
Hospital February II in a 
according to Terrace 
pediatrician Dr. Kwadwo 
• Anante, meaning that the 
child showed little signs of 
life. 
Asante said there was 
mxcqpsthe chest, abdomen 
face and arms, some of 
which appeared more 
recent than others, and 
swellings on each side of the 
child's head which were a 
result of blood clots. 
Brain injuries were 
suspected, Asante said. 
Duncan's brother William 
BoRon testified that be 
became aware that 
something was wrong on the 
evening of February. 11 
when Duncan came to his, 
apartment "in shock," 
Bolton went to Duncan's Cat. Terry Rowllnson said 
apartment where he found the two pieces of stick ap- 
another brother giving peared to be from the same 
mouth to mouth piece of light broom handle 
rescusitation toAmelia. and were about 26 inches 
He stated he noticed long and three-wauters of an 
brnsises on the child's body 
at that time. 
The other brother, Donald 
Bolton, had been supoenaed 
to appear in court yester- 
day, but eluded a police 
officer who attempted to 
bring him to court. A 
warrent was. issued for his 
appearance. 
Duncan was "obviously 
upset" when she telephoned 
Dr. Peter Van Herk at about 
5:30 p.m. February 11, the 
doctor tesifled. 
He quoted Duncan as 
saying at the time ,"would 
you come immediately, I 
think I have just killed my 
child." 
The child appeared to be 
dead when he arrived at 
Duncan's apartment, Van 
Herk said, but took over the 
mouth to mouth 
rescustation until the 
amublance arrived and then 
accompanied Amelia to the 
hospital. 
Van Herk identified two 
sticks which he and and 
RCMP constable had found 
in Duncan apartment. The 
sticks could have caused 
Amelia's injuries, he said. 
inch in diametre. 
Duncan was taken to 
hospital later in the evening 
of 11 but was released on 
Feb 25. and susequently 
arrested on the man- 
slaughter charge. 
The trial continues. 
and more money for make-• 
work projects were an. 
nounced Thursday by 
Finance Minister Jean 
Chretien in a Commons 
• speech calling for economic 
restraint. 
He said wage and price 
controls will be removed 
starting April 14. Replacing 
the anti-inflation program 
• will be a monitoring agency 
that will try to persuade 
unions and business to 
restrain price and pay de- 
mands. 
At a news conference 
later, he warned tha  
Canadians must realize that 
"there's a limit to what you  
can get out of the economy." 
"Everyon~ will have to be 
realistic," he said, adding 
that "I realize we're in a 
very serious situation with 
high unemployment high 
~.iJnflation and • a. docllning 
dollar." 
Chretien cou led his ap- 
peal for restraint with the 
hope that the additional 
money put in consumers' 
hands through tax breaks 
will be spent quickly to 
stimulate demand in the 
economy. 
Opposition critics quickly 
attacked his proposals 
claiming they are 
inadequate to lower current 
8.3 per cent jobless rates. 
Siclair Stevens, 
Progressive Conservative 
finance critic, estimate( 
that no more than 16,-000 
jobs will result. Ed Broad- 
bent, the New Democratic 
Party leader, noted that the 
personal tax cuts Chretien 
proposes amount to less 
than $2 a taxpayer weekly. 
Chretien said he had no 
estimate for the number of 
new jobs that he expects, 
and said the government 
could not afford more 
generous tax breaks. 
"I was not tempted to go 
further because I did not 
have the money," he said 
flatly. 
The finance minister, who 
took over the job in mid-Sep- 
tember after Donald 
Macdonald resigned, said 
the government its expecting 
an over-all deficit of nearly 
$9 billion on all transactions 
this year. This is sharply 
more than the $6.4 billion 
cash shortage that was 
forecast in the budget of last 
March 31. 
$45 billion in the financial 
year ending March 31. 
Chretien said the personal 
tax cut next year will he 
given by increasing the 
minimum amount of the 
current federal tax credit o 
$200 from $200. 
About six million of the 
more than 10 million tax- 
payers in low-and middle-. 
income ranges will get the 
fuli $150 cut, which will 
apply only for the 1978 tax 
year. 
Altogether, Chretien is 
offering a relatively 
moderate stimulus of less 
than $1 billion through the 
tax cuts, new job spending 
and the investment fund for 
companies. 
SPEND ON JOBS 
Another $150 million its 
being set aside for direct job 
creation, most of which will 
be.~i~nt during the current: 
winter. 
In addition, a $100 million 
subsidy program is being 
established in an effort to 
convince industry to expand 
and create jobs. 
In what amounts to a new' 
budget, Chretien em- 
phasized that he wants to 
find more jobs. But the 
government's cash deficits 
are so large that there its 
little room to manoeuvre. 
Wages and salaries will he 
kept to a max imum six per 
cent allowable rise in the 
third year of controls, plus 
two per cent if needed to 
maintain historical pay 
relatiionships. Original 
plans called for a basic in- 
crease of four per cent. 
Controls over corporate 
dividends a~e being 
tightened to six per cent 
from current limits of eight 
per cent. This restraint will 
apply until Oct. 13, 1978. 
According to the gradual 
method for ending controls, 
employees will be free of the 
rrstraints for new contracts 
that begin after next April 
14. Controls over prices and 
profits end for corporate 
financial years that begin 
after that date. 
Sprinkled among the an- 
nouncements inthe 
economic address were 
enticements for companies, 
including an extension of 
fast write-off provisions for 
spending on anti-poolution 
equipment until 1980. 
losses on rental homing to 
encourage more building. 
Budget 
highlights 
--Personal taxes cut by a 
nmximmn of $1.92 aweek in 
1978 on lower incomes, with 
the bulk Of benefits con- 
centrated in the Rrst two 
months next y~tr. 
--Pay and price controls 
removed gradually after 
April 14, 1978. 
--Spending on direct 
makework programs in- 
creased by $150 million from 
it50 million. 
Budget deficit for year 
: ending March 31, 1978, up 
about 50 per cent from 
• projections last March to 
~9.2 billion on total spending 
• of $45 billion. 
stagnant, with two-per-cent 
growth predicted this year 
and hopes for five-per-cent 
growth in 1978. 
--Indt~try provided with 
$100 million subsidy for job 
expansion. 
Alcan  
workers  
settle 
Union ratification of a 
memorandum ofsettlement 
between Alcan Smelters and 
Chemicals Ltd. and the 
Canadian Association ol 
collective agreement. 
Terms of the agreement 
as recommended for ac- 
ceptance by uion 
negoliattors Oct. 18, were 
approved by a 61 per cent 
majority of these attending 
membership meeting today 
at Kltmat and Kemano. 
The agreement covers 
2,00 hourly paid employees. 
Kitmat Works manager 
Bill Rich said the contract 
terms "maintain compefivit 
conditions of empolyment 
while continuing to 
demonstrate r straint." 
AIB"  out goes the lion, in comes 
• the toothless bureaucracy 
The monitoring agency, 
first proposed last spring by 
the government when it was 
trying to win a pledge of 
voluntary restraint from 
labor and business, will not 
have mandatory powers. 
A senior anti-inflation 
board spokesman said the 
agency would not have 
powers imilar to the board 
or to the administratoi' of 
the program. 
Pay  raises will be ef- 
fectively limited to a 
maximum of six per cent in 
the majority of cases. 
The rules also allow a two- 
per-cent "experience ad 
OTTAWA (CP) -- The 
anti-inflation board will be 
administering a toughened 
set of pay and dividend rules 
for the duration of wage- 
and.price controls but it will 
he replaced by a com- 
paratively toothless moni- 
toring agency when 
restraints end, Finance 
Minister Jean Chretien said 
Thursday. 
The new regulations for 
wages and dividends, ef- 
fective immediately, were 
announced by Chretien in 
the throne speech debate. 
Price rules will remain 
basically unchanged. 
justment factor" which can 
add to or subtract from the 
basic increase depending on 
the past experience of the 
group. 
FEW ENTITLED 
But Tom Shoyama, 
deputy finance minister 
said only a very small 
~umber of groups will he 
entitled to the experience 
factor. 
If the rules had been left 
unchanged, the formula for 
the duration of the program 
would have included a four- 
per-cent basic increase 
two-per cent for produc- 
t i v i~  a third element 
equal to the amount by 
which inflation in the 12- 
months ending in October 
exceeded the government's 
six-per-cent antiinflatioJ 
target, 
With the 12-month in- 
flatton rate in September at 
8.4 per cent, that third 
element was almost certain 
to have added another two 
~a~l r cent or more to the 
owable limits if the regu- 
lations had been unchanged, 
The allowable limit on i~. 
creases would then have 
been about eight per cent, 
Chretien said. 
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- • . Superport west of Port Angeles . O" 
, i In bnef:l Cherry Point proponents till fightin 
Boy Vi ri ri cott cto a tou sm OLYMPIA, Wash. (AP)-- favoring creation of an oil tentions in an interview President Carter and Magnuson was responsible pro-Port Angeles uperport 
policy," Hallaner said. VICTORIA CP-The Victoria Labor Council approved a
motion Wednesday to encourage tourists to boycott he 
Victoria area.The motion,put porward by the International 
Woodworkers of America, was passed in retaliation to a 
threatened lawsuit against the British Columbia Ferry and 
Marine Workers Union by some Victoria-area businesses. 
The ferry workers' union disobeyed two back-to-hack 
orders earlier this month and shutting down the provincial 
ferry system. 
A number of Vancouver Island tourist-oriented groups 
have said they intend to sue the union, the ferry corporation 
and the government for losses the reportedly suffered 
during the ferry strike. 
But Merray Drew of the IWA said unionist aren't 
prepared to stand still for such a move. 
"We aim to get ourown hack," Drew said. 
He said the boycott campaign would be launched next 
Monday at an IWA convention i Portland, where unionists 
will be asked not to travel to the Victoria area. 
Hotliner to justice 
OTTAWA (CP) - -  Jack Webster, son of Vancouver radio 
hot-line broadcaster Jack Webster, has been appointed 
executive assistant toJustice Minister Ran Basford, it was 
announced today. 
Webster, a lawyer, replaces Paul Manning who has 
returned to Vancouver to seek the Liberal nomination i the 
riding of Vancouver Quadra. 
Basford also announced that Bryan Baynham, .a Van- 
couver lawyer, has replaced Professor Ed Ratushny as 
special adviser on judicial appointments. 
Laurel March has been appointed a special assistant in 
Basford's office. 
Traffic-bound moose shot 
OTTAWA (CP) -- A young bull moose was shot and killed 
Wednesday about a mile from, downtown following a three- 
hour chase by conservation a d police officers who tried to 
drive the animal from city Iraffio into the bush. 
"Once they get into the city, it's almost oo late to save 
them," said Cord Shearer, provincial conservation officer. 
The 600-poand moose was the third in two months to 
wander into the city. The first was driven hack into the 
bush; the second also had to be destroyed. Shearer said all 
bulls travel ong distances during mating season. 
The moose led the men through bush inthe city's east end, 
along the Quecnsway, a cross-town highway, until the 
animal reached the Nicholas Street exit ramp leading 
downtown. It was shot behind a hockey arena. 
Several attempts were made to shoot he animal with a 
tranquillizer gun. Meat from the animal will go to a home 
for the aged. 
Governor Dixy Lee Ray's superport at or west of Port Wednesday, adding that "it Congress have blocked for that action. 
administration will continue Angeles. looks like we'll never have a construction of such an oil "Our action won't change 
to seek elimination of the State Ecology Director trans-shipment point here in trans-shipment port east of anything as far as east of 
portion of the state's Coastal Wilbur Hallauer confirmed the state." Port Angeles. United States Port Angeles goes, but we 
Zone Management Plan the administration's in He conceded that Senator Warren G.. want o eliminate the state's 
Parliament's failed regional interests 
By ALAN ARBUCKLE 
REGINA (CP) - -  The 
Canadian Parliament is not 
working as it should to cope 
with regional interests 
Saskatchewan Premier 
Allan Blakeney told the task 
force on Canadian unity 
today. 
Blakeney said in a diverse 
'country such as Canada 
there will always be con- 
flicts, but Parliament has 
failed to act as broker, 
satisfying regional interests 
and power groups by 
making trade-offs. 
The Senate was intended 
to meet regional needs but 
does not and the House of 
Commons, because of its 
party structure, cannot do 
the job, the premier said. 
As a result, Blakeney said 
the provinces are 
dissatisfied. 
The task force is headed 
jointly by former federal 
cabinet minister Jean-Luc 
Pepin and former Ontario 
premier John Raharts. 
The NDP premier added 
that federalist, forces must 
get organized in Quebec. He 
said a federal leader, 
organization and program 
are needed in that province. 
Quebec federalists, ap- 
proaching a provincial 
referendum on separation, 
might say that Premier 
Rene Levesque's proposal 
for a sovereignty 
association between Quebec 
and the rest of Canada was 
unacceptable. 
Blakeney said in a brief to 
the task force that a sover- 
eignty association offered 
virtually no economic 
benefits to Saskatchewan. 
He called on Canadians 
outside of Quebec to define 
their negotiating stance so 
that Quebec federalists 
could show voters in that 
province what alternative 
there is to separation. 
Blakeney said he was 
assuming that any 
Prairie Francophones 
want more protection 
REGINA (CP) - -  A group 
o gn i  k a 
residents in" Saskatchewan 
have called for protection of 
French language rights 
the provincial school act and 
for an official minority 
office in the government. 
L'Assooiation culturelle 
Franco-Canadieunes, 
meeting with the provincial 
cabinet Wednesday said the 
two proposals "must be 
implemented atonce if the 
fruncophone community in 
Saskatchewan is to survive 
and grow." 
The association said Grants awarded artists 
01WAWA (CP) - -  The Canada Council announced today creating an official minority 
that $718,810 has been awarded to 76 artists, writers and office or secretariat would 
performers, make an agency responsible 
Senior arts grants worth up to $16,000 each for four to 12 for developing francophone 
months of study and work were made to sixwriters and . Communities in t~e 
eight visual artists. - , :  .' ..... pl-ovince..; 
Award winners for creative writing were Antenine "The predicament of 
Maillet, Outremont, Que., Jean-Paul Pinsonnaull francophono communities 
Waterloo, Que., Joyce Marshall and Scott Symons, Toronto, 
David McFadden, Hamilton, Ont., and Thomas Wayman, 
Vancouver. 
Visual artists winning awards were Terrence Syverson, 
Cape North, N.S., Micheline Beauchemin, Les Grondines, 
Que., Claude Tousignant, Montreal, William Ronald, 
Toronto, Ronald Martin, London, Ont., Ivan Eyre, St. 
Norbert, Man., Wyona Muleaster, Saskatoon, and Ann 
Kipling, Falkland, B.C. 
$43 million fire damage 
COLOGNE, West Germany (AP) - -  Flames swept 
through the spare parts warehouse at the German Ford 
plant Thursday, causing at least $43 million damages, the 
automobile company reported. 
Three firemen were overcome by smoke while fighting 
the blaze, which was still burning out of control Thursday 
night, six hours after the alarm was given, a Ford 
spokesman said. 
Cause. of fire was not immediately determined. Police 
said the possibility of arson was under investigation but 
there was no indication the blaze had any connection to 
German terrorist incidents this week. 
,Raise minimum wage 
z ncop 
outside Quebec, and more 
particularly in Saskat- 
chewan, continues to be one 
of constant struggle for sur- 
vival," the group said in a 
statement released prior to 
the meeting. 
The outcome of the 
struggle will be largely 
determined by individual 
francophones, the group 
said, but "all levels of 
government must commit 
themselves to reversing the 
disintegration of the fran- 
cophone community as 
shown by the alarming rate 
of assimilation. 
Following the meeting 
with the cabinet, Rene 
Archambault, the group's 
Vote 
WASHINGTON (AP) - -  The U.S. House of Represen- 
tative completed congressional ction Thursday on a bill 
raising the national minimum wage from the current $2.30 
an hour to $3.35 an hour by 1981. 
Nearly five million workers will get increases in their 
paycheques Jan. I when the first stage of the four-step, 45- 
percent increase takes effect, going up to $2.65 an hour. 
The House voted 236 to 187 to send the bill to the White 
House, ignoring arguments from Representatives John Er- 
lenborn (Rep. Ill.), John Ashbrook, (Pep. Ohio) and John 
Rousselot (Hop. Calif.), that the bill would put hundreds of 
thousands of workers out of jobs. 
Representative J. J. Pickle (Dem. Tex.) had asked the 
House to reject the compromise worked out by a Senate- 
House conference committee b cause it greatly weakened a 
House provision exempting more small businesses from 
paying the minimum-wage b nefits. 
The House showed no inclination to push harder for its 
position, however, and with its vote ended a six-month fight 
for the minimum wage increase by organized labor and 
others. 
Ju, stice minister quits. 
STUTTGART, West Germany (AP) - -  State Justice 
Minister Taugott Bender, who was responsible for the 
operation ofthe West German prison where three terrorists 
committed suicide, resigned today, a spokesman for the 
Baden-Wuerttemberg justice ministry said. 
Bender's resignation followed by one day the dismissal of 
the warden and security director at Stammhoim Prison. 
Convicted terrorists Andreas Baader, Jan-Carl Raspe 
and Gudrun Ensslin committed suicide in their cells 
Tuesday morning, a few hours after German commandos 
ended an air hijacking staged to force their release. 
A fourth, Irmgard Moelier, was found stabbed in her cell 
but was rushed to a hospital where she is recovering. 
Bender said Raspe and Baader shot themselves with 
pistols but was unable to exvlain how the weapons were 
smuggled into the prison, V .t Germany's most secure. 
Leftists throughout Western E, urope claim the terrorists 
were murdered. 
State President Hans Fiibinger aft;rmed his confidence in 
Bender's "per.~on'al and moral integrity" but accepted the 
resignation in respect for Bender's wishes. 
useless 
and 
costly 
vdi as  t ned  
Education Minister Don 
Farts presented a coun- 
terproposal to an official 
minority office attached to 
the executive council. 
Archambault said Farts 
suggested an advisory 
council responsible to the 
minister of education. 
Donald Cyr, general 
director of the assocmtion, 
said in an interview Wed- 
nesday that access to 
French education should be 
a right, not a privilege. 
agreement on a 
rearrangement of the 
relationship between the 
federal government and the 
provinces would have to 
wait until after a referen- 
dum on Quebec and the 
subsequent change of at- 
titude on the part of the 
government there. 
In his strongly-worded 
brief, the premier said 
Saskatchewan recognizes 
the long-term benefits of 
Confederation and values 
the'consept of a united 
Canada. 
But in the short-term, he 
added that Saskatchewan 
might even gain some 
economic benefits by 
Quebec leaving. 
He repeated Saskat- 
chewan's complaints about 
freight rates, tariffs and 
resource policies and 
suggested the province may 
have more luck 
renegotiating its deal in 
Q~ fed  e r a t i  on  
Quebec. 
"Confederation was a 
bargain which had some 
advantages for us," 
Blakeney Said. 
"But lately the ad- 
vantages have become 
harder and harder to detect, 
• as one after another the well 
understood agreements are 
abandoned or attacked." 
He noted that the federal 
government took its share of 
oil revenues while other 
• resources were left ex- 
clusively for the provinces 
and the producers. 
Blakeney complained that 
tariffs and freight rates 
mean Saskatchewan 
residents pay too much for 
manufactured goods and 
they also discourage the de- 
velopment of manufac- 
turing industries in the 
province. 
Without that manufac- 
turing, the province was left 
with a fluctuating 
agricultural economy. 
The premier also pointed 
to the proposal from federal 
Transport Minister Otto 
Lang that user pay the full 
cost of rail transportation. 
Blakeney said while other 
forms of transportation are 
subsidized, Saskatchewan 
will loose the Crow's Nest 
pass freight rates, "which 
we regard as an essential 
part of the Confederation 
bargain." 
Blakeney said a Canada 
without Quebec would not be 
Former Gov. Dan Evans 
amended the state's federal 
coastal plan to lend support 
for a common-use t rminal 
at or west of the major city 
on the Strait of Juan de 
Fuoa. Northern Tier 
Pipeline Co. is asking 
permission to build a port at 
Port Angeles and a Mid- 
westbound pipeline around 
Puget Sound. ' i 
"If we accomplish 
deletion (of the Evans 
amendment), i  would leave 
us in a neutral position, with 
no policy," Hallauer said. , I  
don't see why the Ray ad- 
ministration should be bur- 
dened with the Evans 
policy." 
He said he will' go to 
Washington, D.C., at the end 
of the month to discuss the 
matter with Commerce 
Secretary Juanita Kreps: 
He will also. attend U.S, 
Supreme Court arguments 
in Atlantic RichfieldxCo.'s 
suit against he state's 10~n 
on supertankers on the 
inland waters . . . .  
Meanwhile, state energy 
chief Larry Bradley says he 
isn't saying final rites over 
the proposal for a port at 
Cherry Point, despite the 
congressional ban. Public 
debate should continue, he 
said. 
"I don't regard the door as: 
completely closed on the 
Cherry Point project," he: 
said. "If we are going to 
have an oil terminal in this 
PRINCE ALBERT (CP) 
- -  "Useless and very 
costly" is how former prime 
minister John Diefenbaker 
described Prime Minister 
Trudeau's uggestion of a 
national referendum on 
Canadian unity. 
"It will determine 
nothing," Diefenbaker said 
Thursday. 
He added that it is obvious 
Canadians want Quebec to 
remain in Confederation. 
Trudeau was trying to 
"blow up" the national unity 
issue so that he could pose 
as the "sav io r  ,of the 
country." 
Diefenbaker said Quebec 
will not vote for separation. 
"I know Quebec well. It 
gave me support received 
by no other Conservative 
prime minister since the 
days of (Sir John A.) 
Macdonald." 
In a telephone interview, 
the Prince Albert MP  said 
he has talked with many 
French Canadians and they 
have supported his feelings. 
The real reason for the 
problems in Quebec is high 
unemployment, about which 
the government does 
nothing, Diefenbaker said. 
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HOTEL• VALUE 
, Do.'.,o.,. : 
• 31 Floors i i ' ~/.,v~\~t 
• .Roef Top Dining: ~ .  ~[~ 
• Suit. at Room Rotes~.~. ~
• Rod~o o.a Cola, TV ~ 
• Sauna Baths ~ : i . ~ '~ 
• Indoor Pool,  ,~ / '~ . '~  
F "~ 
• Refrigerator : in /  ~ . .~ '~ 
• .'every room ~ : ~ 
• Panoramic view 
from your Own balcony. " 
SINGLE:frOm $24 .: 
DOU BL'-ES from $29 
• EVERY ROOMALMOST • 
TWICE THE SIZE OF AN 
ORDINARY HOTEL ROOM 
1225 ROBSON ST; 688:1 
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PHONE COLLECT; 
next week that opposes the 
policy of tripartism ad. 
vanced by the Canadian 
Labor Congress (CLC). 
The draft policy 
statement, released Wed- 
nesday, says the CLC aim of 
a government, business and 
labor partnership torun the 
country is unworkable. 
, The policy says that 
unions in this country could 
not participate with 
government and business 
interests because they have 
not yet got equal economic 
and political clout. 
CUPE is the biggest af- 
filiate of the CLC, which has 
held some discussions on 
tripartism with the federal 
government and 
representatives from hie 
business. 
CUPE leaders will 
present their position paper 
to 1,200 delegates making up 
what they describe as the 
largest convention of a 
single union in Canadian 
labor history. 
The policy statement says 
the manifesto adopted by 
the parent CLC two years 
ago on tripartism won't 
work. 
"Employers and govern- 
W " " ments, respect po or ,  it 
says "What he (tripartiFm) 
manifesto does not fa~is  
that labor has not~i~yet~';¢, 
acquired the un~ed 
political and econ~ic 
power which could p l~ i t  
on an equal footing with 
business and government. 
The policy also warns 
delegates that if the CLC 
entered a form of tripartism 
"from its present position of 
weakness, it would be co- 
opted into serving the in- 
terests of corporations 
because government has not 
shown itself to be a neutral 
third party standing bet- 
ween business and labor." 
It charges that "recent 
history has amply 
demonstrated that govern- 
ment policies are heavily 
weighted toward business." 
"In addition, it describes 
tripartism as undemocratic 
because the high-level body 
would be made up of people 
who are appointed rather 
than elected. 
The policy says that the 
alternative to tripartism is 
to build a more powerful 
union. 
sary. 
" I t ' s  assumed that the 
other nine provinces would 
like to see national unity,"  
Moores said today, com- 
menting on remarks by 
Prime Minister Trudeauin 
the Commons Wednesday. 
Trudeau said the federal 
government is working on a 
new law that would enable it 
to hold a national 
referendum on the Quebec 
question. 
Moores said Quebecers 
could probably use a 
national referendum to their 
own advantage "by saying 
the rest of Canada can't get 
along without us so  
therefore we can have 
economic union." 
PRICE REDUCED. " iM- 
MEDIATE OCCUPANCY 
You II be sure to love thls 
home. This three bedroom 
home Is only one year old, 1000 
sq. ft., with rock fireplace, 11/2 
baths, wall to wall throughout, 
rec room, bath, laundry plus 
two extra large bedrooms In 
fhe daylight basement. This 
home has a carport and 
sundeck. The lot is fully 
landscaped with garden area 
and storage shed. Call Dwaln 
McCall to view this unlclUe 
home. MLS. 
GREAT FAMILY LOCATION 
Convenient to all school 
levels this 1200 sq.ft, ful l  
basement home has natural; 
rock fireplace. Ensulte 
plumbing. 3 additional 
bedrooms In basement. At- 
tached carport.extra built 
Ins. Nicely treed lot. Asking 
$49.000. Give Bob Sheridan a 
call. 
THE CiTY CENTRE MALL. PLACE. 
DATE: OCTOBER 22, 1977 
TIME: 9:30a.m.. 6p.m, 
.ALL WELCOMED 
PRUDEH & GURRIE .n LTD. 
SPLIT LEVEL IN TOWN 
Spacious home with 3 levels 
finished including three 
bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, 
fireplace, eating area in the 
kitchen plus dining room, and 
s large family room and entry 
on the ground level. The 
property Is nicely landscaped 
and there is a carport. Phone 
Bert Llungh to view. 
EXCELLENT FAMILY HOME 
New wall to wall carpeting 
recently installed. Fenced, 
landscaped, concrete patio. 
Convenient to schools and 
arena - centrally located - $ 
bedrooms, two finished 
fireplaces, rumpus room. For 
appointment phone Rusty or 
Bert. 
QUIET SECLUDED 
COMFORTABLE 
A truly attractive home in 
Copperslde Estates. Largelot 
with landscaping, a garden 
area. The home has three 
bedrooms a fireplace and open 
beam construction; cozy 
living on two floors • Phone 
Rusty or Bert Llungh • for an 
appolntment to view. 
CENTRAL LOCATION. TWO 
BLOCKS TO DOWNTOWN 
SCHOOLS AND ARENA 
It makes this 3 bedroom one 
and half storey home Ideal for 
an active family. Features 
Include full basement, shake 
roof, wall to wall, large kit. 
chert and dining. Drive by 4638 
Davies and call Dwaln McCall 
to view. Priced under $40,000. 
U ~l I~ '~/ .  Y DIFFER'ENT ~~ 
Quality constructed full bsmt 
home with 3 bdmns off an 
upper balcony which 
overlooks the living room and 
dlnlng room. Modern kitchen 
with laundry room lust a step 
away,  Study room wlth patio 
doors to deck. Fireplace In 
living room and bsmt has freb 
standing fireplace In a large 
carpeted rumpus room. 
Sundeck over carport. Twin 
sealwlndows. New listing In 
town on Dairy Ave. See this 
really d i f ferent  well built 
home with Bob Sher lL  
QUIET ............ . ........... S 'EC .LOD~: 'D  
LOCATION ON THE BENCH - 
Presently rented To view this 
3 bedroom full basement home 
with garden area, landscaped, 
covered walkway -carpor t ;  
phone Rusty or Bert for an 
| 
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ur best 
t o y O u  You have to see this attractive Durably constructed to provide And this beautiful 
cookware in person to realize the years of servica given normal cookware and cannister set is aptly 
full extent of Its worth, care. . .  Starting with shining named Spice Garden. All pieces 
Sparkling whites, crisp colour porcelain enamel finish - -  Heavy are available anytime through either 
pattern and generous rich browns , duty construction --  Flame-proof plan while offer lasts. This is a 
to excite and delight the most bakelite safety handles (except limited time offer• 
fo" 
" '  l .=-= .~== _~- ,= --,.,~= - ,  . ,~= -,-~, fastidious homemaker every time for FondUe) - -  Stainless steel chip Todaylsagood 
r n c =  n n l o r  each plece comes lnto view. proofrims, time to start your set. 
m m m¢,um,..em..om Q; m ACQUIRETHIS HANDSOME IMPORTED 
homdmaking- 
~,~!i: ~i !i!!!!'!! 
One and a half quart sauce pan 
with cover -- Stay cool cover knob. 
Easy grip pot handle. Stainless steel rim 
PLUS MATCHING ACCESSORIES 
 WlTHYOUR 
CHOICEOF 
'4 Use Our Good buy plan.., dl~ Use our Bonus buy tape plan... 
I I  Purchase one of more pieces ~1 That is, save and accumulate your Overwaltea cash tapes which 
during oiler period and pay the when redeemed reduce the purchase price. Chances are you'd be 
ouldght cash price... No Overwaitea food shopping anyway sowhy not pay less for your Gourmet Cook- 
cash tapes required or ware. Simply ask the Cashier for your tape saver envelope(s). Stay 
Green Overwaltea cash tapes dated from Oct. 10,1977 to closing date 
which is to be specified later are valid towards Spice Garden 
......................... cookware purchase price reductions. 
|O l~m Of 011 ~ ¢~1~ IA P i |  KU I - -  f O O A T ~ •  
TEN INCH CHICKEN 
FRYPAN - -  Stainless steel 
rim - -  Rounded bottom to 
side corner makes for 
easy cleaning 
EIGHT INCH FRYPAN 
Just the right size 
for husband and wife 
breakfasts etcetera 
Three quart sauce pan with cover 
stay cool lid knob. As In 11/a 
quart size lids are enamelled in 
deep, rich chocolate brown. 
TWO quart 
Fondue set 
consisting of 
Pot with cover... 
Alcohol burner, 
Dome stand 
andtray. Plus 
6 stainless 
steel fondue 
forks. 
CA 
FOUR" 
INCI 
ilii:: H 
DUTCH OVEN WITH COVER ~ 1Us  
Large five-quart capacity ~ ,,,~'r & L ie  ~1'1'1'1'1'1'1'1'1'~~ 
stay cool, flame-proof bakelite 
safety handles on pot and lid 
THREE PIECE MIXING BOWL SET 
lrt 
, duty 
lan. 
. . . ' :  
'WHISTLING 
TEA KETTLE 
Two quart capacity 
Nonporous insldeand 
outside foreasy cleaning. 
Flame-proof bakelite 
safety handle 
P 
and away you go 3220 Eby 
:',SALT & PEPPER SHAKERS 
to match the whole set 
SEVEN PIECE KITCHEN 
TOOL SET. Matching handles 
Durable and useful. Set 
consists of Soup ladle, pot fork, 
hamburger turner, potato masher, 
basting spoon, slotted spoon 
and six hook hanging rack 
635-5950 REGULAR SHOPPING HOURS 
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] Interpretmg the News [
Diplomacy can't 
stop hijackings 
UNITED NATIONS (CP) 
-- The hijackings of in- 
ternational aircraft by 
Japanese and West German 
terrorists hace focused 
renewed attention on the UN 
efforts, unproductive thus 
far, to take firm action 
against air piracy and 
hostage-taking. 
There already are two 
antiterrorist resolution., 
before UN committees and 
the expectation now is that a 
third will be introduced next 
week, under prompting 
from the International 
Federation of Airline Pilots 
Association, and face the 
same uncertain fate as its 
predecessors. 
The basic problem is that 
UN's inability to persuade 
all of its 149 members to 
agree to act against air 
piracy. Three international 
treaties designed to curb 
hijacking and airborne ter- 
rorism already are on the 
books but have been ratified 
by few more than half the 
tin membership. 
These treaties are the 
Tokyo Convention of 1963, 
ratified by 88 countries; the 
Hague Convention of 1970, 
ratified by 79, and the 
Montreal Convention of 
1971, ratified by 75. They 
were negotiated by the 
International Civil Aviation 
Organization, the UN's 
aviation agency based in 
Montreal. 
MOVEMENT SEEN 
The key to effective 
control of hijacking is 
getting all countries to 
refuse to grant sanctuary to 
terrorists. UN diplomats 
say they see movement in 
that direction, with more 
and more countries in 
recent years refusing 
landing permission to air- 
craft under the control of hi- 
jackers. 
Principal opposition te 
,antiterrorist measures in 
the UN has come from Arab 
and African delegates who 
fear the controls would 
restrict he activities of so- 
called liberation forces in 
Third World areas. 
When the United States 
proposed a convention 
against errorism following 
the massacre of Israeli 
athletes at the Munich 
Olympic Games in 1972, 
Third World delegates said 
the proper way to approach 
terrorism was to study the 
underlying causes and 
remove them. Then, they 
said, terrorism would cease. 
The U.S. resolution is still 
bogged own in committee. 
BLOCKS PROPOSAL 
A West German proposal 
last year for 'an in- 
mo m ~ie~tts im 
against hootage4aking met 
a similar fate. Libya sug- 
geated the committee first 
debate the meaning of the 
word hostage and then 
suggested that the 
Paiestinian refugee of the 
Middle East were the 
hostages of the Israells and 
that the people of Namibia, 
a territory held by South 
Africa, were hostages of the 
South Mrican government. 
The German proposal still is 
in committee. 
TORONTO (CP) -- Until recently, 
Thomson industries Ltd., an oil and 
gas drilling and exploration com- 
stocksPany'.had difficulty selling i ts '  
"I can remember t ying to sell the 
stock at $2.50 when it had a cash flow 
of $3.10 ashare and getting very few 
orders," recalled Bruce Kennedy of 
the investment firm of Mess, Law- 
son and Co. Ltd. 
Then, in mid-summer, the 
Thomson stock rose to the ~5-to-$3~- 
a share range after selling as low as 
$1.50 in 1975. 
Airlines far from glamorous 
Stewardesses battle for basic rights 
toronto cp-Despite the sirline ads. Shirley 
Poole says there area times when being a 
flight attendant isn't all that glamorous. 
Long days, sore feet and lonely hotel 
rooms are part of the job, and that's why 
flight attendants need a union •more than 
most, workers, says Ms. Poole, 3~-year- 
old president of the Canadian Air Line 
Flight Attendants Association CALFAA. 
Airlines are not model employers,she 
said in an interview, and flight attendants 
still lack some basic rights other take take 
for granted. At some, airlines, attendants 
who become pregnant cannot expected to 
work right up to the ninth month as other 
workers do. 
The airlines used to fire cabin workers 
who got pregnant and Air Canada still 
grounds pregnant attendants after four 
months. In the latest contract proposals, 
the carrier would raise the limit to 20 
weeks provided the attendant passes 
regular physicals from her doctor. 
CALFAA won't be happy until pregnat 
attendants can make their own decision 
when to stop, even if they conlnue into 
their eight or ninth month. Only one 
airline, Winnipeg-based Transair, at 
present allows for something like this 
now. 
The things which Ms. Pnole says grates 
on her nerves is that the gainst he union 
has won the pregnancy issue are not 
guaranteed by law. In theory, what the 
carriers have given,they can take away. 
"When it comes to human rights,we've 
had to battle for each and every one of 
them. And that is without he benefit of 
any legislation that said we even had any 
rights." 
The key battles have largely affected 
female members. There was the 
memorable fight to get Air Canada to 
stop retiring female attendants at 32-tbe 
age limit now is 60. 
• Although 80 per cent of CALFAA's 4,700 
members are women. Ms.Poole is the 
union's first female president. She 
shrugged off suggestions of male-female 
tensions, insisting that many problems 
affect he men too and th union is fighting 
• just as hard for them. 
Ironcially, Ms.Poole ran for president 
partly because of an injustice to a man- 
Robert Smoal, the union's business agent 
for 15 years, whowas ousted in 1975 by the 
CALFAA •executive on charges ol 
misappropriation f union funds. 
An inquiry by the Canandian Labor 
Congress cleared Smeal and concluded 
thathe had been the victim of a campaign 
to "hesnlirch his name and his proud 
record as a trade unionist." 
Reflecting on the affair, Ms. Poole said 
the male-dominatedexeautive decided to 
get Smeal because he had pressed human 
rights to issue which matter to the women 
members. 
In 1973, Smeai got Air Canada to in- 
tegrate seniority lists for male and female 
flight attendants, giving the women and 
equal crack atpromotiuns. In 1974, Smeal 
and Ms. Poole led a CALFAA lobby to 
Ottawa to get the government to apply 
pressure on the airlines to modify 
• pregnancy regulations. 
"It was always my feeling Bob was 
attacked and destroyed because we were 
getting into areas where we had to have 
our fingers burned," she said. 
CLEARED OF CHARGES 
Smeal was still waiting the results of the 
C~,C inquiry when Ms. Poole and a new 
executive were elected in May, 1976. He 
died two months later, just before the CLC 
report came out clearing him. 
Ms. Poole,.by her own definiU.on, was-- 
and still is--what he airline looks tor in a 
fiig, ht attendant. She is an attractive dark- 
haired woman, with a pleasing smile and 
poise. 
Her associates say she is intelligent and 
aggressive and holds a deep commitment 
to the welfare of her members. During the 
interview, conducted as the union con- 
tinued contract talkswith Air Canada, her 
voice became charged with emotion as 
she recounted some particularl: 
,distressing eases he has dealt with as a 
~mion officer. • 
The Winnipeg-born Ms. Poole joined Air 
Canada in 1967 after moving to Van- 
couver. As a union official, she served as 
base vice-president and base president 
before being transfered to Montreal in 
1975. 
MOVED UP RAPIDLY 
The pregnancy lobby whetted her ap- 
petite for i~gher office in the union. Soon 
after setting up in Montreal, she was 
elected the union's vice-general chapman 
for Air Canada nd ran for the presidency 
U 
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"'We had a terrible garden this year - -  all I couM grow was tired" 
] Business pot ight ]',. 
/ \  • 
a year later when the Smoal controversy 
was at its height. 
The executive is giving cabin safety a 
high priority. Some day, she said there 
may be a serious acciaent occause the 
airlines and the federal safety depart- 
ment neglect cabin safety. 
,,'rhA airlines and the trans or 
depar'tment have abdicated t~ei 
responsibility all the way down the line on 
~h~'union has involved itself in studies 
of sensitive questions such as the effect of 
jet lag and alcoholism on flight at- 
tendants. 
Union officials ay morale has pltmged 
among Air Canada flight attendants 
because of the company s evaluation, 
system, which they say tries to stand-' 
ardize behavior and stamp out in. 
dividuality by stressing a proper body 
language andsmile. 
There has been a noticeable increase in 
members going on full-time disability for 
_psychiatric reasons: M s. Pocle said. And 
the problem affects OGre men ann women. 
"If you want o destroy some bedy's.self- 
confidence, a good way is to tell somenooy 
that he way they have bean smiling for 20 
years ... is wrong. Tell them their facial 
expressions do not vary ... Tell them that 
talking to one passenger was appropriate 
while talking to another was not. 
"When you get into somebody's body 
language-to that extent, 7ou hit them 
where they live. You are telling them they 
are inadequate athome or on the street. 
It's sick." 
"I'm sure you'll agree, we don't want an epidemic." 
Scots fear 
oil drilling 
will create 
Kennedy predicts the shares will with 425,000 shares coming from the earnings multiple to t  he:: stock. Formed about 10 years ago as a 
settle somewhere near $30. company and 75,000 f~m John EYE $3 A SHARE private drilling company, it became provide long-term era- 
Why did the stock make such an Thomson, the company president. He said he believes the company public in 1970 when it merged with ployment were coal mining, 
impressive gain? Until then, the presiden~ bad,lightly , earnings will be maintained at the Cambridge Oil Ltd. At that time, it food processing and the hat- 
Kennedy said one reason is that more than 50 per cent of the corn- level ol $3 a share despite the one- changed its name from Thomson nessing of sea waves to 
there has never been a large supply Pan's  shares. ~ third dilution caused by the issue of Drilling Co. Ltd. generate lectricity. . Bain said some 23,000 jobs 
of the stock for the public to trade, so ~[~ U.S. stock issue still left the the new shares. Its a'ssets include 31 drill rigs in might be created in the 
there was little interest in it. compa.n.y with less than 1.5 million A lot of the trading in Thomson the U.S., Canadaand Britain, 14 foodproeessing industry 
Another was that as there are few issuea snares, with Jolm Thomson was done in Calgary with the buyers well-servicing rigs in Alberta, plus mone. 
drilling companies in Canada, in- holding 400,900. various off and gas wells in Canada Sir Robert Fairbairn, veators were uncertain about what Kenned~ said the U.S. distribution mainly local residents who knew of 
price.earnings multiple would he  increased-the number of issued the company's Alberta operations, and the U.S. chairman of the Scottish 
appropriate. ' . _ sharu.by about 50 per cent. This Thomson's head office is'legally in Latest figures how earnings from industrial development 
Then, last June, 500,000 shares creama many new shareholders .and Toronto, but its executive offices are operations inthe year ended April 30 board, said nearly one-t~.d 
were sold to U.S. inter~t.s at $13.63, brought a naccepted U.S. pace- in Houston, Tex. , were equal to $3.88 (U.S.) a share, assistance°f the Britishto tndustryg°Vemment'Shas 
st no hero at home ,one to scofland in the last Acclaimed " irtl live years .  "It will take a similar share of the estimated 90,000 jobs that will result from 
MONTREAL (CP) - - " I f  there's anything Spry, who has master's degrees il The film deals with a TV journalist who this investment," he said. "Yet investment inScotland 
unique about the Canadian culture, it's the engmeering (Oxford) and economics (London unwittingly discovers that a Montreal company is dropping in relation to the 
" t  " denial of that cul ure. School of Economics), moved to Montreal from is responsible for the pollution-related deaths of rest of the United Kingdom. 
Toronto in 1965 to join the National Film, Board a number of children in the city's eastsend. It is essential that Scottisn So says film-maker Rob.in Spry, who has ~n~ 
made 22 films in 15years anti yet suffers wrtum -I~.'~ . .... . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  It is loosely based on a personal tragedy, industry should undertake 
. . . . .  t.,  ^ .. t,o ~-'--e turf His t~st mns wire me ~'u  saomea mm wlm Spry's brother Richard, a former CBC pro- the investment ecessary to
, ,u, j , , , ,a  ,,- . . . . . . . .  . .:. ,, a reputation as a documentary film-maker, he d~cer, died four years ago from a form of improve productivity. 
"I don't want it to sauna uRe sour grapes, said 
| |  , ~ '  Spry said, but it s a constant source of amaze- Among them are Action: The October Crisis ' cancer elated to environmental pollution. "We must develop the 
ment to me that Canada can't seem to ancept of 1970,-which earned him a Canadian Film Spry began laying the groundwork for the markets needed to provide a
its own artists" . Award as best director ; Flowersona OneWay film almost immediately after his brother's longterm basis for era: 
Spry, 37, whose efforts have. been..in- Street, a1967 d ocumenta~ on aT.oron!o hippie death, ployment in the future." 
ternationaily acclaimed, hoi~. his latest am, commantty,ano RiDe vor Your tam, a 1~ tan After going through several producers and 
One Man, Will at last bringhim recognition i  ~: about a motorcycm, racer: . . . ,, writers (there were 37 rewrites of the screen- Today in 
his own cotmiry. . .. ~' "I never hadany interest in a.ecume.ntar)es,, play) and ru.un, in g short, of m_one~, he put.the 
One Man drew enthusiastic reviews tam me a said Spry. "'m tact, nerore commg to me Btut  finishing touches to me film x~ mmutes netore History 
normally reserved French critics at the 1977 .~9 had never done a documentary." its showing at Cannes. 
Cannes Film Festival, was praised by New .u~ WON BRITISH AWARD . The lead actor, Len Cariou, had worked 180S--Nelson and the 
York critic Rex Reed and by Charles Champlin The only feature film he made with the NF.B extensively in theatre in Canada and on British fleet defeated the 
of the Los Angeles Times and has been sold to prior to One Man, ca.lled t-~tog.ue, won.me Broadway but had no previous film experience, combined French and 
virtually every country in Europe. Robert Flanercy Awara--me uriuan equivmenc 
HOLLYWOOD INTERESTED of an Oscar. Spanish off Trafalgar. Spry recently received a Canada Council 
In addition, Spry said arrangements are Finally, after four frantic years of work on grant to take a year off, during which he w i l l  1854--Florence 
being made for its release in Japan and Aus- One Man, Spry thinks he can breathe a little study film, "do lots of writing" and spend more Nightingale, English nurse, 
tralia and both Warner Brothers and Columbia easier, time with his wife and two young children, set out for the Crimea. 
have shown "strong interest." I hope it will get me out of the documentary One Man is the "picture I always wanted to 1917--Dizzy Gillespie, 
id It's also "It took five minutes to sell the film to West typecast and I will be considered a feature di- make,, he sa . the ta t  thing Ive American jazz musie|~n, 
Germany and five months to sell it to Canada." rector." ever done." was born. 
By NORMAN CRIBBENS 
EDINBURGH (CP) -- 
for the Scottish 
onaiist party contend 
that exploitation of North 
Sea oil at present rates may 
leave Scotland with more 
industrial slums. 
"Scotland is an extremely 
wealthy nation in terms of 
resources," said lsobe] 
Lindsay, the party's 
executive chairman. "But 
we now have over-hasty 
exploitation ofOrion the one 
hand and serious unner- 
development in other areas 
like coal and forestry. 
"Oil is being exploited ps 
fast as ]possible to provide a 
breathing space for the 
En~ish economy. At the end 
of it, Scotland will be left 
with a few more industrial 
slums in the north and not 
much more to show for it." 
She said moot jobs in the 
oil industry are short-term 
and bound up with the early 
stages of oil development: 
Her party was concerned 
with long-term development 
ensuring a maximum level 
of employment. 
SUGGESTS ALTER- 
NATIVES 
Donald Bath, the party's 
research consultant, said 
Scotland's level of forestry 
plantaton is among the 
lowest in Europe. Other 
industries that might 
slums 
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Cold, wintry months ahead 
Mini-budget won't help jobless, says critics 
OTTAWA (CP) -- Op- 
pos i t ion  critics in the 
Commons attacked the 
federal finance statement 
Thursday, calling it a mini- 
budget hat will do nothing 
to relieve high unem- 
ployment. 
Progressive Conservative 
finance critic Sinclair 
Stevens said the govern- 
ment "offers little hope for 
those "one million Canadians 
who will be looking for work 
in the cold, wintry months 
ahead." 
He estimated that the 
meam~res announced by 
Finance Minister Jean 
Chretien would produce 
16,000 jobs at the most. 
Ed Breadbent, New 
Democratic Party leader, 
said "I'm not happy at all." 
Unemployment is the No. 1 
economic problem and 
Chretien's proposals "will 
create a maximum of 50,000 
new jobs at most," he told 
reporters outside the House. 
Government officials had 
no estimates of the number 
of jobs that will be created. 
MaxSaltsman, NDP 
finance critic, told the 
Commons it is "a grave 
disappointment to see the 
kind of mini-budget he's 
brought in today. It's a dis- 
aster.", 
social Credit finance 
Critic Gilbert Rondeau said 
the measures contained few 
details and boiled down to 
"electoral gadgets." 
Commends cutS 
Stevens did commend the 
government for reducing 
personal income tax but 
said it should have been 
more and come sooner. 
Andhe said if the 
g 
wasteful spending more tax 
cuts could be made. Public 
servants spent nearly $I 
million on taxi fares inOt- 
tawa last year. 
He wondered why the 
government did not reduce 
sales tax. 
"Why should the federal 
galOVernment, on sales tax 
one, make more on every 
• car sold in this country than 
the manufacturer, 
wholesaler, retailer or any 
• tg , ,  provincial governmen, be 
asked. 
Critics want 
equal time 
OTTAWA (CP)  - -  An in- opposition were to get only 
Jication of the importance ~0 minutes. 
MPs put on televising their 
affairs was given Thursday With television ow in the 
Commons and with 
in a complaint in the Chretien's speech being[ 
Commons by Ed Broadbent, broadcast live by the major [ 
New Democratic Party networks, it was essential [ 
leader, that the opposition be in a I 
position to give a good re - i  
Broadbent said that the spunse immediately af-I 
news media were to get a terward, he said. 
briefing on Finance 
Minister Jean Chretien'e- Chretien replied that 30 
speech Thursday on the minutes is enough to be 
economy--a speech being briefed on his 30-minute 
called a mini-budget--an speech. But if the NDP 
hour in advance, needed an hour he would 
But ~i)resentatives of tbe give it. 
Provinces, party leaders 
Small business got 
nothing out of the proposals, 
he said accusing the 
government ofbeing "more 
concerned about arranging 
$100 million loans for the 
corporate few," 
The Conservative MP said 
the government bowed to 
demands of his party when 
it dropped plans for taxing 
dividends of life insurance 
policies held by the sur- 
vivors of dead policy 
holders. 
Charging the government 
with 10 years of economic 
mismanagement, he said 
the dropping confidence by 
investors in the Canadian 
economy isevident from the 
record decline in the value 
of the Canadian dollar to 
nearly 90 cents. 
NO RENEWAL 
"We doubt if that con- 
fidence will be renewed 
tomorrow." 
He also blasted Trudeau 
for saying the expectations 
of Canadians are too high 
when the government is 
guilty of extravagant 
spending. 
"We have a prime 
minister who believes in 
state intervention ... he likes 
controls for others," 
Stevens declared. 
Broadbent said the per- 
sonal income tax cuts for 
low-and middle-income 
earners will provide little 
relief. "Tbey~l amount to 
only a $2-a-week reduction." 
~dso, it is unfair to hold 
wage • increases under the 
controls program down to 
six-por-cent when the in. 
flation rate is running at 8.3- 
per-cent, Breadbent said. 
He said the labor com- 
munity will be upset by the 
mini-budget especially as 
Inco Ltd. announced earlier 
Thursday that it will lay off 
thousands of workers this 
year, amounting to about 
une-tenth of the jobs the 
government will create. 
A reception with buffet Ken Titeomb and Monte, son 
dinner was held Sept. 3 at of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph 
the Elks Hall in Terrace for Niver, of Sandspit, were 
newlyweds Monte and married here July 29. The 
Christine Niver. Christine, couple will make their home 
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. in Terrace. 
Trudeau asks help in unity vote 
OTTAWA (CP) -- Prime cooperation of opposition pression of opinion, or to a referendum was announced range of issues, such as 
Minister Trudeau said 
Thursday. he will seek the 
support of the provincial 
premiers and Commons 
opposition leaders for a pro- 
posal to conduct federal 
referendums on national 
unity and. constitutional 
problems. 
"We would introduce 
enabling legislation in this 
session if we could get the 
, ,:~ ~:i *:. . . . .  • 
~,: VICTORIA ~ : :(CP) ..." 
Pre~Itt~,Bill:t.Bennett~:,said 
Thursday he sees no reason 
for a national referendum 
on quebec seporation from 
Canada, and called instead 
for a conference of first 
ministers to .  discuss the 
issue. 
"The issue should be 
settled by the leaders in this 
county," Bennett told an 
impromptu news con- 
ference, "I believe the in- 
dications are from every re- 
gion in this Canada to stay 
together in all its parts. 
"What is needed is not an- 
other formalized indication 
of that support, but for the 
leaders of this country to get, 
parties, and, if possible, 
with the provincial premiers 
on this referendum legis- 
lation before it is actually 
brought before the House," 
Trudeau said in the Com- 
mons. 
Opposition Leader Clark 
asked Trudeau to clarify 
whether the proposed bill 
refers to a plebiscite, which 
he said refers to an ex- 
referendum with legally 
binding effect. 
ACCEPTS DISTINCTION 
"What we have in mind is 
a referendum, and I think 
what he province of Quebec 
has in mind is a plebiscite, 
accepting the distinction the 
leader of the opposition just 
made," Trudeau said. 
T.he decision to seek 
legislation permitting a 
by the prime minister 
Wednesday during debate 
on government plans for the. 
new session of Parliament. 
A bill must be passed 
because there  is  no 
provision in existing 
Canadian law to hold 
referendums. 
Clark asked Trudeau 
whether the legislation 
would .deal with a broad 
Settle unity by leaders, 
not vote, says Bennett 
"cortainiy the iasne :of 
Canadian unity is Very 
much before us, and I 
believe the premiers hould 
be consulted. The premiers 
together with the prime 
minister perhaps could 
attack this and other 
problems that we've 
identified as being in the 
national interest. 
"One of the problems is 
that we must have better 
consultative processes in 
dealing with the economy, to 
blend our two jurisdictions 
into a common economic 
assault on the unem- 
ployment, the weak 
Canadian dollar and our  
:..on. Lhe~ job: of cununitting 
~thefiiselv~!:-to ,h lding:the, 
country together and con- 
vince those Canadians who 
are being wooed by separa- 
tist forces that their future 
is in Canada, their certain 
future, their strongest 
future. 
Bennett said that 
referenda, s such, will not 
resolve the issue. 
"The issue will be 
resolved by the people 
speaking out clearly in an 
election in Quebec." 
The premier said he is 
quite prepared to hold 
bilateral discussions with 
the prime minister. 
lack ofprsduetivity .in th i s  
country." . : : i..,: . 
Bennett said he had asked " 
quebec Premier Rene 
Levesque ff he would con- 
sider he had a mandate to 
separate with only 50 per 
cent plus one vote, and what 
consideration he would give 
to the remaining 49.99 per 
cent. 
The premier also won- 
dered if the Quebec premier 
would only take out selected 
regions, leaving those who 
voted to remain with 
Canada. 
Queried about Levesque's 
answers, Bennett replied: 
"I can't speak for him;" 
abortion and capital punish- 
ment, or be restricted to the 
• national unity issue. 
Trudeau replied that the 
proposal is not,intended to 
supersede the role of 
Parliament. 
"It would be p tool used 
perhaps only for a limited 
number of years to permit 
us to deal with constitutional 
questions of national unity," 
he said. 
Trudeau said he is not 
interested in a bill "which 
would permit any govern- 
ment at any time to come 
forward with referendums 
to solve problems that the 
House of Commons or the 
government find too hot to 
handle." 
: C[~rk!: said outside the 
Commons that his party 
would study the bill in detail 
before supporting it. But 
added he is delighted that 
Trudeau decided to consult 
the provinces and opposition 
"for a change." 
Initial reaction from 
Quebec government 
ministers to the proposal 
has been cool. 
NOTIOE OF ELEOTION 
SOHOOL DISTRIOT NO. 88 (TERRAOE) 
PUBLIC NOTICE Is ~ alvin to the etect0rs of $cho04 District NO. 88 (Terrace) that I re(g~ire the presence of said 
Mectws In the plooll henltn clm~rat~L crl NO~ay, ttw31st day of Octolxr, 1977, at the hour of ten o'clock In the forenocfl, 
for the purlue of electing peramt o mprem~t tMm as:. 
"rrmise (Mo). for o t~ye l r  tern (IW8 & 1979 calendar yesrs) to rewesmt he Terracearea; 
~ (one) • f~r a t'v~.yeer term ( 1978 & lf;9 calendar ymrs) to rewesent he HaSten area; 
(one). Nr a IM~l~al" ~ (1978 & 1919 calendar yurs) to rq~rment t w Stewrt arm, 
AT TERRACEMUNICIPAL OFFICE fm'electcn of the DIstrict Nt~nlcllmllty ofTerrace and Terrace Rural Voting Areo; 
and fcr electorsof theVIIlageof HazMt~n and HazMten Rural Voting ,~a;  
ANDAT STEWARTMUNICl PALOFFICE f~r e~ech~of the ~strlct Nlunlclpell~? Ot Ste,Msrt and ~nvlrens. 
11w mode Of nornlnatlaiof cancllcllM~es slwll bern ~lov~:- 
(~ldidatm shall I~ ~ In '~wltlrKI by h~ duly qualified electors of the/Usmsmeot District. The Nominate. 
i~'natl~ll be delivered to Itw Re~rnlng Officer at any time between the date of this notice and noon of the day of 
Io11. 1~ NomlnMImHMim" IN~I ~ the mine, rmldmce avd oo:upatlen of the iorJon ruminated In su~ a 
mennr astosufflclmflyidanlffysuch candidate. "nw Nomination-paper shall be sutscrlbed to by the candldafe. 
In the evlrd of a p0il bMng nma~'y, such pot Ivdll be q~med at:- 
aarm~kS B~ary~ Aud,orlu~ 3430S~r~St., Terrace, B.C. 
lhorrddll IElenlntm'y ,~o~, 2~ Clark Ro~ Terrace, B.C. 
l t~ Rmld~e Of /~.  M. WMIInotm, Cedarvale, I~C. 
f~r lllckmHn thl DIlflrlot Nulldl~llty of Tm'aca ~nd Terrace Rural Voting Area, and 
• • Hlmlton5acmdl'YSdlml . T~/~leElementaP/5¢hool : " 
Vof,ng..,.  • 
The Council CIm,nl~ Ot the District of Stuart f~r etoctors of the District of Ste~ert and environs; 
cnltw 19ttldayof Novemblr, lf/~,between tt~hoursof 8:00a.m. and 8:00 p.m., of which every i~er~ Is he~y required 
govern hlnwlf ac¢~rdln01y, 
GIVEN UNDER MY HANDATTERRAC~, B.C THIS 19th DAY OF OCTOBER, 1977. 
A.J. McColl 
Returning Officer 
Lazelle Pro-School will be able to purchase new 
equipment for the children with a $1,00 donation from 
the Terrace branch of the Registered Psychiatric 
Nurses Association of B.C. The money, which was 
raised by the nurses through pledges for their entry in 
last summer's Bed-A-Thon will be used to replace and 
buy toys, wagons, bookcases and the like for the pre- 
school wh,.'ch now has an enrollment of 21 three-to five- 
year-olds with room for many more. Above, Mary 
McNairnay, supervisoi" of the pre-school,aceepts the
cheque from Len Chin, president of the Terrace 
branch PRNAB. 
Locked-out workers 
ask union for help 
VERNON (CP) -- Over 
200 workers at the Con- 
sumers Glass Co. Ltd. plant, 
currently locked out in a 
contract dispute, have 
applied to join the Team- 
sters Union, says an official 
of the union they recently 
voted to quit. 
The workers had voted 
Sunday by a 97 per cent 
majority to switch their 
affiliation from the United 
Glass and Ceramic Workers 
Union to the Teamsters. 
Harold Neibergal, former 
president of UGCWU, Local 
257," said Wednesday the 
workers met earlier that 
day and signed forms to join 
the Teamsters, adding he 
was unsure how long the 
process would take. 
Make negotiators 
testify-. Lea 
VICTORIA (CP) -- Four 
key figures involved in the 
ncgo'.iations which ended 
the ~British Columbia 
Ferries strike last week 
should be called.before the 
legisl~t~e to testify, about 
conditimis attached to the 
backto-woxk agreement, 
Graham Lea (NDP-Prince 
Rupert) said Thursday. 
Lea, rising off a ~'uestion 
of '  privilege in the 
legislature, said the four 
should be called before the 
bar of the house to deter- 
mine once and for all if the~ 
had been any guarantee 
given'to the B.C. Ferry and 
Marine Workers Union that 
it would/lot face legal action 
as a result of its one-week 
walkout. 
The persons named by 
Lea were Clive McKee, 
special mediator appointed 
by Labor Minister Allan 
Williams; Len Guy; 
secretary-treasurer of the 
B.C. Federation of Labor; 
James Matkin, deputy 
minister of labor and Paul 
Weiler, chairman of the B.C. 
Labor Relations Beard. 
Williams and Premier Bill 
Bennett have stated that the 
back-to-work agreemeitt 
does not preclude the 
possibility of the govern- 
ment launching legal action 
against he union. 
Union officials have said 
they were told no legal 
action would be taken 
against hem. 
At issue is the in -  
terpretation ofa paragraph 
in the agreement which 
reads: "There shall be no 
reprisals by management, 
that is, no discipline or in- 
~midation of any employee 
for his involvement in the 
recent withdrawal of ser- 
vices." 
ORDER DEF IED 
The union members 
defied two back-to-work 
orders during their walkout, 
which shut down the crown- 
owned ferry fleet. 
The government's 
position is that the "no 
reprisal" agreement refers 
only t~ on-the-job action, 
while the union feels tbat is 
refers to court proceedings' 
as well. 
Deputy Speaker Harvey 
Schroeder said he would 
rule later on the ac- 
ceptability of Lea's question 
of privilege. 
Opposition Leader Dave 
Barrett contended that 
Williams knew before he 
appointed McKee to 
mediate the dispute that 
there had been a condition of 
no court action placed on 
any subsequent back-to- 
work order. 
The NDP leader said 
documents tabled in the 
house on Wednesday and 
Thursday proved tohim that 
Williams must have known 
of such a condition, if not 
personally, then througi~ 
Matkin. 
Park Avenue Realty Ltd. 
4615 PARK AVENUE, TERRACE, B.C. V8G 1V5 
Looking for  a great starter 
homo? Check this out tndayl  
Two bedrooms, f i replace, bay 
windows and attached garage 
for the asking price of S36,000. 
Call me today end lets have a 
Iookl Kel ly Squires 635.7616. 
The h.~•home of your  dreams l
exceptional view ann spacmus 
comfort  throughout are just a 
few of  the features. Attached 
two car garage and quiet 
location. Asking 866,500. Call 
Kel ly  Squires 635.7616. 
/ L 
Hera's a new home with a 
differencel Features included 
are full ensuite bath, two 
fireplaces, sundeck and 
carport with partial view of 
Skeena Valley call me today 
i t  635.4971 and lets have a 
Ionkl Asking $S7,000. Kelly 
635-4971 
MLS. 3 bedroom home on 1 
acre of fully landscaped land 
on Kerr Street. Home 
features, full basement, 
Franklin fireplace, specious 
kitchen. Phone B. Perfltt for 
appointment to view. 
, Well kept 2 bedroom home. 
Has fireplace, carport and 
sundeck. Nicely landscaped 
yardon corner lot. Excellent 
starter home for young 
couple. Asking only S.lLg00. 
Should qualify for CMHC 
mortgage with low down. 
payment. Call Frank Skid. 
mor and arrange up. 
paintmont to view. MLS 
2 houses. One three bedroom Want a house close to schools? 
and one two bedroom located We have a family type home 
close to schools in Thornhill. listed to sell that qualifies for 
Asking only 848,000. Phone B. central location close to most 
Parfitt for appointment to ofthocommunityamenitles. 3 
view 635-4971. bedrooms, 1186 sq. ft. full 
basement.  Asking only 
S45,000. Call Horst Gndlinski 
635-5397. 
k ii 
Home and 5.36 acresl WEll 
designed split level, 3 
bedroom home, takes full 
advantage of the contours of 
the land. Only 2 years old 1176 
sq. ft., horse barn and corral. 
Must be seen to be ap- 
preciated. Asking S67,000. 
Call H. Godlinskl at 635.5397 
for more information. 
: /~ :  
Large wel l  kept home with 
groomed lawns, curried 
garden, and fussed-over 
flower beds. 1500 sq. ft. with 
part basement plus garage. 
An amazing amount of space 
for a place in mid 840,000 
range. Open to offers on price 
and down payment. Horst 
Godlinski 635.5397. 
A well built good home on 2 
acres of land in the Gossen 
Creek Subdivision. Double 
garage, root cellar and animal 
shelter, listed el S47,S00. Call 
Barb Parfitt at 635-4971 for 
The house with everything. 
Even an office in the 
basement. 2 car garage. 3 
bathrooms. Lots of room. 
Call Frank Skidmore for 
Exc lus ive  l i s t ing .  Three 
bedroom, two storey home on 
Banner St. Priced at S49,500. 
Phone F. R. Skidmore 635. 
t 
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But  couldn't forecast  tumul tuous  future  " • 
Slugger R(  ,ggie almost signed on the wrong team 
NEW YORK ( A P )  - -  u 
Reggle Jackson's crystal 
hall had forecast the tumult 
and tension of the 1977 
Yankees, he would have 
been wearing Dodger blue in 
the World Series. 
"If I had known what kind 
of year it was going to be I 
would have gone to San 
Diego or Los Angeles, 
probably Los Angeles,' 
Jackson said Thursday. "Do 
you think I would have come 
here? I wouldn't wish that 
on anybody. 
"I never really talked to 
the Dodgers. I didn't give 
them that courtesy. I should 
have. But Steinbrermer was 
around all the time and put 
too much pressure on me." 
Jackson, was referring to 
George Steinbrenner, owner 
of the Yankees whose super 
selling job and $2.9 million 
cheque for five years 
brought last year's free. 
agent prize to New York. 
Steinbrenner's eward for 
signing Jackson and Sup 
porting him through his 
season-long crises was that 
he now owns the best team 
in basebaU, courtesty of 
Jackson and his teammates' 
six-game victory over Los 
Angeles Dodgers. 
Jackson's rewards are 
different. 
COME FROM OTHERS 
"My triumphs are not 
home runs and RBIs and 
cars," said Jackson, whose 
three consecutive homers in 
the sixth game won him the 
Most Valuable Player 
award and a car from S~,'t 
Magazine. "My thrills come 
from others." 
Jackson said his thrills 
come from seeing his sister, 
Tina Jones, light up after 
Reggle gave her the car as a 
gift or seeing Tina's baby, 
Alesandra, flash a toothless 
smile. 
The emotions Jackson 
feels from his summer of 
stress and strain are relief 
and peace. 
It was ironic that the same 
magazine that gave Jackson 
a car started him on a very 
lonely road last spring 
quoting himas saying: "I'm 
the straw that stirs the 
drink. It all comes-back to 
me." 
That remark was ~ dig at 
team-mate Thurman 
Munso_n, the Yankees 
captain and the American 
League's most Valuab]( 
Player in 1976. Munson 
never was able to forgive 
Jackson. 
REGRETS TALK 
"If  I had it to do all over 
again, I would never have 
met the guy from Sport in a 
bar and talked about some 
of the things we talked 
about," Jackson said. 
With the alienation from 
his team-mates and 
Jackson's frustration taking 
hold, he isolated himself 
further by refusing to shake 
their hands after a home 
run. Then he almost got into 
a fist fight with manager 
Billy l~lartin, during a game 
in Boston. 
But those controversies 
were temporarily swept 
under the table by Jackson's 
hot bat in September, which 
drove the Yanks to the At, 
East crown, and his 
Edmonton team defeats Sports Swe.des in first round 
By JOHN U '" rock on the final end Bernie Sparkes of Van- 
EDMONTON (CP)--Bob Thursday to defeat world eouver whipped Doug 
-. Hawkins of Edmonton made champion Ragnar Camp of Johnston of Edmonton 9-3. 
a perfect freeze with his last Sweden 8-5 in the first round 
of the World Open Curling Two former Canadian 
powerful performance l 
five homers, 10 runs scored 
and a .450 batting average in 
the Series. 
The Yankees now respect 
Jackson's baseball ability, 
something he's been 
fighting for all along. And to 
this proud, sensitive man, 
that's more important han 
any car or award. 
"On my tombstone, I want 
it to be written that 'He was 
respected and liked,'" 
Jackson said. "Respect me, 
like me ff ydu want to. But 
respect me first." 
Manager too tired 
to be happy 
NEW YORK ( A P )  - -  It 
should have been the hap- 
piest moment of Billy 
Martin's life, his first world 
baseball championship as a 
manager, but the peppery 
little skipper of New York 
Yankees was having trouble 
rising to the occasion. 
"I'm not trying to he sub- 
clued," Martin said Thur- 
sday in the wake of the 
Yankees' first world title in 
15 years. "I'm just fiat out 
tired, but nobody believes 
me." 
Although 1977 produced a
World Series triumph after 
He piloted Texas Rangers 
to a surprising second-place 
finish in 1974 and was let go 
barely halfway into the 1975 
season. 
Now, Martin has proved 
he can win two pennants in a 
row although it remains to 
be seen ff the Yankees can 
repeat as world champions. 
Each firing followed a 
clash with the front office 
and at times during 1977, it 
seemed as though Yankees 
management was 
deliberately treating o~ 
Martin's toes. Somehow he 
survived. 
me, won't they. I'll be like 
Abraham Lincoln--find out 
what he's drinking and give 
it to the other managers." 
PAIN LINGERS 
But while Martin and the 
Yankees came back strong,~ 
the feeling probably alsol 
will persist hat every kiss-" 
and-makeup session is just 
the calm before another 
storm. Not every pain has 
been relieved. 
"The World Series always 
makes up for a lot of things, 
but it won't close all the 
wounds," Martin said. 
"There are wounds in me 
. .~ . "ones  shattered JL~,JJ[.~'~dl~l?t Tournament of Champions. schoolboy champions, Paul 1976 ended in a disap. "Everywhere I'vegone, you can drive a truck 
Hawkins had a two-rock Gowsell of Calgaw and pointing fourgame sweep at I've had to live down a so- through. 
lead coming home and Robb King of Edmonton, the hands of Cincinnati called reputation," he said. rana ua  --am appeared in trouble when won first-round events. Reds, Martin insisted that "Nowthey'ilhaveahelluva ."Peach.us andharmon.y.." 
' " the just-completed baseball time finding a reputation for Bdly Martin stud. "I like R." 
'S  soccer  Camp's first stone was a Gowsell defeated Rich season was ,3,000 times r ~ ~ ~ 0 ~ ~ ~ 1 
freeze to count one. A PushorofKelowna, B.C.,6-4 tougher than last year." 
Hawkins miss with his last while King erupted for four The reason, of course, was 
rock wouldhaveleftCamp on the 10th end to down the perpetual turmoil i ~ D IAL -A"TYP IST  i By MEL SUFRIN was held to to a 1-1 tie by lier Thursday, it was an easy draw for the tying Tommy Kroeger of Co- surrounding the Yankees MONTERREY, Mexico Haiti. announced that if two teams rock. 
(CP) -- Canada's national Canada had needed a tied for first place on their ronation, Alto., 9-5. Kroeger during which Martin was 
soccer team, whiehearlier vietoryThursday, aswellas won-lost record, a playoff Camp and his partners also won the Canadian almost fired on five : "N~ 638-1639 : 
the day wasgiven ew life a win Saturday against will he held after 48 hours have two chances left in the championship as a separate occasions, only to 
itsbidtowin a s ix-couniry unbeaten Mexico to keep its rather than braking the fie $50,000 tournament, which schoolboy. ! 
~urnament and thereby hopes alive. The outcome by using goal spread. Had opened with 64 rinks, surface as the world ~ Do you need to succeed 
dvance to next year's assurss Mexico of the World Canada picked up the two Among other first-round Gfl Svensen of Ledue, champi°n manager with a ~ i-T~ff=~ in the world of business ? 
/orld Cup- in Argentina, Cup berth, regardless of victories, it would have left wins in Section A, Cord Alto., scored four on the vote of confidence from 
~w its aspirations shut- howitdeesinitsfinulmateh t e club tied for first with Trenchie of Edmonton ninth to topple Bey Hawtin management plus a hefty 
.'red Thursday night as it against Canada. Mexico at 4-1. whipped Tom Reed of St. of Edmonton. bonus and a swanky au- 
tomobile. I i Had Haiti won the match, Albert--twice an Alberta John Usackis of hac du It would seem that all If you do, don't be filue 
representative in the Bonnet, Man., recorded an Martin has to worry about V We are here to help you V Gare, Ramsay a i d  poc i i t  would haVexe setM -iupat ~C~lnadian champi°ns'~ips--6-6 trumph over Gary nowis the criticism he has A NO jobtoobig ortoosmall 
Morkenof Grande Prairie, had to live with over the I So won't you piease give us a call! I couldPlay°ff'upsetPr°videdthe MexicansCanadaon ~so one-sided was an 8-3 Alta., and Cord McGunlgal years that he couldn't win in Sabres win Saturday. However, the victory byRonNo.hcottof of Shilo, Man., stopped two inarowofanythmg, i 
Thursday deadlock dropped Calgary, three-time world Ernie Hilton of Edmonton 8- DIDN'T LAST For aii your typing requirements t i 
both Haiti and Canada out of champion, over Dr. Lloyd 4. He led Minnesota Twins to V We have our own modern V contention. Nattress of Lloydminster, Cord Squire of Regina the American League West 
BUFFALO(AP)--Danny reb°und'TheRockisstiedit J°hnMcMah°n, manager Sask' nippedDaunyFinkof Ed. pennant in 1969 and was I equipment ~ i 
for the first of several times of the Canadian team, had TROUT BOUNCES TWA monton 6-5 and Ls ry promptly canned. He 
when .o . . ,d  - -k  Oat o*  oOr th o* Dod.,.nd Oe.,*.iger  O ,, 
from close in on a pass from spread would break a lie bounced Don Twa of White- Sask., defeated Tony the AL East crown in1972 ,R"SONABLERAllES.... 
behind the net by Ron and, since the Mexicans horse, Y.T., his area's Eberts, now of Edmonton, 7- and was fired before 1973 L . .o , . .o , .  [ I)elorme. .o .  0 ~ .a~ .~a 
in the day as given ne  life 
in it  id to win  i - uniry 
tourn t  t r  
advance 
W
sa  a
te
Gate and Craig Ramsay 
scored three goals each and 
centre Don Luee added an 
insurance goal Thursday 
night as Buffalo Sabres beat 
Colorado Rockies 7.6 in a 
National Hockey League 
game. 
Luee's goal came while 
,the Sabres were shor- 
thanded as did one of 
Ramsay's. The Garo- 
Ramsay-Lnce line piled up a 
total of 13 paints in the 
game. 
Ramsay scored on a 
power play early in the first 
period, batting in his own 
Gars scored from a tough 
angle after taking a pass 
from Luee off the side 
boards, but the Rockies tied 
it 17 seconds later when 
Andy Spruce broke in all 
alone on a lead pass from 
Tom Edur. 
Paul Gardner put the 
Rockies in front early in the 
second period on a 
goalmouth pass from Wilf 
Paiement. 
have scored 17 goals and 
allowed four, While, prior to 
Thursday's match, Canada 
had five and four totals and 
Haiti four and five, there 
was little doubt which team 
would advance in the event 
of a points tie. 
i 
don't let life 
catch you with / ~  
your head down. ~ '~ 
Fitneeais fun. . ~ J  
Try soma. l~ImOPaO1OnBP. 
'representative in the 1977 
Canadian championships, 
10-5. Wayne Sokolosky of 
Calgary, 1977 Alberta 
champion, had a 9-8 Section 
A victory over Al Wilson of 
Edmonton. 
Paul Savage of Toronto, 
fourtime Alberta champion, 
downed Vic Wintonink of 
Edmonton 9-6 while Larry 
Pineau of Thunder Bay 
bowed 7-6 to Brent Giles of 
Vancouver. 
5. had run its course. 
I 
ATTEND 
THE CHURCH 
OFYOUR CHOICE 
THIS SUNDAY 
RuIUrLRH RgCNI 
[] 
[] 
[] 
[] 
[] 
[] 
L 
: APPROXIMATELY 1700 SQ. 
[] FT. of rambling type living on 
[] 1 acre. Attractive kitchen 
with bar, red brick de':or on 
[]wall ,  nice large living room 
•overlooks large landscaped 
[] property. Excellent property 
• fo r  horses, GOOD FAMILY 
[] HOME In a qulet area. 
ASKING PRICE $55,000. 
[] ASKING ONLY 825,000. 
TWO FAMILY DWELLING, a 
2 bedroom and a 1 bedroom 
suite, both units clean and 
redecorated, modern, electric 
heat. In Terrace close to 
schools, pavement, sewer and 
water. PRICED TO SELL AT 
$27,000. 
WILL TAKE LOT as DOWN 
PAYMENT on this 4 bedroom 
home at 3514 Clore Road. 
ASKING ONLY S40,000, 
assume 1st mortgage of ap- 
proximately $27,000. with 
monthly payment of ap- 
proximately $281.00 PIT at 11 
percent due 1980, OR 
REFINANCE. 
OTHER LISTINGS 
3707 Cromer Aven"e - 1 
bedroom with r~inge and 
frldge Included ONLY 
$16,500. 
STRESS SALE - Offers to be 
taken and acceptance subiect 
to court approval, on this 1 
acres with a 2 storey home 
with basement plu6 o duplex 
building and a small cabln, 
4sis HAUGLANO AVENUE. 
AVAILABLE 
3760. MULLER ST. Side' by 
Side DUPLEX listed for 
$40,000 NOW REDUCED TO 
$35,000. Two bedrooms each 
side, one suite furnished the 
other has fridge and range 
only. 
4628 Goulet Avenue • 3 
bedrooms, electric heat priced 
at $27,500. 
5136 Agar Avenue. 1 bedroom, 
60x400 ft. lot.  PRICE $24,500. 
sewer available, established • 
trees FOR THE LOW PRICE • 
OF $19,500. • A 60x180 ft. lot • mm 
alongslde could also be pur-m 
chased. • 
;,., ~ . ~,. . • ,.;~,!~,. .; ,~  %~'. , 
m 
INVESTMENT HOME In [] 
residential No. 2 area, 211 
bedrooms, large Ilvlngroom m 
with franklin fireplace, ~ 
spacious family kitchen,[]] 
furniture included In asking [] 
price of 526,000. [] 
CHURCH OF GOD 
8S6 River Dr,ve 
Terrace, B.C. 
Rev. R.L. White 
• N~rnlng Worship 11:00 a.m. 
• Evening Worship 7:30 p.m. 
• Prayer Service Wed. 7:30 p.m. 
Sunday School 10a.m. 
ST. MATTHEW'S 
CHURCH 
Anglican Church. of Canada 
4726 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace 
Rev. Lance Stephens. 635.5855 
Church: 635.9019 
QlurTh Service 10 a.m. 
Sunday School 10a.m. 
UPLANDS 
BAPTIST 
CHURCH 
Pastor O.K. Hale 635.9398 
Corner of Ha Iliwell 
and N. Thomas 
10:00 a.m. Bible Teaching 
Sunday School 
11:00 a.m. Morning Worship 
Service 
7:30 p.m. Slnglng and Blble 
Study 
Weds. 
8:00 p.m. Home Bible Studies 
"You are Welcome at 
Uplands" 
KNOX UNITED 
CHURCH 
4907 Lazelle Ave. 
Minister Rev. Dave Martyn 
Sunday School 
,Senior 12 & up 10:00 a.m. 
Under 12 11:00 a.m. 
Worship service 11:00 o.m. 
SALVATNOH 
ARMY 
4637 Welsh 
Captain: Bill Young 
9:45 Sunday School 
11:00 Morning Workshop 
7:30 Evening Services 
Men. Cottage meeting 7:30 
Wed. Home league 7:30 
Sat. Youth group 7:30 
phone 
Captain or Mrs, Bill Young. 
EVANGELICAL 
FREE CHURCH 
Car. Park Ave. and Sparks St 
Rev. W.H. Tatum 
3302 Sparks Street 635.5115 
9:45 ~unday School 
11:00 Morning Workshop 
7:15 Evening Services 
TIItRACL 
ALLIANCE 
CHURCH SACRED HIART 
Pastor Roy Taylor PARISH 
4830 Straume Ave. Terrace. 
~ .1 Sunday 9:45 - Bible Schoo l  Phone:63sn312. 
11:00 a.m. - Morning Worship Sunday Masses 
7:15 p.m. Evening Service 8:15 a.m. 11:30 a.m. 
Wed. 7:30 p.m. - Bible Study & 10:15 a.m. 7:30 p.m. 
Prayer 
MENNONITE 
BRETHREN 
CHURCH 
3406 Eby Street Phone 635.3015 
Pastor Dwayne Barkman 
Sunday School 10:00 am 
Family Worship Service 11:00 
a.m. 
PEHTECOSTAL 
Cor. Sparks & Kelth 
Pastor: 
Sunday School 9:45 a.m. 
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. 
CHRISTIAN 
R IFORMID 
CHURCH 
Sparks St. at Straume Ave. 
Roy. S. Van ~Daalen 
Sunday School. Terrace 10 a.m. 
Sunday School. Remo 2:30 p.m. 
11:00 a.m. Worship Service 
5:00 p.m. Worship S~rvlce 
TABERNACLE 
4647 Lazelle Ave. 
Pastor M. Kennedy 
Office 635.2434 Home 635.5336 
Sunday School 10:00 a.m. 
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. 
Sunday Evening 7:i5 p.m. 
Bible Study Wed. 7:30 p.m. 
Youth Night Thurs. 7:30 p.m 
LUTHERAN 
¢HRISY 
CHURCH 
(;or. SparKs 51. & Park Ave. 
Ray. Roll Nosterud ~35.5U2 
Momlnq ~ervlce. 11 o.m. 
Church School - 9:45 e.m. 
~unday School, Conflrmat!on 
Youth and Adult Classes 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , . . . -  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ - -  . . . .  - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , - .  . • . ~ " - -1  
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The Reds were so anxious to get a goal Wednesday puck. But, no matter how hard they triM, the Win- * 
night that this player wound himself up to get the terhawks beat them SO. 
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Election an empty  threat --  Barrett  
from page 1 
Agency which will "root out, 
investigate, examine and 
offer solutions for basic 
causes which anderly spe- 
cific problems and give rise 
to disputes and disrup- 
tions." 
He said that while the 
agency would be appointed 
by the government, and 
report o the government, i  
would be an independent 
agency which would make 
its reports public inde- 
pendent of government. 
Williams said his 
government is not satisfied 
with the broad definition of 
ie~sentiai services contained 
n the bill. "Great re- 
finement is required, and a 
task of the agency will be to 
embark on this exercise." 
He noted that the 
government has the right to 
suspend, for limited periods 
of time, the right of strike or 
lockout, "but in the final 
analysts it is not the right of 
As well as chipping away 
at the code, the bill is 
jeopardizing the work of 
special mediator Clive 
McKec, who is attempting to
resolve the B.C. Ferry Corp. 
dispute, she said. 
She explained that the 
surprise session called by 
the government could easily 
spark another walkout oy 
the B.C. Ferry and Marine 
Workers' Union. 
In general, she said, the 
legislation was not justified 
because many of its 
provisions are already in the 
ulbor code and the new ones 
serve no purpose. 
"PREMIER 
DESPERATE" 
• She said the real reason 
for the bill "is to try to gain 
some credibility for the 
government." 
"The premier had in 
desperation, toshow he was 
strong and' authoritarian," 
she said. 
She also suggested that 
the wide use o. ~ 90-day 
greatly disturbs the balance 
currently existing under the 
labor code. 
Gibson said the bill would 
probably lead to a much 
greater use of work-to-rule 
protests instead of strikers. 
He said that when strikes 
do occur, they will be more 
lengthy because workers 
will fear returning to work 
to face the stiff penalties 
laid out by the new bill. 
Jack Kempf (SC-- 
Omineca) said he supported 
the bill, but thought i  didn't 
go far enough. 
temper by Gary [,auk 
(NDP--Vancouver Centre). 
Lauk said he heard 
Premier Bill Bennett ask 
whether the NDP had a 
"special deal" with the 
ferry union. 
Lauk challenged Bennett 
to make the statement 
outside the chamber, and if 
he did, "I would sue him for 
libel and slander." Remarks 
made on the floor of the 
legislature are privileged. 
The NDP MLA called on 
Bennett to withdraw the 
remark, but the premier 
said he hadn't made any "(Strikes) should no 
longer be tolerated in our such statement. 
society," he said. "The 
practice of holding citizens 
of B.C. for ransom must 
come to an end." 
The debate was disrupte 
during Kempf's speech 
ranter led to a flash of 
Deputy Speaker Harvey 
Schroeder said he didn't 
hear the remark, and said 
he would study the Hausard 
record in order to determine 
if a withdrawal were 
necessary. 
by Wi Joild ,0.111 Reds down nterhawks of Teaohor 
the government to impose coaling-off periods in labor Eduoation 
the finalsolution" in a labor disputes would only en- 5 0 in hard fought game o . - * .  courage people not to "" "That wm be done in this bargain in good faith. I IOT ICE  OF PUBL IC  8EMH6$ 
assembly." " I t  doesn't solve The Joint Board of Teacher Education has appointed a 
committee to conduct a thorough examination of the edudation problems," she said, "it  
BYJULIETTEPROOM the fence and generally ne wasn't able to keep it, with Roy Garb, anewplayer The labor minister called only postpones them." andtrainingofteachersinBritishColumbia.Themembersofthe 
HERALD STAFF WRITER making sure someone was and shoot if off to one side. with the team. for a stop to the Liberal leader Gordon committee ar : ' Dr. Malcolm McGregor, Chairman 
always in position to recieve Someitmes, no-one was "We should have played a pass. The strategy paid there to receive it while Even though the Reds manipulation of the laws in Gibsonsaid that although e David Brousson 
the first two periods like the off for the Reds, despite the other times it would just be didn't score and took awhile the belief that the govern- had several reservatione James carter 
last period, then we would fact they scored no goals, missed, to warm up to good play, the ment or the leginiature may about the bill, he would RubymayParrolt Willia  Broadley 
have won, said Gord In the third period, the game was a vast ira- be compelled "to take the support itinprinciple. Inorderthattheremaybeopportunitiesforbroadexpressi0nof 
parties off the hook." Gibson noted that "it is viev;s the committee will hold a series of public meetings at 
Cochrane, coach of the Reds often gained control of This cleared up in the provement over the first "We wish and desire that not sufficient just to have various centres inBritish Columbia. Briefs are invited on behalf 
Terrace Reds after losing to the puck. The first period lates econd and third few. The Reds play fast the KiUmat Wintarhawks 5- was no-mans game. Both periods. Passes were made hockeyq with a fair amount such game-playing end laws. The laws must be of individuals and organizations and should be sent o Mr. B.A. 
0. teams reached for the puck, and received. Plays were of skill, because consequences are accepted by those they Andrews. Executive Director, Joint Board of Teacher Education. • Room 345 Douglas Building, 617 Government Street~ Victoria. 
The third period was good, but often someone would get properly executed. For too serious to allow them to govern." B.C. V8V lX4. as soon as possible. Individual presentations 
awhile, the Reds even got T i i s  Saturday, Terrace continue." LABOR ,,JLLIW.I~'~D should be planned not to exceed five minutes. The schedule for 
active hockey. Players it by accident. After H(said that increases the He said that while it was were in control of the puck reaching after it, it would fancy and started bouncing fans will have a break from these hearings follows: the Winterhawks, the "whole arsenal of weapons important to ensure the ~ LOCATION TIME 
and playing the whole ice. just fall into someone lse's passes off the side boards, familiar adversariers who available to the parties to delivery of essential ser- To,day TERRACE 2:00.S"~..00 p.m. 
All too often in the first two stick. Most of the scoring came have played every home reach agreement without vices, the bill being debated Nov. 3, Ie;7 Northw,t 7.00.~:00 p.m. 
periods, everyone would One major problem early in the second pedod with the game this season. The the necessity- of work serves to further alienate Community 
crowd around the puck but in the game was often there Winterhawks cored four of Burns Lake Braves are stoppages. 
no-one would control it. were nor receivers for their goals. Mter the third, coming over to take on the Williams emphasized that organized labor in the Colle~ province. 
in the third period, the passes. A player would the Red changed goalies, Reds at 8:30 in the Terrace the government is not in- There is tbepessibility he 
players fannedout, covering have the puck, notice that replacing Tiber Mandur Arena. terfering in the private strike weapon will virtually ~ Province of Ministry of 
, sector. ~ Bfltish Columbia Education 
"We expect them to be emasculated in many 
government areas," Gibson 
Gardner gets two hemanagesaid, their own affairs," said, adding, that this 
SUPPORT DENIED ' BILLIARD TABLES Barons drop North Stars 7 4 Karen Sanford (NDP-- " Comox), the New ~ 
Democratic Party labor 
® . . . .  c ,  . .,; ' ' ~. critic, told the legislature Supreme.in Quality& Value. : .. -,! 
BLOOI~INGTDN, Minn. the third period with Min- ~' Ralph Klassen addedan, Wayne Merrick ,and Mike." her party would not suppor t ,  t's DO IT in'77 
(KP) ~ Two third-parted nesota defenceman Dennis insurance score at 18:12 as Crombeen, with h~ f * , t  the bin. Le 
goals by Dave Gardner O'Brien with him step for the surprising Barons NI-IL goal, also scored for Ms. Sanford said the 
lifted Cleveland Barons to a step. moved to a 3-1 record and the Barons. o 
7-4 National Hockey League handed the North Stars their Roland Eriksson scored disagreement with the OROPIN, PHONEORWRITE FOR ~ .  - ~ ---~1 
victory Thursday nightover SteveJensen of the North fourth loss in four games, the fastest goal in Minnesota legislation was that it "fur- COLOURBROCHURE ~ , . ~  ~ ~  
Minnesota North Stars. Stars cut the Cleveland lead history at the 12-second ther erodes the labor cede." ~ ~ nat iona l  U . Il l I , 
back to one at 9:45, before Dennis Maruk and A! mark of the firstpertod, and "They are now beginning r ~.e~x~,~.Ts,~ ~~Nl~gllAl"~ blllardsb°wling &ltd. '~g ~'~TTVL'" [~~1 ll]i/J "~, ~: l  l I//~LJJ ]
Gardner, with the Barons Gardner hammered in a MacAdam paced Cleveland was later joined in the to attackandunderminethe we BUrrO I 445 West 2nd Avenue, Vancouver, B.C. V5Y 1E3 ~ |,~11 I~  j ' ' t ' ' ' -  
leading 4-3, broke in for a powerplay goal at 17:21 for to its earlier lead by setting scoring by Nick Beverley, work of the Labor Relations ~,~om.~ (604) 873.243t " 
spectacular goal at 8:27 of the backbreaking goal. each other up. for goals. Dean Talafous and Jeusen. Board," she said. 
Canadiens tie Wings with 
last-minute backhander 
Barber each scored two his two goals before the first 
goals as Philadelphia Flyers period ended, the second one 
routed Pittsburgh Penguins, the 200th of his NHL career. KEN HOSKINS 
11-0 in a National Hockey Leach and Barber paced a Phone: 847.9134 
League game Thursday 54-shot assault on Penguin 
DETROIT (AP) -- Larry Montreal in 19 games, Libett's deflection from a 
Robinson scored on a dating toMarch20, 1974. But ,shot from the point by Perry 
backhander off a faceoff Montreal, the defendin8 Miller. , 
with 16 seconds left Thur- Stanley Cup champions who Centre Plumb scored the 
sdny night to give Montreal had won their first four geRhaRd goal at 10:02 of the 
Canadiens a 2-2 National games this season, won the second l~riod, backhanding 
Hockey League tie with the crucial faeeoff to the left of a shot past Michel 
scrappy Detroit Red Wings. goalie Eddie Giacomin, and Larocque. It was Plumb's 
Guy Lapointe opened the Robinson fired his backhan- first NHL goal and came , : 
game's coring in the first der almost in desperation, with Montreal's Rich 
period; Nick Libett and LaPointe's goal, at 5:32 of C~artraw in the penalty box 
rookie Rob Plumb scored the first period, beat for hooking---one ofonly two 
second period goals for Giacomin, who otherwise ~enaities in the game. 
Detroit. played a brilliant game• ~ ~ ~ ~  
Detroit appeared on its Detroit fled the score at 
way to its first triumph over 2:08 of the second period on 
Flyers rout 
Penguins 11-0 
Philadelphia mark, was 
PHILADELPHIA (AP) -- followed by Bobby Clarke's 
Reggie Leach and Bill goal at 1:27. Leach added 
night, goalie Dunc Wilson. Box 3383 
• The unbeaten Flyers Clarke tallied a goal and Smithers, B.C. 
rocked Pittsburgh with two three assists and winger Ken Invites inquiries about 
goals in the first 1:27 of play Don Saieski scored his sixth .TR E E FAR ME R 
onthe way to their fourm goal of the season, high in -KOEHRING BANTAM 
consecutive win. the NHL and ran his point. .BOMAG 
Ross Lensberry's econd total to nine with an assist. 
goal of the season with just Philadelphia now has .LOED 
nine seconds played, a new outecoredits opponents 313. .HYDRO-AX 
.... .C.S. JOHNSON 
New coach Stay at home and'go places direct (112) to most places in So pick up your phone this 
DonKELOWNA'culley hasB'C'taken(CP)over-- resignedpersonal tWOreasons.weeks ago for around British Columbia this the province between 5 p, m. weekend. And drop in A____  
as coach of Kelowna The Buckaroos are unde- weekend. Friday and 5 p.m. Sunday for on some old friends. 
Buckaroos of the British featsd in their first four VULCAN MACHINERY B.C. Terslongdistance just 35c or less per rninute* 
Columbia Junior Hockey league games. & EQUIPMENT LTD. weekend rates let you dial  (minimum charge 23¢ per call). ~ ~. ~. TE~ 
Culley previously coached Cowa rt Road League, general manager 
Wayne North announceu 'the team from 1971 to 1975 Prince George Wednesday. and was at the helm when 564-0101 *Rate does not apply on calls born the OK Tel area, coin tel, motel, hoiel and to some Northern points not served by B.C. Tel. 
Culley, 57, replaces Kelowna won the BCJHL 564-0230 
Wayne Homing, who championship n 1974. 
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Youth wounded in South 
Africa press crackdown 
JOHANNESBURG (AP) 
- -A  black youth was 
wounded by police gunfire 
Thursday as disturbances 
and protests flared across 
South Africa following the 
government's crackdown on 
the black press and black 
protest movements. 
Even Afrikaaner 
academics joined the wide 
condemnation of the 
Lover 
hijacks 
plane 
ATLANTA (AP) -- A 
hijacker demanding $3 
million and a reunion with 
his imprisoned homosexual 
lover released two 
stewardesses who were 
among 15 hostages he had 
held for more than 12 hours 
Thursday aboard a Frontier 
Airlines jet. 
The two emerged from the 
plane shortly after 6 p.m. 
EDT and joined two people 
who had come out on the 
airfield from a cargo ter- 
minal used as an official 
command post. All four then 
returned to the terminal. 
The gunman, identified as 
Thomas Michael Hannan of 
Grand Island, Nob., had 
commandeered the plane in 
Nebraska shortly after 7:30 
a.m. EDT Thursday. He 
ordered it to Kansas City, 
Mo., where.he released 18 
hostages--eight women, 
eight children and two male 
passengers--then directed it
to Atlanta. 
In addition to the two 
stewardesses, he held two 
crew members and 11 male 
passengers. 
Immediately after the 
stewardesses merged, the 
door to the plane closed 
again. They were identified 
as Bobble Kerr and Diane 
I4)rd,both from the Denver 
metropolitan area. 
Hannah's parents nau 
flown to Atlanta from their 
Nebraska home and his 
father urged him to 
surrender. His lawyer also 
came to Atlanta and a 
spokesman for Frontier said 
the lawyer had convinced 
Hannan to release the 
stewardesses "as a show of 
good faith." 
Hannan was demanding 
the release of his lover, 
George David Stewart, 29, of 
Mobile, Ala., in jail here on 
bank robbery charges. The 
two were arrested in 
Alabama last month in a $7,- 
000 bank robbery but 
Hannan was released on 
bond earlier this month. 
Budget 
flights 
start 
SEATTLE (AP) -- Pan 
American World Airways 
says it is introducing budget 
fares for trans-Pacific 
flights, knocking off 48 per 
cent of the cost for flights to 
Bangkok, Tokyo, Manila 
and other cities. 
The full-service, budget 
fares, which require 21-day 
advance booking, will be 
introduced Jan. 15, subject 
to approval by U.S. and 
foreign governments.The 
traveler would pay $259 one 
way from Seattle to Tokyo, a 
savings of 48 per cent on the 
current economy class fare. 
Similar savings would be 
available from Seattle to 
Bangkok, with a one-way 
fare of $399; to Guam, $309; 
to Hong Kong, Manila or 
Taipie, $349; to Okinawa, 
$339; to Osaka, $279, and to 
Singapore, $439. 
Paul Yelle, Pan Am 
marketing director here, 
said the intent is to open 
Pacific routes to more 
travelers. 
He said bookings for 
transpacific budget flights 
are arranged the same way 
as for those across the 
Atlantic: 21 days in advance 
and the airline will confirm 
the flight at least one week 
before flight departvre. 
government by opposition 
whites and the opposition 
press. Some warned the 
country is becoming a police 
state headed toward bloody 
racial conflict. 
But Gee. H.J. van den 
Berg, head of the powerful 
Bureau of State Security, 
said even tougher action will 
be taken if the current 
unrest continues. He said 
there might be more arrests 
and restrictions. 
At the United Nations, the 
49-nation African Group an- 
nounced it would ask the UN 
Security Council to take up 
"the question o f  South 
Africa ... as soon as 
possible." 
In its toughest action since 
the early 1960s, South 
Africa's white government 
on Wednesday banned 
virtually all significanl 
bldck organizations, closed 
the two principal black 
newspapers, detained more 
than 50 prominent .blacks 
and slapped restriction 
orders on seven whites. 
youths gathered at a pri- 
mary school near the town 
and began stoning cars. 
Krtel reported 13 arrests 
at various disturbances 
across the country. 
One trouble spot was the 
black township of Shar- 
peville, where 67 blacks 
were killed by police gunfire 
in 1960 in the country's first 
major racial disturbance. 
Principal J. Makhokolo f 
Sharpeville's Lekoa-Sbandu 
high school said students 
wrote slogans on black- 
boards denouncing Bantu 
(black) education and 
chanted nationalist slogans 
in the schoolyard before 
streaming out to stone 
passing cars. 
BOTHER STUDENTS 
Kriel said six youths were 
arrested in Pretoria's black 
townships, scene of con- 
tinuing unrest, with 
militants reported by police 
to be intimidating some high 
school students who want to 
attend classes. 
RESTRICTED FURTHER 
Closing of the white- 
owned World and Weekend 
World newspapers meant 
urban blacks, already living 
,alder severe government 
racial restrictions, lost the 
publications regarded as 
most closely mirroring their 
grievances and aspirations. 
The papers carried the most 
extensive reporting in the 
country of black unrest and 
boycotts. 
Also wiped out, at least 
officially, were all black 
consciousness movements, 
including black-run self- 
help community programs. 
Their offices have been 
closed, their assets frozen 
and most of their leaders 
detained. 
The wounding of the youth 
Thursday occurred when 
police fired on protesters 
outside Graaff-Reinet, a
town in Cape province 800 
kilometres (500 miles) south 
of Johannesburg. Riot police 
chief Maj.-Gem David Kriel 
said police fired after 300 
In Johannesburg's big 
Soweto township, home of 
1.2 million blacks, virtually 
all middle schools were 
deserted, the first time that 
younger pupils have joined a 
boycott by Soweto's 27,000 
high school pupils. 
Sixty white university stu- 
dents, arrested in Johan- 
nesburg during a protest 
march Wednesday, were 
charged in court under the 
Riotous Assemblies Act. 
They were ordered held on 
bat until Nov. 24. 
In a surprise conciliatory 
move, the government 
backed off from a previous 
decision to phase blacks out 
of the country's only non- 
white medical school, at- 
tended by blacks, coloreds 
(persons of mixed race) and 
Asians. Responding to a 
three-week student boycott 
protesting plans for a new 
separate school for blacks, 
Natal University principal 
N.D. Clarence announced 
black registration could 
continue. 
Northeast coal 
development talks 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- 
The timing of development 
of northeastern British 
Columbia's coal deposits 
was debated Thursday as 
the royal commission in- 
vestigating B.C. Raflway's 
financial problems heard 
from two companies with 
opposing views on the 
matter. 
Fording Coal, a sub- 
sidiary of Canadian Pacific 
which has large coal 
reserves in southern B.C., 
said in a submission that a 
joint federal-provincial 
development plan for the 
northeast deposits is 
"&amatic and daring". 
But Fording argued that, 
because of the economic 
situation, itis not the proper 
time for the expenditure of 
large amounts of .public 
capital. 
Fording urged the com- 
mission to oppose im- 
mediate coal development. 
"While the concept of 
northeast coal traffic is 
commendable and poten- 
tially attractive to enlarge' 
the traffic base for BCR, the 
timing of the infrastructure 
investment is critical," the 
submission said. "Such an 
investment ow, we submit, 
would be ill-timed." 
DEVELOPMENT SOUGHT 
However Teck Cor- 
poration Ltd., which holds 
licences on northeast 
reserves capable of 
producing more than one 
million tons each year, 
argued for immediate 
development. 
In addition to its. main 
brief, Teck presented tothe 
commission a special ad- 
dendum answering For- 
ding's arguments. 
'reck said federal 
government reports in- 
dicate an increased demand 
from Japan of 6.5 million 
tons over current shipments 
from Canada, and argued 
that there is room in the 
market for both northeast 
and southern coal 
production, even though it is 
unnecessary and im- 
practical to expect firm 
commitments for northeast 
coal tonnage at the start. 
Teck hit Fording's 
questioning of expenditures 
for raft extensions to the 
new fields. 
Fording submission points 
out that he CPR established 
rail lines into Fording, 
presumably to encourage 
business, but suggests the 
BCR not act in the same 
way." 
The testimony related to a 
proposed BCR extension 
into the coalfields. 
VRB frauds 
pile up 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- A 
backlog of 400 Vancouver 
welfare fraud cases has 
built up as special provin- 
cial governmetit in- 
vestigators comb computer 
records of the old Van- 
couver Resources Board, 
police said Thursday. 
A Vancouver city police 
fraud squad spokesman who 
carries out final processing 
on the cases, said he has a 
backlog of 100 cases and 
knows of 300 others built up 
by the provincial in- 
vestigators. 
The spokesman said he 
processes the cases at a rate 
of about six a week for 
issuance of summonses or 
arrest warrants. 
The 400 cases would total 
roughly about $750,000 in 
spurious claims, he said. 
Most of the cases involve 
people who have made more 
than one claim using false 
names or applying in dif- 
ferent areas or both, he said. 
A number of others involve 
people who have collected 
welfare fraudulently while 
also collecting unemploy- 
ment insurance benefits. 
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Terrorist sy npathizers 
protest police manhunt 
BONN (AP) - -  As police 
in Germany and France 
launched a massive hunt 
Thursday for 10 Women and 
six men sought in the ,kid- 
Can't 
stop 
arms 
traffic 
O~FAWA (CP) -- Ex- 
ternal Affairs Minister Don 
Jamieson said Thursday be 
~t r iY~t  top German 
lanns-Martin 
~*blT, erseyer p otests by sympa- 
of German terrorists 
exploded across Europe for 
the second ay. 
French peUce, reinforecd 
by 50o anti-terrorist  
specialists, combed the 
Alsace region of eastern 
France near the border 
town of Mulhonse where the 
body of Schieyer, 63, was 
found Wednesday stuffed in 
-the trunk of a German 
sedan. He had hben shot in 
the head. 
German police also went 
into the predominately 
Germanyspeakipg re ion to 
distribute handbills with 
pictures and descriptions of
the suspects, 
The German government 
offered a ~4,000 reward for 
Marseilles office of the 
French news agency Aganee 
Franoe-Preese. No similar 
threats were reported 
elsewhere and there was no 
way to determinelf the tele- 
phone call was legitimate. 
ATTACK CONSULATES 
In the Netherlands, 
sympathizers of the Bander 
group attacked West Ger- 
msn consulates in Am- 
sterdam and the southern 
two of Maestrieht. 
Other apparently related 
incidents of violence were 
reported inBritain, Austria, 
Italy and Greece. 
A huge fire raged through 
a German Ford plant in 
Cologne, but there was no 
indication it was related to 
the terrorist violence. 
The three convicted 
anarchists were found dead 
doubts there is anything information leading to the a few hours after German 
Canada can do about an arrest of each suspect, commandos stormed a 
alleged arms shipment In Mulhonse, opposite the hijacked German jetliner in 
0zrough a Canadian port to Rhine River from Germany, Somalia and ended a siege 
white Rhodeslan forces, medical experts performed b 
He said the ship men- an autopsy on the body of terrorists. The hijackers 
tioned by black Rhodeslan the industrialist, who had had demanded release of 11 
leader JoohuaNkomoisnot been kidnapped in Cologne German extremists, in- 
Canadian.owned or- • on Sept. 5by members ofthe eluding the three who died, 
registered and the weapons Red Army Faction, a West and two Palestinlans jailed 
were apparenfly not leaded German terror group in Turkey. 
at the Canadian port, Saint beaded by the late Andrens The four hijackers, two 
John, N.B. Baader. men and two women, have 
Jamiesan indicated that 
even if Canadian authorities 
knew there were arms 
aboard the South African 
ship menUoned by Nkemo 
when the ship docked in 
Saint John, it was doubtful 
Canada could do much. 
Nkomo earlier had 
revealed the identity of the 
ship he mentioned Monday. 
He said the Tugelaland was 
owned by a South Afriean 
firm, SAF Marine, and was 
flying a West German flag 
when it visited Saint John on 
May 27. 
He told reporters the ship 
was carrying 900 tons of 
arms and he called fo~ 
DETERMINE TIMING 
Doctors ought answers to 
' several unsolved questions, 
including whether Sohleyer 
was murdered before or 
after Baader and two of his 
followers were found dead in 
their maximum security 
cells near Stuttgart, Ger- 
many, Tuesday morning. 
Extreme leftist groups 
across Europe, denouncing 
official claims that Bander, 
~, ~anCarl R~spe, S~, ~d 
Gudrun Eneslln, 37, corn- 
miffed suicide, set off a 
wave of demonstrations and 
bombing aimed at West 
German government and 
commercial facilities .in 
not been identified. Three 
were killed in the i-aid, and 
the woman who survived 
was seriously injured. 
German officials said 
Baader and Raspe shot 
themselves with pistols, but 
it was not known if and how 
the weapons were smuggled 
into the prison, described by 
authorities as the most 
secure facility in West 
Germany. 
DOUBTS SUICIDE 
Baedar's lawyer, who at- 
tended the autopsy, said the 
anard~t  died of a bullet 
wound in the back of the 
neck. The lawyer said he 
doubted he wound was self- 
government action to halt Europe. inflicted. 
such shipments. InFrance, bombings were In Stuttgart, authorities 
PUT ON TRAINS • l reported in Paris and a half announced the resignation 
The South,Af~i.~an ship dozen other cities, of the state justice minister 
oame~.~Sain~ ~"  from ~" Fii.ebeml0s vrero hurled at responsible for th.e 
New,"Y~r~affd-~V~lt~Olt'lo:!'(~,'~a'nf~)~.Jsf~in* operati0n of the prison 
Antigua before sailing to the French capital and a where the three terrosits 
Cape Town, South Africa, blast ripp~_ a Mercedes- died. Taugott Bender quit 
Nkomo said. There the Bens dealership in one day after the dismissal 
weapons were put on i~ains Moutauban. Police said the ' of the ,warden and security 
and taken to Salisbury, bombs caused beery director at Stammheim 
Rhodesia. damage but no injudns were Prison. 
Nkomo, co-leader of the repealed. InWiesbaden, the Federal 
Zimbabwe Patriotic Front, 
will end his week-long 
Canadian visit with a trip to 
Toronto. He leaves for a 
meeting in Virginia later 
today. 
Jamieson said Nkomo was 
not clear on where the cargo 
was loaded on to the ship. 
The most likely possibility 
was that the arms were 
aboard the ship before 'it 
arrived in Canada. 
Caned/an policy 
boycotting arms shipments 
to Rhodesia is based on 
shipments out of Canada 
and me of Canadian ships, 
the minister said. 
He said he told Hkomo 
that he would be i~ad to 
investigate the incident i f  
the black Rhodesian leader 
could supply him with 
further details. But he told 
reporters that "I'm satisfied. 
there is nothing further .we 
need 'to do." 
WOULDN'T NE MARKED 
Janfleson said it wouldbe 
difficult to determine 
whether arms are aboard a 
ship visiting a Canadian 
port on the way from one 
foreign pert to another. 
Crates would not likely be 
marked "weapons." 
III 
Listed 
Herel 
, "Ono-hun&ed.thonsa~ 
explosive attacks will 
destroy the slructores of 
West German capitalism in 
Europe," said a man who 
identified himself es a 
spokesman for the Red 
Army Factionin acall to the 
Criminal Office said 
Schleyer killers were 
alsoresponsible for the 
April killing of Chief 
Federal Prosecutor Siefned 
Bubaek and the July slaying 
of Juergon Ponto, chairman 
• of the Dresdner Bank. 
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the . . - -  _ .= .__ . . . _  Family Man Symphony 
side Street Ko I~-  Masterpiece 
"Between Friends" Kolak Theatre 
Cont Kolak "Dickens of 
Cont . .~ i~. , . i i  Kolak London" mmmmmnimimm 
Special CTV Visions 
Special Report Visions 
Special CTV Visions 
Special Report Visions 
~ nimimmnmmRm=nml 
The National CTV News 
Night Final News 
Cent Hour 
Cent Final 
Sun. Mystery Movie The late Show 1 
"lady I, arotlne 
Lamb" 
Cont j 
1p.m. to mi 
MASH 
MASH 
mmmmmmm 
MASH 
MASH 
Kolak 
Kolek 
/~  DEPENOABLE I 
' ~ ,  PRoDucTs ,~-~mr"~"  
GORDON & ANDERSON 
635-6576 LTD. 461)6 LAZELLE AVE, 
Store Hours: Tues. to Sat. 9 a.m. to 6:30 p.m. Friday9 a,m. to 9 p.m, 
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 FmOK;NG 
OR A JOB 
LOOKING 
FO ,E,. ,i I 
- . . . /  . ' . . . ' -  : .~ : . '~ ,~, : , , F~. :  " ; ,~ . ,~ : : '  .~ . " . "  
I 
" :  ' .r. 
P.O. Box 399 Terrace, B.C. 
Phme 63S43ST.Terrace 
Subscrlptlen rates: Single Copy 
20 cards. Monthly by clrr lar 
Thron'Dollers ($3.00). 
Yearly by mall In Canada 
140.00. Senior Citizens 120.00 
per year. 
Yearly by mall outside Canada 
151.00. 
Authorized i s  second cleu mall 
by the Post Office Department, 
Ottawa and for payment of 
postage in cash. 
aeeslfledl due 24 hours prior to 
desired day of publl¢Mlen. 12.00 
for firm 20 words, 10 cents each. 
word thareatMr. NO refunds on 
claeslflld ads. 
1. Coming Events 
Loyal Orclor of Mooea Lodge No. 
1820, Terrace, B.C. Meeting 
held every 2rid and ,Ith Thur- 
eday every month at I p.m. 
Phone ~1.  (ctf) 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 8 
, In the Skeane Health Unit. For 
more Information phone 
2847 or 635.3023. 
Kermde Four Wheelers 
Meetings 1st Wednesdayof each 
month at 0 p.m. In the meeting 
room atthe Sandman Inn. For 
further Information phone 635- 
3442. 
Meeting. Terrace B.P.O.E. 
(Elks Lodge). First end Third 
Thursday of month. O.O.R.P. 
(Ladles of the Royal Purple). 
Second and Fourth Monday of 
Month. 
Weight Watchers meeting held 
every Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the 
Knox United Church Hall, 4907 
Lazelle Avenue. 
The Catholic Womens League 
will hold their Annual Fall Tea 
and Bezzear on Sat. Oct. ~ at 
~e Vorltas A'iMtorlum. 
CTF 
Skeana District Girl Guides 
w~ld  l ike to announce the 
q~ming0f  a Land Ranger 
Company In the Thornhlll area. 
Girls between the ages of 14 and 
18 who are Interested please call 
635-3061 or 638-1269 (ctf) 
A Tea and Bozaor will be held In 
Knox United Church on Sat. 
Dec. 3 trom 2 to 4:30 P.M. 
The I.O.F. regular meatlngs.3rd 
Saturday of each month at the 
Slumber Lodge at 8 p.m. 
Order of the Royal Purple. 
Novelty bake sale Saturday 
Nov. 19 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Elks 
hall corner of Sparks and Park. 
I~quts and coffee 50 cents. 
(cOt.Nov.19) 
Rabekah Lodge Ten and 
Isazalr, Set. NOV. 5, 2-4 p.m. 
Elk's Hall Raffle draw 4 p.m. 
Old Age Pensioners Tea and 
Bazaar Sat. Nov. 12, 1:30-4:20 
p.m. Arena Banquet Room. 
Raffle draw 4:00 p.m. (eft Nov.) 
Terrace Chase ~lub' Ii'10o](Ing 
for new players. Everybody, 
Including beginners, are 
welcome to affend. 
Games and Instruction are 
every Wednesday at 7:00 p.m. 
at the Terrace Swimming Pool 
Board Room. For Information 
Phone Joe at 635.S419 (cff) 
Mil ls Memorial Hospital 
Auxiliary will he having their 
Annual Fall Bezzar on Oct. 22 In 
the Terrace Arena Banquet 
Room from 2.Ap.m. Lots of 
Items will be on Sale such as 
Baking, Christmas table 
novelties, Knitting, Candy, 
Produce end plants, Book & 
White Elephant Sate. A raffle 
will be drawn at 4 p.m. Tlcketo 
will be sold at the Bazzar. 
Come end support your Hoopltal 
Auxllary 
"Symposium Do Coping with 
Cancer". Presented by Kltlmat 
Unit, Canadian Society. At: 
The Museum, City Canter on: 
Oct. 26, 1977 (Wednesday) at 7 
p.m.. Free. All welcomed. 
St. Mathew's Anglican Church 
Christmas Bazzar. Set. Nov. 26. 
.a~ 2 o.m. 
14. Business Personal 
ABLE ELECTRIC LYU 
Class A Electrical Contracting. 
Free Eslmates. Phone L15.507d 
or IN-13~1. (ctfl 
Golden Rule: Odd lobs for the 
Ioblees. Phone 635.4535. 323~ 
Kalum. (dr1 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
Refrlgeretlve Co~tractlng and 
household repairs. Phone 635. 
NI76 or 4M-123l. (off) 
14. Business Personal 
r For Sale: Gold nuggets at 10c, 
25c, 50c MIn. order $5.00. All 
orders C.O.D. Complet~ 
eatlsfactlon or money refunded. 
Wm. W. Larkln, Canyon View, 
Placer Mines, Rock Creek, B.C. 
(c.4-2O) 
Webb Refrigeration 
4623 SOUCIE 635-2188 
Authorl~ed 
Service Depot 
Ropalrsto Refrigerators 
Freezers, Washers, Dryers, 
And Ranges 
- -  i i i i I 
Reflexolegy by Pearl. Call 635. 
3854. (~ "; ": F-7,14,21,26) 
19. Help Wanted 
Royal Bank requires ex. 
perlonced machine operator. 
Please apply In person to Mel 
Stokesat 4640 Lakelse, Terrace. 
(c5-15) 
Help Wanted: Dairy Queen 
requires help for day shift and 
night shift. A~ply at 4532 
Lakelse Ave. (c3.14) 
SMITHERS COMMUNITY 
LAW 
CENTRE 
requires 
EXPERIENCED 
SECRETARY 
DUTIES: 
. Day to day coordination of 
office 
Correspondence 
- Arranging Interviews and 
daaling with public 
EXPERIENCE: 
-Minimum Grade 12, 3.S years 
secretar ia l  exper ience ,  
preferrably In a related field 
- Shorthand an asset 
. Accurate typing 
- Abi l i ty to work without 
supervlston . . . .  ' 
SALARY: 
. $900.00 per month with review 
at April 1st,. 1978 
Send resume to Box 2904, 
Smithers, B.C. 847-4448 before 
November 4, 1977. 
(c3.14, c3.19) 
TAXI DRIVERS 
Full time, part time. Class 4 
Ilcence and police permll 
required. Contact manager, 
Terrace Taxi .  635.2242 (ctf) 
29. Mus ica l  Ins t ruments  
Repossessed Yamaha Organ. 
$1645 or best offer. Phone 635. 
72O7. (c4.14) 
33. For  sale . Misc.  
For Sale: 
Brother Electric typewriter- 
portable very good condition. 
Phone 638.1639. (C- 
9;10,11,12,13,14,15,16, 
17,18,19,20( 
For Sale: G78-14" belted snow 
tires just like brand new. Price 
$7S. for set. Phone 638.1786. (c3. 
14) 
For Sale: Concrete forms for 
sale or rent. 8x10" wooden 
beams, assorted lengths. Phone 
635.3745. (p10-20) 
Do you have horses? Milk 
Cows? We have excellent 
alphalfa In the barn at $1 bale. 
Phone 846-5691 or 846-5598. (c2- 
:4, c2-19, c2.4) 
GARAGE SALE: House hold 
articles, baby needs, furniture 
and a special of the day a Gem 
top. Sat. October 22 at 4730 
Park Ave. 10-S p.m. (c2.14) 
QUEENSWAY TRAUING 
3215 Kalum - 638.1613 
Terrace most unique second 
hand store. 
You Need It. 
We've Got It. 
Book & Tape Swap 
Guns - Antiques 
Furniture. Appliances 
T.V.s- Stsroo's. Lots More 
"For the Best Deal 
In Town" 
(off.f) 
Welner pigs for sale. Call 635. 
2603. M & F). 
FOR SALE: Purebred Arabian 
horses lovely bay filly 3months 
old, chestnut filly 2V2 years. 
Grey stallion. Ferzon grand- 
son, 4 years old, started 
western. These horses always 
place In top ribbons, very 
gentle. Contact San J. 
Arabians, care of C. Sanky S.S.3 
Blackwater Rd. Prince George, 
B.C. Phone 964.7662 (c1.15) 
33. For Sale - Misc. 
SUNDANCE 
FAMILY TRAMPOLINES 
Your No. 1 Investment In year 
round fun & fitness for the whole 
family. (Indoor preschool 
medels are now available.) The 
Ideal Xmas glftl 
Sundance Trampolines are' 
weatherproof, compact for 
storage, malntenance free & 
fully guaranteed. 
Phone or wrlte Sundance 
right away for free brochures. 
SUNDANCE TRAMPOLINES 
1350~--" SE YMOU R ST. 4113.4333 
VANCOUVER, B.C. VGB 3P5 
FOR SALE: Oil furnance 
complete with tank and water 
heater. Reasons for selling, 
changed to natural gas. Phono 
635.3510. (pl-4) 
Garage and Bake Sale. 
Saturday October 22 at 10 a.m. 
at 34O4 Eby. (c1-14) 
36. For  Hire 
PIANO TUNING: By ap. 
pointment only, reasonable 
RATES. Phone 635-4880 after $ 
p.m. (c4-19) 
39. Boats & Engines 
1# Aluminum boat; 4 horse 
Evlnrude; 7ram meg; BSA rifle 
W2-7 , Redfleld; 22 mag 
repeater; Call 635.2044 after S 
p.m. (c¢17) 
41. Mach inery  for Salt 
For Sale: TD1SC-1973 In. 
ternatlonal Crawler, Blade, 
Winch and RaPS Canopy 
$40,000. phone 633-2312. (p. 
10,11,12,13,14) 
47. Homes for Rent 
FOR RENT: Available Nov. I • 
Two bedroom duplex, no pets 
please. Apply B1-1885 
Queensway. (c2-14} . . . . . . . .  
48. ~.. for Rent 
For Sale or Ren. ~ 
3 Bedroom house Located near 
downtown. Available at month 
end. Phone 635.3748. (C-9-18) 
l :  HILLSIDE LODGE i 
4450 Little Avenue I 
Sleeping rooms, housekeeplngJ 
units, centrally located. Fully I
furnished. Reasonable rates by I 
y or week. Non-drlnkersJ 
ly. Phone m.~11. (ctf} / 
t 01inton Manor l 
urnlshed or unfurnished studio I 
r I bedroom apartments, i 
curity enterphene. Sauna. I 
635-4261 I 
638.1o32 I 
3 bedroom duplex for rent 
unfurnished. Available 
November 1. Call after 6 p.m. 
phone 63~-6719. (c5-17) 
49 Homes for Sale 
=Owner leaving soon . priced to~ 
sell. A cozy 3 bedroom~l 
imodernly built home in Thor| 
inhlll. Features a lovely mural  
In living room - fireplace | 
dining room with patio doors | 
sundeck - lots of kitchen cup| 
;boards - attractive bathroom | 
workshop - laundry room. I 
This 1800 sq. ft. home sits on I
two.thirds acres. Furnished o i  
unfurnished. Taxes $51.00 only| 
For view phone after 4:30 p.m| 
at 635.39~s. I 
(E. Frl.) , l 
FOR SALE: Thornhill duplex 
three bedroom full basement. 
Priced for quick sale; owner 
tranferred. Phone 635.3094. (c7- 
19) 
52. Wanted to Rent 
57. Automobi les  
tury 2 dr. P.S., P.B. 350 motor, 2 
winter studded tires Included. 
Asking $3,000.00. Phone 63S. 
4629. (c2-14) 
FOR SALE: 1 1972 sA ton Ford 
4x4 with P.T.O. winch and 
canopy. Good condition. $2,995 
or best offer. Phone 63S.3981 
after S p.m. (cS-17) 
FOR SALE: Fully loaded 1971 
Nova F.F. Super Sport, 2 
Classl~ Chevi Nomads . S$'s. 
Phone 637-5603 or 635.2505. 
(cS-17) 
76 HONDA CiViC 
"HATCHBACK" 
Featuring: Low mileage, AM- 
F.M. dash stereo tape deck, 
radial tires, clock, roof rack, 
console, many other options. 
Get economy with good gas 
mlleagel Phone 638.1449 after 5 
p.m. (c8.19) 
Consign your car, truck or 
trailer. Let a professional sell It 
for you. 
Copper Moentain 
Enterprises Ltd. 
635.4373 
DL 00685A 
(ctf) 
58. Mobi le  Homes 
For Sale: 12x5S 3 bedroom 
trailer. Good condition. Call 
635-5970 (c-5-14) 
For Sale: 12x55, 1968 General 
Mobile Home. 3 bedrooms. 40 
gallons of hot water, propane or 
electric range, frldge, franklin 
fireplace and a new washer and 
dryer. In good condition. 
Asking $9,750. Phone 624.9091. 
(c4-14) 
.WANTED TO RENT: A ForSale: 1972 12x60Statesmen, 
businessman new to area seeks 3 bedroodi~ trailer, with 
room and board. Contact franklin fireplace, furnished or 
Darrel. Phone 635.5005. (c2-15) unfurnished. Has 8x20 veranda 
Executive and family requires 
three  bedroom full basement 
home Immediately. Phone 63S. 
9151. Room No. 237 (c4-14) 
48. Suites for Rent 55. Property for Sale 
Sultss for Rent: Fully fur- "For Sale: 
nlshed 1967 10x52 Squlre. 2 80 acres exclusive rural 
bedroom house trailer. Nice property. 50 acres cleared and 
e and clean, carpeted In producing legume hay. 
Ilvlngroom. $160. per month. Remainder In timberland 
No animals. Phone 635.2482. areas. Access by public 
(I)3.13) road,year round creek; power 
and telephone available. 2,100 
3 bedroom Upstairs Suite for FT. contour gives breethtaklng 
Rent. Good IDeation. Close to view of all mountain rangers. 
school. Available Nov. 1. Located midway between 
Phone 635-2618. (p.10,14) ' Houston and Smlthers. Ex. 
cellent for self-sustaining hobbl 
3 bedroom row housing suites, or riding ranch. $59,000 firm. 
Full basement, 1V2 baths, V= Box 445 Telkwa,B.C. V0J 2X0 
block from scheols. 3 mln.walk (7-16) 
irom town. Suitable for 
families. $250 per month. 6 S.2 acres of land In Woodland 
months lease. Apply suite 110 Park Subdlvldlon $14000.00 or 
3530 Kalum. (ctf) Best Offer. Owner anxious to 
sell . Phone 638-1639 (C. 
9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18, 
19,20) 
57. Automobiles 
1968 Datsun Station Wagon 
Recent $700.00 repairs. Ne~ 
trensmloslen,good fires. GooC. 
transportalon. Asking $750.00. 
Phone 635.4091. See at 4510 
Park Ave. (C. 
9,10,11,12,13,14,15) 
For Sale: 1969 Fargo Van - 
needs work. Best offer. Phone 
635.6650 or 63S-7639. (c- 
10,11,12,13,14) 
1968 Plymouth Fury III. Heavy 
duty transmission and heavy 
duty altlnator. 1 owner.'~ Ex- 
cellent condition. Phone 635. 
2645. (C-10,11,12,13,14) W" 
For Sale: 1973 GMC V~ ton ~4.~'u 
Needs some work, call 635.5605 
after S p.m. (o4.14) 
' For Sale: 1969 LaSabre as Is call 
63,5-7607. (c5.15) 
For ,Sole: 1967 Chrysler New 
Yorker. 440 cu. In., P.S., P.B., 
New rebuilt motor. Phone 638- 
8472 after 3:00 p.m. (p~.14) 
For Sale: 1973 Venture Sprint 
Hatchback 2 door 350 V8 4 speed 
standard, Many extras, good 
condition. Phone 635.3309. (p3- 
14) 
1970 International Tra~/~lall 4 
wheel drive. Heavy dut,/3/, ton 
suspentlon. What offers. Phone 
635.2315. (C3-14) ~?' 
For Sale: 1972 Chev. Impala 
Custom, 2 door hardtop 350 V8 
englnewlth P.S. and P.B. Car is 
:in good (:ondlton. Asking $21e0. 
Phone 635.3741 (p5.16) 
K~YSTONECOURT 
'APARTMENTS 
60. Tenders 
3fflce No. 2 - 4603 SCOTT. ,,-me, 
two and three bbdroom part- 
ments. Laundry& Storage 
area. Near schools and 
downtown. Clea,~ qulat 
spacious, security Iock.~Lo an© 
)atrol. 
635-5234 
:clf) 
i 
CEDAR PLACE 
APARTMENTS 
4931 Walsh Avenue 
Suite 113 
Terrace, B.C. 
635.705~ 
few.l, 2 and 3 bedroom suites 
for rent. Frldge, stove, drapes, 
carpet, rec area, sauna and pool 
table, with security an! 
terpohone and elevator. Ab.i 
solutely no pets. 
(c~f) 
For Sale: 3 bedroom module, 
home. Full basement on 2 acres 
$34,900. Phone 63S.3469 or 679. 
3961 (c-sept. Oct) 
For Sale: Acreage In town. 
Family house, barn and out 
buildings. Offers consider 
renting with options to buy. 
Immediate occupancy. View at 
4213 Sparks. Phone 635.3620. 
(p0-19) 
i i i  i ii 
PUK hAL F:: 
3 bedroom home with com- 
pleted basement, suite carpeted 
throughout, Shaw fireplace 
plus many extras. Drive by 4801 
Halllwell or phone 635.394,1 after 
S p.m. for details. Priced at 
$51,500. (cff) 
For Sale: 1965 Chev Belalre V0 
automatic In good condition. 
Phone 635-3604 (p3.14) 
TENDERS 
The Regional District ot 
Kltimat Stikino invites ton. 
ders for the snow plowing and 
sanding contract of the access 
road to the Kitsumkalum Ski 
Hill for the 1977.78 ski season. 
The contract calls for clearing 
end sanding of approximately 
two miles of access read and 
parking areas ao required by 
the ski hil l  manager. 
Tenders must state equipment 
available and hourly rates for 
such.  equipment with 
operators. The successful 
appllcont must regard this 
contract as a first priority. 
Tenders for this contract must 
be submiffed to the fotlowing 
address before 4:00 p.m. 
November 4, 1977: 
Ski Hill Read Clearing 
Regional District of Kiflmat 
Stiklne 
No.9. 4444 Lazelle Avenue 
Terrace, . B.C. 
Sealed tenders, addressed to the 
undersigned aqd marked 
"Thornhill Refuse Site Main. 
tenanca" will be received until 
4:30 p.m. October 25, 1977. 
Specifications and contrac 
ciocuments may be obtained on 
request from the Regional 
Distr ict  of Kltlmat.Stlklne 
No.9.4644 Lezelle Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. 635.7251. 
The lowest or any tender will 
not necessarily be accepted. 
John Pouseffe 
Administrator 
(c.8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15) 
66. Rec. Vehicles 
For Sale: 8' Camper, 3 way 
fridge, stove, and heater good 
condition. Phone 635.3755 (p5- 
16) 
with an axe Insulated entrance 68 Legal 
room on back door, 6x12 utility 
shed. Completely fenced for NOTICE TO CREDITORS 
privacy, located In trailer court • 
2 blocks from school, store end 
laundromat. Price reduced as 
owners being t rans fer red .  
Interested. Parties call after 6 
p.m. 635-5803. (109-19) 
For Sale: 12x68 Paramount 3 
bedroom mobile home. Phone 
635-375S (pS-16) 
FOR SALE: 10x42 Premier 
house trailer. Semi.furnished 
$1,500 cash or maybe bought on 
rental purchase. For more 
Information and to view. Phone 
635.2482. (p6-19) 
4 year Old 3 bedroom Sefeway 
House trailer. Nice kitchen 
Ilvlngroom area, laundry 
hookups service. 75' fenced lot. 
Furnlshedwlth appliances. For 
more information phone 635. 
6916 after 6 p.m. (c.4,9,14,19,31 
Fitness is fun. . (~ . J  
Try some. 
PaR7/G'/~LT/O/;~o 
Estate of the deceased: 
TAMM,alexander, late of C.O 
Vancouver Police, Van., C.O 
Skeenovlew Hosp., Terrace and 
'C-O Valleyvlew Hosp., 
Essondale, B.C. 
Credltsrs and others having 
claims against the said 
estate(s) are hereby requlred to 
send them duly verified to the 
PUBLIC TRUSTEE, 635 
Burrard Street, Vancouver, 
B.C. V6C 2L7, before the 30th of 
November, 1977 after which 
date the assets of the said 
estate(s) will be distributed, 
having regard only to claims 
that have been received. 
CLINTON W. FOOTE, 
PUBLICTRUSTEE 
MICKEY ALMOST 50 
Mickey Mouse made his 
acting debut ;,1 the cartoon 
feature Steamboat Willie, 
by Walt Disney, in 1928. 
"LOOK" 
As low as $200.00 you can buy a 14' wide 
mobile home- furnished, set up and delivered. 
HURRY! 
% 
Phone Mr. George - collect 434.9175 
I 
FOR PRIVATE USE OR BUSINESS 
AUTOVEST 
Before you buy, Investlpte tlne advantages of thlo rent.to. 
own plan. All monies paid apply to purchase. Why tie up 
your eashor borrowing power, lot and last monthe rent and 
drive away. 
EXAMPLES 
Based on 36 month lease 
78 F 250 pickup 
$148.00 per month 
lease end price 
$2,175.00 
or simply return 
70 Camaro HT 
$139.00 per month 
lease end price 
$2,025.00 
or simply return 
78 Fiest& 3 dr. 
$99.00 per month 
lease end price 
$1400.00 
or simply return 
70 Econoline Van 
$136.00 per month 
lease end price 
Sl,975.00 
or simply return 
70 Zephyr Sedan 
SI24.00 per month 
lease end price 
S1,025.00 
or simply return 
78 FI50 4 x 4 
$135.00 per month 
lease end price 
$2,27S.00 
or simply return I 
70 C 100 Chev pu 
$129.00 per month 
lease end price 
$1,875.00 
or simply return 
70 Dodge Van 
$139.00 per month 
lease end price 
S1,075.00 
or simply return 
78 Olds Cutlass 
$139.00 per month 
lease end price 
$2,025.00 
or simply return 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION 
CALL LARRY HAYES-R ICHARDS COLLECT 
987-711 I
BELMONT LEASING LTD. 
1140MARINE DRIVE 
NORTH VANCOUVER, B.C.D.00479A 
Marsh World 
~PITCHER 
II PLANT 
INSECTIVOROUS PLANTS - 'The  Sundew (Drosera 
rotundifolia) and the Pitcher Plant (Sarracenia 
purpurea) are two strange insectivorous plants 
which grow in bogs. 
Insects attracted to the Sundew are trapped by a 
sticky f lu id  secreted by  glandular hairs on the 
leaves. The leaves gradually fold around a trapped 
insect  and absorb its juices. 
The Pitcher Plant has hollow pitcher like leaves 
half filled with water. The inside of the "pitcher" 
and the lips around the rim are covered with down- 
ward pointing hairs, which help to trap insects. 
Ducks Unlimited (Cmada) 190. '76 
"WANTED" 
IMBITIOUS BOYS OR GIRLS 
to do carrier routes in 
THORNHILL 
Good experienoe and earnings 
to the ri t persons, 
.: ,PHONE:-DAWN:" 
636-635"/ 
Do It Now 
Aluminum 
Sheets 
26 ~ X 38 n 
1=,heat, on . 3.75 
TilE DALLY HERALD 
3212 Kalum St. Temoe 
FOR RENT 
OOMMEROIAL 
STORAGE SPAOE 
Do you require extra 
storage spaoe spaoo? 
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY 
~ Heated premises 
~: Regularly patrolled 
0entrally Iooated 
Reasonable rates 
CALL 635-6357 
FOR FURTHEh DETAILS 
MONDAY TO FRIDAY 
ask for BILL 
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Stolen letter sent to cabinet ?
Was Trudeau informed of RCMP break-in? 
MONTREAL (cP) -- A letter to an APLQ Journalist letter was among thousands Ottawa informed his Quebec RCMP's Quebec division at 
ranking RCMP officer 
recommended that a letter, 
thought to be stolen by 
police, anti-terrorist officers 
in an illegal police break.in 
in 1972, be sent to Prime 
Minister Trudeau and the 
cabinet security committee, 
a secret RCMP report says. 
The report, tabled 
Thursday at a Quebec 
commission of inquiry, was 
dated.Nov. 28, 1972, almost, 
two months after the break- 
in at the office of a leftwing 
news agency, the Agence de 
Prosse Libre du Quebec 
(APLQ). It concerned a 
from two members of the 
Front de Liberation du 
Quebec exiled to Cuba after 
, the October 1970 crisis. 
Productionof the report 
raised the question of 
whether Trudeau or 
members of his' cabinet 
learned of the brenk.in at a 
fairly early stage.- The 
prime minister and former 
s0licitergeneral Jean-Pierre 
~ oyer repeatedly denied 
ut  summer that the RCMP 
inftalzed them of its par- 
tlclpallon in the brenkin. 
Previons testimony at the 
hearings indicated that the 
of ,  news-ageficy papers counterpart of the illegal 
stolen during the break-in, acts Sept. 19. 
but this was called, into WROTE REPORT 
question at Thursday's The RCMP report on the 
hearing. " letter was prepared by 
A lawyer for the RCMP Marieclaire Dube-Vani, an 
also disclosed Thursday that analyst in the Mounties' 
federal and Quebec justice security and intelligence 
authorities are discussing-" hranch. 
what action to take con- She is the daughter of 
earning two other "ap- Asst. Commissioner Jean- 
parently illegal acts" Corn- Yves Dube, head of the 
mitted by the .RCMP in 
Quebec. 
A lawyer for Solicitor- 
General Francis Fox con- 
firmed that a "high official" 
of the justice department in 
Light waves to carry voices 
after telephone test done 
aparatus," said D.A. other calls in the 
Carruthers, Bell Canada's background. 
director of terminal and He said fibre will be used 
transmission system, initially for signals between 
"These electrical signals switching centres in large 
then operate the receiving cities, but will later be used 
tel+ephnne, teletypewriter, in cables to homes as well. 
• taosimile or other receiving 
equipment in the con- 
vontional way." 
CUTS CONGESTION " 
The new system is ex- 
,pected to relieve cable 
congestion under city WINDSOR, Ont. (CP) - -  
streets and in high-rise Malcolm Bricklin, whose 
apartments. Each glass costly venture in the 
cable has a capacity of automobile industry in New 
transmitting 288 phone • Brunswick failed, is at. 
conversations at once, end tempting to get back in the 
can carry at least 50 times car business, ays his sister- 
as many messages as a .inlaw. 
comparable copperwire. Barbara Jonas, who is 
An engineer at Northern also a business associate, 
Telecom Canada Ltd. confirmed Wednesday that 
estimated that $2.5 billion Bricklin is hunting for $20 
worth of ptical systems million to begin production 
could be sold in Canada nd of a new luxury car to be 
the United States in the next built anywhere but in New 
10 years. Brunswick. 
, Similar systems are The car, with gull-wing 
already in  operation in doors which open upwards 
England, Japan, Italy end above the roof, will sell for 
the U.S. about t~5,000, said Miss 
Carruthers aid the op- 
tical system should also 
vi~tdall~, bl|minate elec ~ "' 
trical interference from' 
lighl~dng or power lines and 
"orosstalk"--voices from 
MONTREAL (CP) -- 
Copper telephone wires 
were being replaeed by 
glass fibres Thursday in 
Canada's first field trial of a 
system using light waves to 
carry information. 
A cable containing six 
hairthin glass fibres was 
being insta l led by Bel l  
Canada in underground 
ducts between two. of the 
city's switching stations. 
The series of tests are ex- 
pected to take several 
months, after which some 
telephone conversations will 
be carried on the new 
medium. 
The fibres are each one- 
thousandth ofan inch thick, 
but have the tensile strength 
of steel wire of the same 
diameter. 
The system includes tiny 
solid-state light sources 
which can be made to 
fluctuate millions of times a 
second in response to the 
e 1 e 
generated by telephones and 
other telecommunications 
equipment. 
' "The light signals travel 
ng the optical fibre and, 
the receivid~?edd,! ~re 
Changed back into electrical 
signals by minute solid-state 
photodetectors and other 
No name 
for minister 
"For this reason, we have 
decided to refrain from 
using your name again in 
any of our corre- 
spondence....but to lay the 
blame for all of your harass- 
ment and maligiunent of the 
poor and unemployed on the 
Socred government as a 
whole." 
Eriksen said the last 
straw for the association 
came in a s _pooch last week 
in which Vender Zalm said 
young people should be 
denied assistance because 
they have more mobility to 
findj0bs. 
The hard line voieed 
against those seeking 
welfare was an attempt "to 
make political mficage in 
your campaign for the 
l~.emier.'s eat," Eriksen 
c~argen. 
The letter, addressed only 
to "the minister of human 
resources," began '?Dear 
Sir." Vander Zdlm'~ name 
was not mentioned. 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- 
The Downtown Eastside 
Residents' Association, a 
Vancouver eommuni  
organization is so fed up 
with Human Resources 
Minister Bill Vander Zalm 
that he group has vowed not 
to utter the minister's name. 
Accusing him ~of trying to 
win votes by maligning the 
Door, association president 
Bruce Eriksen told the 
minister in a letter Tuesday 
that DERA will no longer 
help Vander Zalm get his 
name into print. 
"It has been your policy 
pander to the bigots and 
rednecks whenever you 
speak at Social Credit or 
public gatherings and to the 
news media," Eriksen 
wrote. 
"The 112,000 unemployed 
workers in this province 
should not have to put up 
with your character 
assassination. 
Conservatives 
block job talks 
TORONTO (CP) -- Con- 
scrvatives in the Ontario 
labial a td  m~ 
blocked attempts by the 
New Democrats and 
Liberals for an immediate 
emergency debate on the 
loss oT 2,800 jobs in Sudb .ury. 
_ NDP Leader Stepnen 
Lewis rose in the house 
when it opened and asked 
for the aebate to begin 
immediately. Opposition 
Leader Stuart Smith of the 
Liberals Supported the 
move. 
Labor Minister Bette 
Stephenson said she hadjast 
received word from Ineo 
and was to meet with 
company and union officials 
later Thursday. 
Robert Welch, cen- 
servailve house leader, said 
~at because of the meeting 
his party would not give the 
unanimous consent needed 
the time of the breakin. 
Attached to her report are 
comments from two of Mrs. 
Duhe-Vani's uperiors--Sgt. 
Francois d'Entrsmont and 
Inspector Claude Vermette, 
the two officers directly 
responsible for RCMP anti- 
terrorist work in Quebec. 
D'Entremont wrote: "I 
suggest hat this letter be 
shown to the security 
Attorney-General 
not bugged 
OTrAWA (CP) -- SolicitorGeneral Francis Fox 
says the RCMP has not bugged the telephones of 
Alberta Attorney-General J mes Foster or placed him 
under surveillance. 
Answering questions in the Commons Wednesday 
from Stuart Leggatt (NDP--New Westminster, Fox 
said he had heard of allegations from Foster that "he 
believed he had been bugged by the RCMP." 
But Fox said the eommanding officer of the RCMP 
in the province talked with Foster and the Alberta 
official now is satisfied that no bugging took place. 
The allegations arose from an inquiry into police 
handling of an investigation i to Royal American 
Shows in the West. 
Butnot in New Brunswick 
committee of the federai 
cabinet while taking all 
precautions that its contents 
not be distributed outside 
this body to protect the 
source of the information. 
Discretion was of the 
utmost importance because 
Quebec provincial and 
Montreal police, who also 
took pert in the breakin, 
want "at any price" to keep 
the source secret, d'En- 
tremont said. 
Vermette, who was 
d'Entremont's immediate 
superior, wrote that "I  
recommend that this in- 
formation he put at the 
disposal of the prime minis- 
ter and-or the security com- 
mittee, becauseof the 
current political climate." 
WANTED SECRECY 
Montreal police witnesses 
have testified the RCMP 
asked that copies of the 
letter in the hands of 
Montreal and provincial 
police he destroyed shortly 
after the raid. 
The letter, written by 
Jacques Cossette-Trudel 
and his wife who were exiled 
to Cuba with three other 
members of the FLQ's 
Liberation Ceil in exchange 
for the life of British trade 
commissioner JI nes Cross, 
was addressed to Louise 
Vandelac, an ,~ YLQ jour- 
nalist. 
Mrs. Dube-V~.M, under 
questioning h )m com- 
miasionlawyer Cty Deeary, 
said she "assure .d it came 
from the rat, without 
checking." 
She said she fi st saw the 
letter Oct. 10, 972, three 
days after the s dd, in the 
basement room where the 
stolen papers had been 
taken for ana ysis. She 
denied the letter ; existence 
had been menti( ted to her 
before that date 
Seek restraints on impo  ts 
to protect domestic indus Lry 
OTTAWA (CP) -- The 
federal government today 
announced a new three-year 
program to protect the 
domestic textile and 
clothing industry from 
imports from cheap-labor 
countries. 
Bricklin making come-back 
Thursday searching for 
financial support for his new 
firm, Bricldin Automobile 
Corp. 
+ Headquarters for the firm 
will be at Incline Village, 
Nev. 
Miss Jonas confirmed that 
Richard Voilmer, a key 
figure in the Bricidin car 
development, is executive 
vice.president of the firm. 
She said she thinks 
Bricklin planned to raise 
capital through a system of 
six distributorships and by 
establishment of key 
dealerships around North 
America, possibly followed 
by stock options. 
Jonas. It is designed to 
compete with Mercedes 
Benz, Rolls-Royce and 
BMW. 
Code-nsmed the GTX, the 
car is expected on the 
market within two years, 
she said in a telephone in- 
terview from her home in 
Scottsdale, Ariz. It will have 
"every feature known to 
automotive men.'! 
Brieklin announced plans 
in January, 1974, to build a 
super sports car, the 
Bricldin, to sell for about 
$5,000 and compete with the 
Corvette and Datsun 240-Z. 
But in December, 1975, the 
Bricldin plant in Saint John, 
N.B., had built 2,880 cars at 
a sale price of more than 
$10,000 and was forced to 
close. 
The New Brunswick 
government lost the $23 
million it invested in the 
project. 
NOT DISCUSSED 
Miss Jonas said she and 
Bricklin never discuss the 
failure. 
"We have not heard from' 
Premier (Richard) Ha~ield 
and we don't plan to contact 
Premier Hatfield, certainly 
not over this new car 
project." 
Miss Jonas confirmed that 
Bricklin was in Maine on 
Workers should take wage cuts 
to finance plant improvements 
figures covered the period 
1968 to 1976. A profit in 1977 
resulted because the com- 
~llnY had not spent he $1.1 
ion budgeted for the mill 
and had ceased main- 
tenance operations, he Said. 
The financial statement 
indicated the mill lost 
money in eight of the nine 
years. 
CONVINCED HIM 
Bernbe said the statement 
convinced him that from an 
e co  n 
Consolidated-Bathurst had 
no choice but to close the 
mill. 
At the hearings Beruha 
asked Stangeland whether 
sible for the closure of the 
plant last week, although e 
admitted the failure of the 
company to re-invest in the 
mill and the government'S 
ignorance of the pulp and 
paper industry also con- 
tributed. 
The minister spoke to 
reporters after Con- 
solidated-Bathurst 
presented a ~ statement 
detailing the financial 
operations of the mill over 
the last nine years to a 
national assembly com- 
mittee. 
Oscar Stangeland, 
executive vice-president of
the company, said the 
Bloodless coup • + . . .  + 
the union at the mill had 
ever aised the possibility of 
a modernization program. 
Stangeland said the union 
had discussed only wages 
and working conditions. 
Asked whether the 
company would he willing to 
sell the mill to a competing 
n e wspr  
Stangeland said the com- 
a]pathny would not Want o do so, 
ough it would consider a
sale to a firm making some 
other type of product, such 
as fine papers. 
Bembe said the govern- 
ment would be willing to 
intervene to assist a pur- 
chaser. 
By KEVIN DOUGHERTY 
QUEBEC (CP) - -  Unions 
should be willing to accept 
pay • cuts to finance 
modernization programs in 
the plants where they work, 
Quehec's lands and forests 
minister says. 
Yves Beruhe told a news 
conference Thursday that in 
the past unions have only 
negotiated wages and 
w 
neglecting the profitability 
of the mills where they 
work. 
He said the union at the 
Consolidated-Bathurst L d. 
mill in Cap-de-la-Medeleine, 
Que., was in part respon- 
Burma regime toppled 
House, Tanin's official 
compound, as well as other 
key government and mill- 
tory facilities in Bangkok. 
Five armored cars moved 
into the supreme military 
command compound and 
jeeps~patrolled some see- 
ttons of the city. 
It was not known whether 
troops were preventing 
Tani~ from leaving 
Gov~Fnment House or 
whether there were other 
reasons for the military 
deployment. Tanin had been 
put in office by military 
leaders who staged a bloody 
coup against an elected 
government on Oct. 6, 1976, 
and had survived an earlier 
coup attempt in March. 
NO VIOLENCE 
No violence or arrests 
were reported, and most 
citizens m the Thai capital 
went about heir bus+inegs a
usual. The calm contrasted 
with the violence of the 1976 
coup when 41 persons were 
killed, nearly 200 injured 
and right-wing groups 
battled students in bitter 
street fighting. 
The new regime was 
expected to introduce no 
major policy shifts, and a 
member o f  the capital's 
international community 
speculated that it would be 
"business as  usual on 
Friday." 
civilians and headed by 
Sangad Cbaloryee, a retired 
navy admiral, had taken 
power. San~ad was defence 
minister m the ousted 
government. 
The 6t-year-old Sangnd 
told a television and radio 
audience shortly after the 
coup announcement thai 
general elections would he 
held during 1976. 
Armed soldiers 
surrounded Government 
The first radio an- 
nouncement by the new 
authorities aid the coun- 
try's 1976 constittitidn had 
been abolished and the 
cabinet and national 
assembly dissolved, but that 
martial law, under which 
Tanin operated, would be 
retained. A la.m.-to- 
4:30a.m. curfew, in force in 
Bangkok for more than a 
year, was continued. 
The new authorities aid 
~vemment censorship of 
e press would be lifted, but 
four hours after the coup 
announcement they ordered 
international news media to 
stop sending stories and 
pictures of the day's devel- 
opments and temporarily 
cut off most teleprinter 
communications. Telephone 
circuits remained open. 
iTa  mdhs  po w t 
military hierarchy had been 
reported dissatisfied with 
Tanin and his 17-man 
cabinet for alleged failure to 
move ahead on economic 
projects and for his refusal 
to drop inept members of 
the government. The 
military also complained 
about government in- 
flexibility in dealing with 
T 
. neighbors and with its own 
press, labor unions and 
other groups. 
BANGKOK (AP) - -  A 
swift and bloodless coup by 
dissatisfied military leaders 
Thursday toppled the year- 
old administration ofPrime 
Minister Tanin Kraivixien 
in the country's eighth 
change of government in 
f0 ~la ~ieo ars' Thailand an- 
nounced a revolutionary 
committee composed of an 
unspecified number of 
military officers and 
for an emergency debate. 
The debate will be held 
~Yo said an estimated 
2,200 hourly-p~d and ~taff [ 
employees Will be IMd off at .  
the end of January: The rest 
of the reduction will be Ah~otsford, b.c. )cp) -- 
through, attritlon. .The doors of Canada's 
The labor minister said largest feed cooperative 
she and Treasurer Darcy remained closed today as 
McKeough, Leo Bernier, management refused to 
minister of northern affairs, negotiate a union demand 
and a representative of g or the exclusive right to 
Frank Miller, minister of deliver bulk feed, petroleum 
natural resources, would be and propane to local far- 
meeting with lnco and union reefs. 
officials. 
Co-ops lock 
out employees 
The Surrey Cooperative 
Association locked out 180 
members of Local 470 of the 
Retail, Wholesale and 
Department Store Union 
effective 6 p.m. Tuesday. 
Stores in Cloverdale, 
Ladner and Abhetsford are 
closed as well as the com- 
Miller is out of town. ~ , 
Smith said the  situation 
was ~ave and called for 
immsdlate action. He said 
he had raised the matter of 
Inco layoffs several days 
ago and criticized the labor 
minister for not taking 
earlier action. 
pany's Abbotsford feed mill. 
The company broke off 
negotiations after the union 
failed.to withdraw ademand 
that would give drivers 
exclusive delivery rights to 
farmers. At present, some 
farmers pick up bulk feed 
and fuel in their own trucks. 
Union representative Al
Peteroon said today the 
demand was raised this 
summer after several 
farmers pooled together and 
purchased a ~50,000 bulk 
feed truck. The demand was 
neCessary to protect job 
security,of union members, 
he said. 
A joint announcement by
Industry Minister Jack 
Homer and Finance 
Minister Jean Chretien said 
the government will begin 
negotiations with seven 
countries-five in the Far 
East and two in Eastern Eu- 
rope-seeking three-year 
voluntary restraints on their 
exports of clothing to 
Canada. 
The new program will 
take effect next July I when 
wideranging import quotas 
imposed a year ago will 
expire. Last Nov. the 
government imposed quotas 
holding 1977 clothing im- 
ports to 1975 levels, in effect 
a one-third cutback. That 
quota was later extended 
into the first six months of 
1978. 
The countries to be asked 
to voluntarily limit exports 
are the Peoples' Republic of 
China, the Philippines, 
South Korea, Taiwan, Hong 
Kong, Romania nd Poland. 
The announcement was 
criticized by the Consumers 
Association of Canada 
(CAC) wMch said in a 
release that impor~t~ re- 
strictions would cost con- 
sumers ~00 million a year. 
WILL RAISE PRICES 
"The only certain result of 
import restrictions is and 
will be higher pl cos," CAC 
president Ruth I ~tzkar said 
in a release. 
The CAC said 0 per cent 
of imported gan~ ents come 
from the count ies to be 
effected by the restraints, 
and that includ~ the bulk of 
low-pricnd clothJ 
Infants' cloth ~g prices 
had risen eigh: per cent 
since January ruder the 
current import sstrietians 
and childrens' war  was up 
almost nine pm cent, the 
CAC said. 
T 
Canadian Textllt Importers 
Association issue ;I a release 
predicting "c 0mmeroial 
chaos" for the producer, 
retailer, imp, :ter and 
consumer. 
The govemmf ~t release 
said its decision was based 
on a report lest sr .lug by the 
federal textile a,d.clothing 
beard, which recommended 
c o :1 t inue  
protection for t]e clothing 
industry'from se ious harm 
by cheap import. 
The clothing k lustry and 
the textile indus.r y, which 
supplies L most C "" its ~w 
mate~als;'+'prb ' i de ~ iib'6~t 
Z0~',#00 johe, mo~: Of them rn 
the high uner. ployment 
ureas of Quebec ~, 2d eastern 
Ontario. 
Security won'  
stop hijackint  
OTTAWA CP-Skyjacking 
cannot by stopped simply by 
increasing airport security, 
the Canadian Airline Pilots 
,association calp says. 
Roger Burgess-Wcbb, 
CALPA communications 
officer, says terrorists who 
hijack aircraft are 
professionals and will 
always find ways to sllp 
weapons by the tightest 
security. 
The only effective means 
to stop skyjackings is to 
prevent countries from 
offering safe refuge, he said 
in an interview Wednesday. 
West Germany and Japan 
have announced plans to 
increase airport security 
after airliner hijackings 
involving them. 
Burgess.Webb said the 
International Federation of 
Airline Pilots' Association 
IFALPA seeks urgent 
United Nations action on an 
international ¢ invention 
imposing sanctior, on states 
offering safe ~efuge to 
skyjackers. 
IFALPA has threatened a 
48-hour work stoppage 
Tuesday and We~ ~esday to 
hack its proposal 
IFALPA has tin ~atened of
the owrk stoppt [e eased 
withthe announce nent that 
UN Secretary-Go: ral Kurt 
Waidheim is ~ g to meet 
IFALPA represe~ atives on 
Friday or on Mm lay. 
CALPA had urg d Ottawa 
to support IFALI A's aims . 
to cut skyjackh ~. But 
CALPA would n .t decide 
whether to . dn the 
threatened int, rnational 
walk-out until tfter its 
representatives l ~ve met 
transport depe~ iant and 
external affairs officials 
later today. 
CALPA membt • cannot 
legally strike. 
Prisoners had 
talk system 
STUTTGART, West 
Germany (Reutor) -- A 
search in a supposedly top- 
security prison here has 
shown that three urban 
guerrilla leaders conversed 
through a communications 
system hidden behind the 
walls, prison officials said 
Thursday. 
oWaec  t i~ggn i t 
sockets and batteries were 
found in cells occupied by 
Andreas Baader, Jan-Carl 
Raspe and Gudrun Ensslin 
before their reported 
suleidas this week. 
"Tests by apost  office 
engineer showed that the 
prisoners could use their 
communication s.stem for . 
conversations fro a cell to 
cell," the report t rid. 
Batteries and e modified 
thermostat were used to 
construct a M¢'se code 
signal system, t e report 
added. 
Holes big enotq 
the pistols wil 
Baader and Ra, 
alleged to ha 
themselves were 
their cells Wt 
officials sa!d. 
Thursday's re 
another similar hi 
for a gun was 
Baader's former' 
search was conth 
report said. , 
I to hide 
I which 
were 
shot . 
found in 
inesday, 
,art said : 
lug-place ' 
['ound in 
.,eli. The " 
u~ng, the 
I • , 
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Your Individual 
Horoscope 
• Frances Drake -,-eorv T, 
FORFRIDAY, curately as usual. Better 
OCTOBER 21, 1977 double-check! On the 
side, romance and travel 
favored. 
SCORPIO m ~k'. 
, . , - - '  Aged Fli 
(Mar. 21 toApr. 20) '~ '~ in~meungovernablemomem 
Give consideration to Ideas =ted, but you can handle Husband Calls Af fa i r  
. and methods, that "clicked" with your native intelligence 
before, and could again. Add a "and aKute~ess. Just be sure to 
' TAURusBebit optimis ic.°f glamor to presentations, keep emotions under control. M i dd  I e -  no  
sAGrrrARiu8 . ~  . 
, ~ ~yfor a~% By Abigail Van Buren 
(Apr. 21 to May ~.1) ~"~7~' (Nov 23 to Dec, 21) w= 
. Favorable Venus influences of your cherished goals. 
give you mouyadvantages, but Someone behind the scenes is ©lS77byTheChic|ooTdbune-N.Y.NewsSynd.lnc. 
yOU must promote your own 
by Dik Browne 
interests to keep the ball rolltng, 
of course. Romance in high 
favor. 
GEMINI w_.a~g- 
(Mzy 22 to June 21) ~mr~/  
Mixed influences. All ac- 
tivitius will have to be well- 
organized before you can 
proceed efficiently. Emphasize 
composure, good Judgment, 
delicacy of approach. 
c cER 
(June 22 to July 23) 
Think constructively and 
reckon with all possible con- 
tingeneies before taldng on new 
enterpdses. In fact, day will be 
better for routine matters than 
for unusual ventures. 
LEO • 
(Ju y 24 to ug. => 
Stellar ~ influences stimulate 
your strength of purpose and 
willingness to plough through 
rough terrain and up steep 
"hills." Plan for better 
working in your interests. 
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) 
A fine day for teamwork. 
Many useful ideas will result 
from an exchange of views with 
associates. Some good news 
indicated in the p.m. 
AQUARIUS ~.~ 
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) 
A down-to-earth attitude 
needed. Don't let yourself be 
drawn into a whirlwind of 
rumor and specelatien - - now 
rife in many quarters. 
(Feb. 2O to Mar. 20) 
Don't let surface glitter 
beguile you. Search for facts 
before accepting any 
proposition -- no matter how 
rosy it sounde. 
YOU BORN TODAY have a 
tremendous ense of respoz~ 
sibllity, will' work more than 
DEAR ABBY: A friend of many years found out about a 
year ago that her husband of more than 20 years was 
messing around with a much younger girl. He said it was 
just a crazy middle-age fling that was all over by the time 
his wife heard about it, but she keeps hearing rumors 
about him and other young women. 
She says she isn't jealous, just humiliated, and at her age 
ehe ie not about o compete with young girls. She is a very 
attractive woman and has a lot more sense than her 
husband oes. 
She etarted getting all her affairs "in order" such as her 
'~ill" and her finances. She says. she can't see herself 
spending many more years with a husband who makes her 
feel inadequate and "too old" for him. 
Do you think she's contemplating suicide? 
CONCERNED 
DEAR CONCERNED: Sounds more llke she's 
contemplating DIVORCE. 
l DEAR ABBY: My husband refuses to tie his shoe laces. 
He steps into his shoes and lets the laces drag. We have a 
son in second grade who lets his laces drag on purpose. 
When I tell him to tie them, he says, "Daddy don't." 
Now I don't know what to say or do. At school the 
children are graded on neatness, and our son always gets a 
black mark beeadse his shoe laces are never tied. I've tried 
by Rog Bollen 
tora0rrow$. 
i (~Tl.~ '~  V1R~O ' I !~  .turns,°rdinarilYandhardexpectf°r t emgainfulto 
~LL ~ ~ ~,~ (Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) materialize; also will work for 
I/M' C~=-POT, ES,..  T~t~ ~ , s  I ~ive your imaginati~ a bit little or noth/ng when you know 
[~ _~b~ ~ A ,~:~ j~ ~.~CE. )  more rein now. You have all tbe you are truly helping a war- 
~( • tools needed for success, so go thwhile cause. You are ver- 
forward --  confidently hopeful satlle; have a talent for music, 
of all outcomes. - writing, probably for sketching, 
LIBRA (Sept. 24 to0ct. 23) J11./~'~ paintingorde=igning.Birthdato 
of: Alfred Nobel, founder of the 
You may not size up ec- Nobel Prize; Samuel T. 
• oupalional situations as ac- Coleridge, Eng. poet. 
Doonesbury by Garry Trudeau about eating 
"(~ s,/~z# e4:weN 
8E At/.ONgD 70 
PrAY F-,~[R4/J~ ?
IF 50, i~.f-HP" 
I '~N~ Y/AT I 
! ~.P.,IT I~ HY OP/NIOH I 
Ti~T NO/4EN S/./OY~D NOT I 
GO 8B ,4l.tff, l, l~ TO PLaY I 
AHeAd,, f-~f~l.l. UNTll..~@/ , 
ll//~F. 71~ ,~ /t" CAN gE]  
I ggZlAgtY PETERMINEOI 
I THAT H~/.L HA~ f'~7-ENI 
~oop 
~NSWF-g. 
/ 
f f~ F/NE 
#/177t I'/~/ ~ 
~g l . l~EY-~E RF-ST 
OF 7t/15 PBAL /5 50PIE 
~OITA FII.L. OUT- IT'S 
C-AtL.ED TttB '~,4/~. glNIETE 
The Amazing S ider-man 
By Stan Lee and John Romita 
[~  IF ~J'VE NO A¢COIJNT WiTH 
~U6,  HAVE YOU ANY /-~b~NT"/f/Ca47"tI~W,~J 
The Wizard ! Id by Brant Parker and Johnny Hart 
t ,  , , , , l '  
by Addison Boner's _-_ :k 
i 
( 
By Lawrence E. Lamb, M.D. 
DEAR DR. LAMB -- I am a 
17-year-old girl with an eating 
problem• I am so weight con- 
scious I can't really' eat a 
meal without feeling guilty. 
About two years ago I 
started forcing myself to 
vomit after I'd overeaten. 
Now it is a regular habit, but 
now I don't have to force it. 
Because of this I either go 
en a starvation diet o r  eat 
almost continually and then 
throw up. I feel like I have a 
double personality -- one that 
knows what a bad thing I'm 
doing to my body and one that 
is completely senseless, es- 
pecially where food is con- 
cerned. 
So far I have kept this from 
anyone. But I realize I must 
do something soon. I hope you 
will be able to tell me or send 
me something to help. I 'm not 
overweight but most likely un- 
dernourished. 
DEAR READER -- You 
have trapped yourself into a 
condition we call anorexia 
nervosus. This, or a variant of 
the problem, is common in 
young girls who become 
obsessed with the idea of be- 
ing slim, or downright 
emaciated. That is a reflec- 
tion of our times and ideas 
about beauty. Venus was a full 
bodied woman, not a Twiggy, 
according to mythology. 
Vomiting after eating is not 
new. The Romans did it after 
overeating -- during a Roman 
orgy. They then returned to 
the banquet  to gorge  
themselves further. 
There are two main dangers 
in the practice. You can tear 
the lower part of the = es- 
ophagus with forcefu l  
vomiting, causing severe 
hemorrhage that may require 
surgery. And you can develop 
malnutrition. The severe 
l repeated instances of starva- 
tion or vomiting resulting in 
excessive weight loss is 
anorexia nervosus. Once the 
situation gets control of a per- 
son it is difficult to correct it. 
You will need professional 
help. By that I mean the 
guidance of a psychiatrist. 
The emotional factors in your 
eating and vomiting habits are 
very important and are no 
doubt the key to your 
problem. I would like for you 
to know how to diet properly 
so you can establish a well 
balanced iet for yourself and 
eat the amount of calories you 
need to maintain a proper 
weight. For that purpose I am 
sending you The Health Letter 
number 4-7, Weight Losing 
Diet. Others who want basic 
in~ormatiun on how to lose 
weight safely can send a long, 
stamped, self-addressed 
envelope with 50 cents for it. 
-Send your letter to me in care 
of this newspaper, P.O. Box 
1551, Radio City Station, New 
York, NY 10019. 
Starvation diets, crash diets 
and habits such as you h,lve 
developed can lead to serious 
changes in the body. There 
may be a significant loss of 
vital muscle mass fpom the 
body. Growth and feeling of 
well being can be adversely 
affected. Crash diets can also 
lead to loss of hair. The hair 
on the head may fall out in 
large amounts leading to tom- 
porary baldness. It may take 
several months to start 
regrowing a normal head of 
hair after the diet prohlems 
are corrected. 
Such dieting practices can 
seriously affect he endocrine 
functions of the body. Young 
women may lose their normal 
menstrual cycles. Men may 
become impotent or lose their 
normal sex drive. Personality 
changes are common. The 
loose skin, personal i ty 
changes, loss of hair and 
s t rength  all resemble  
premature aging. That is a 
high cost o pay because a per- 
son will now follow a slow 
s#re sens ib le  way of 
eliminating obesity or preven- 
ting it. 
(NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE  ASSN.) 
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totell my husband he is setting a bad example for our son, 
but it doesn't help. 
So how do you train a child to tie his laces when his 
father doesn't? And when he gives me this, "Daddy-don't" 
talk, what do I say? 
CAN~F WIN 
DEAR CAN'T: Wizen the boy says, "Daddy don't~" say 
"I know--but daddy SHOULD. And Daddy is too big for 
me to ~pan.k. But YOU'RE notl" 
DEAR ABBY: Please, please print this letter. It might 
make a few girls think twice before begging for a wedding 
rmg.  
I fell in love with Jack when I was 16. He was 18. I 
fought withmy family because I wanted to quit school and 
get married. Jack wanted to go to college, but I talked him 
into taking a job in a grocery store so we could get 
married right away. We ran off and got married and broke 
our parents' hearts. I got pregnant real quick so our 
parents wouldn't have our marriage annulled. 
Well, Jack wasn't really ready to settle down, so when 
he'd spend an evening with his buddies, rd get mad and 
jealous. Then we started fussing ateach other. He couldn't 
stand my whining, so he left me. Now we're getting a 
divorce because he says he missed out on his youth and it's 
my fault. I still love him, but his love for me has turned to 
hate. 
Please, Abby, keep telling young girls to finish high 
school and let the guys grow up before they start nagging 
for marriage. I am 18 years old and pregnant, and in six 
months III be a divorcee. 
KNOW I WAS WRONG 
CONFIDENTIAL TO ERIC: Good manners dre simply a 
sensitivify to the feelings of others. H you have that 
sensitivity, you have good manners, no matter which fork 
you use. 
Everyone,ham s problem. What's yours? For a personal 
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069. 
Enclose stamped, sell-addressed nvelope, please. 
Marsh  Wor ld  
Ducks Unlimited (Canada) 
WHISTLING SWAN 
(¢ygnus columbianus columbianus) 
Unless you live in Canada's Arctic where the 
whistling swan breeds, you will likely have the 
opportunity to see this magnificent bird only 
during its spring and fall migrations. Even then 
you will have to be an alert observer since these 
swans commonly migrate at night and are very 
wary during the day. Due to the threatened ex- 
tinction of the whistling swan's nearly identical 
relative, the "trumpeter swan, both of these 
species are protected against hunting. 
149 - '75 
Peanut butter 
gives it texture 
OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP) 
- -  Some say C.G. "Moose" 
Morohead's peanut butter- 
based painting, complete 
with autograph from peanut 
farmer Preaident Carter, 
was sold at auction Satur- 
day for $10,500 to Jean 
E.well, representing 20 bid- 
Gers wno "wanted the 
winting to.s~y. . in  Owep- 
snoro so mat me wnole 
co~tmunity could profit by 
A stipulation of the sale is 
~at  .proceeds go not to 
morenead but to me uresn 
CRieVe.r Compre.hensive Care 
ntre, whicn provid.es 
mental health servzces tor 
Seven Western Kentucky 
counties. The centre w~ 
keep the painting and 
reproduction rights, which 
Morehead est imated at 
$&~0,000. 
• The painting depicts a red 
Darn on a pastoral range, 
with the presjden't 's 
signature at the bottom 
centre. 
The secret, Morehead 
said, is getting the proper 
mixture of peanut butter 
and oil--five parts peanut  
butter to one part oil. 
He said it "really gave me 
something to sink my teeth 
into." 
• - . , 
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• 'The Old Man Who Cried Waft" 
Man who saw his friend beaten 
to death sets out to find the truth 
after the police claim the dead 
man kled of a heart attack. 
Stars Edward G. Robinson, 
Martin Balsam, 
THE LATE SHOW 1 
"Kansas City Bomber" 
Trials and tribulations of a 
female skater in her rapid riso 
to celebrity status In a sport 
concerend morew Ith thaatrlcs 
than competition. Stars Raquel 
Wlch, Kevin McCarthy. 
THE BLACK EXPERIENCE 
Discusses the development of 
the Institution of slavery in the 
West Indies. 
MOVIE 
"Brief Encounter" 
The beloved film version of Noel 
Coward's famous pla~ abour a 
love affair between a middle. 
aged doctor and an ordinary 
suburban housewife who spend 
a few furt ive afternoons 
together before agreeing to 
part. 
MOVIE 
"Astonished Heart" 
Noel Coward plays the central 
role In his own screen.play 
about the torment of e 
psychiatrist who is torn bet- 
ween the love for his wife of 
twelve years and his passionate 
desire for another woman. 
MOVIE 
"The~ Sand Pebbles" 
Part Two-Please see Wed. 
nesday's highlights for further 
Information. 
CHIPS 
"Dog Gone" 
Officer John Baker (Larry 
Wilcox) tries to befriend an 
Inlured stray dog and gets 
himself In the doghouse with his 
2 
SEATTLE TODAY 
WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
TO SAY THE I.F.aST 
! THE GONG SHOW 
HOLLYWOOD SCKUmES 
I 
DAYS OF QUR LIVES 
THE O0¢TORS 
ANOTHER WORLD 
THE S O'CLOCK MOVIE 
"The Sand Pebl~es" 
THE NEWLYWED GAME 
NEWS 
SEATrLE TONIGITr 
MATCH GAME PM 
icmPs 
i 
I 
MAN FROM ATLANTIS 
: ROSETTI AND RYAN 
NEWS 
TONIGHT SHOW 
TOMORROW SHOW 
SiGN OFF 
3&6 
IN TOUCH 
B.C. SCHOOL5 
MR. DRBSUP 
SE~E STREET 
B011NCLEN/SHOW 
I DREAM OF JEANNIE 
NOU.YWOOO SQUARES 
"RYAN'S HOPE 
EDGE OF NIGHT 
TAKE THIRTY 
ceum~,w COOKS 
VISION ON 
1M'IAT'S NEW 
FIJN13TONES 
MARY TYLER MOORE 
NEWS 
EIGHT IS ENOUGH 
THE CAROL BURNETT 
SHOW 
ROOTS 
THE FAMILY 
THE NATIONAl. 
~0 NIINUTES UVE 
FINAL EDITION 
MOVIE  MATINEE 
9:00 
9:30 
4 
AITr OP C00KING 
JOYCE DAVISOON SHQW 
10:00  . . . . .  JEAN CAHNEM SHOW 
DEFINITION 10:30 
11:00 KAREEN'S YOgA 
11:30 rrSYOURMOVl[ 
12:00 HOONNEWSHOUR 
12:30 ,NOVII: ""  
1:00 ,'megaton 
1:30 ~ocr~w~v' 
2:00 ,~OTHE~WON, r
• 2:30 
3:00 
3:30 
4:00 
ALAN HAZEL SHOW 
SANFORDANDSON 
4:30 THE OON~ SHOW 
5: 00 mmRO~NC~ 
5:30 
6:00 
6:30 
7:00 
N~ 
FUNNY FARM 
7:30 WONDERWOeaAN 
8:00 
8:30 FISH 
9:00 
9:30 
10:30 
11:00 
11:30 
CARTER I~RITRY 
9 
EXlq.OmNG OUR NATION 
WORK IOSETHIm 
ELECTRIC OMPANY 
SPINNING STORIES 
I~SURE UP 
AS ~I  SEE IT 
M IS FOR MUSIC 
ART STARTS 
THE WORD SHOP " 
TV~ CENTS WORTH 
THE BLACK EXPERIENCE 
SF.ASAME STREET 
MISTER ROGER 
ELECTRIC COMPANY 
ZOOM 
ONCE UPON A CLASSIC 
THE ~¢NEI~LEHRER 
REFGR'I" 
~ HoNe-m-Y 
MOVIE 
PBriief ~ '  
BY RE in  NOVIE 
10:00 LONANS RUN "~eishUS Hurt" 
CTV NEWS DICK CAVETr SHOW 
W0MANTIME 
12:00 TI4E LATe mOW ~T~ MOVIE 
"Kam C~ Bmixr" "Huntcam Humrs', 
"hardDriver".Chronlcles the "Murder by SelF:Quincy "In. 
l i fe of Junior Johnson, a 
southern racing car driver as he 
becomos successful only to 
strain his relationship with his 
totally. Stars Jeff Bridges. 
superior officer for his efforts. 
Oddities in 
the news 
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) 
-- People ride their bikes to 
school all the time, but not 
the way Sonny Burns did 
last week. 
The 19-year-old from 
Boonville, N.Y., rode his 10- 
speed bike almost 600 miles 
to Columbus to register for 
electronics school- at the 
Ohio Institute of 
Teoh.nology. 
Burns was a little road 
weary when he arrived 
Friday after four days of  
pedalling. The young U.S. 
Navy veteran said he had 
three fiat tires on the way 
and was blown off a highway 
near Mansfield, Ohio, when 
passed by a diesel rig. 
But Bums kept going and 
made it here on time to 
register for classes. 
MIDDLETOWN, Ohio 
(AP) - -  The Pines Pet 
Cemetery is for pets, of 
course, but some pet owners 
develop an attachment that 
they're unwilling to give up 
after death. 
So the cremated remains 
of three humans are buried 
at The Pines as well, next to 
the graves of the animals 
they loved, says Bea 
Biederman, who operates 
the cemetery near here. 
Eventually there will be a 
fourth, because one man 
who is buried next to his dog 
reserved another plot on the 
other side for his wife. 
Besides people and dogs, 
Mrs. Biederman says, The 
Pines is a resting place for 
cats, rabbits and parakeets, 
two horses, two skunks, an 
ocelot, a guinea pig, a 
monkey, a raccoon and a 
rooster. 
"The Pit and the Pendulum". 
Man's wife and his best friend 
contrive apparent death of wife 
,as part of a plan to drive 
husband mad. Stars Vincent 
Price, 
/ 'Colombo: Requiem for a 
Falling Star".Mel Ferrer and 
Anne Baxter guest star as a 
fading acctress and a 
Hollywood gossip umnlst whoso 
hatred of each other culminated 
In murder, 
THE LATE SHOW 1 
"Call of the Wild"-Story of a 
men who must rely on sled dogs 
for their survival as they baffle 
the bitter cold winter In Alaska 
In their search for goJd, Star 
John Beck, 
2 
SEATrl.E TODAY 
~;~,~a=L, OFw~n~fUNE 
KNOCKQUT 
TO SAY THE LEAST 
THE GONG SHOW 
HOLLYWOOD SQUARES 
DAY OF OUR LIVES 
THE [,~, iuwJ; 
ANOTHER WORLD 
THE S O'CLOCK MOVIE 
"Hard Driver" 
THE NEW.'e~b o~,~. 
NEWS 
3&6 
IN TOUCH 
CANAmAN SCHOOLS 
MR, [.~ ;~;,U P 
i _ 
SESAME ~E~ 
rockford flies 
'the Dog and Pony Show'.Jim 
egrens to help a frightened 
young woman overcome a 
mental problem and finds 
himself embroiled In a bizarre 
investigation Involving the CIA 
and the Mafia. 
9:00 
9:30 
I0:00 
10:30 
i1 :00  
11:30 
BOB/VlCI.EANSHOW 
I DREAM OF JEANNIE 
HOLLYVv~C~ SQUARES 
RYAN'S HOPE 
EDGE OF NIGHT 
CELEBRITY 
THE YOUNG CHEFS 
FRIDAY Af-,.-K SCHOOL 
FLINSTONES 
MARY TYLER MGGRF. 
HOURGLASS 
i 
SEATTLE TONIGHT ~ PEC.n~'G BUMS 
HOLLYWOOO SQUARES 
SA~FOt~DARMS TONY, RANDELL S~.  
THK~--~'S COMPANY 
BIG HAWAII 
~/ ;AY HUNTER 
THE NATIONAL 
FINAl. Eli~iTJON 
sioN OFF ;,=':,; 
CltlCO AND THE MAN 
THE ROa(FOR0 FILES 
12:00 
12:30 
1:00 
1:30 
2:00 
2:30 
3:00 
3:30 
4:00 
4:30 
5:00 
5:30 
6:00 
6:30 
7:00 
7:30 
8:00 
8:30 
9:00 
9:30 
10:00 
, 10:30 
11:00 
11:30 
12:00 
QUINCY 
NEWS 
THE TONIGHT SHOW 
MlmqlGHT S [-.i~AL*, 
vestlgates the alleged suicide of 
a young labor leader and finds 
himself In the middle of a battle 
between two unions that are 
vying to represent farm 
workers. 
MASTERPIECE THEATRE 
"Dickens of London".A;though 
Dickens breaks England's heart 
and all his won own book sales 
records with his weekly 
publ ication of "The Old 
Curiosity Shop" his mental 
state is growing cause of con. 
cern. 
4 
ARTOF COOKING 
JOYCE DAVI r~'~l_ SHOW 
JEAN CANNEM SHOW 
DEFINITION 
KAREENS YOGA 
rps YOUR MOVE 
Nr~N NEWS HOUR 
MOVIE: 
"Cdumbo: Requiem for 
a Falling Star" 
ANOTHER WORLD 
ALAN HAMEL SHOW 
5ANFORD AND SON 
THE GONG SHOW 
EMERGENCY 
NEWS HQUR 
OPERATION PEI"llCOAT 
.JULIE 
DANNY AND MARIE 
,THE'ROCKFORD FILES 
QUINCY 
9 
ZEBRA VANGS 
WOR~MITH 
:_l _r-r~TR. I¢ COMPANY 
1~9 CENTS WORTH 
ART CART 
eLS WE SEE IT 
~_L _r-cTRIC COMPANY 
INSlDE4)UI" 
tRULY AMERICAN 
VIEASURE UP 
BREAD AND "BUT. 
MAKING MUSIC 
NINE'5 JOURNAL 
-c :--'~ME STREET 
MISTER ROGER 
BI~£TRI¢ COMPANY " 
ZEG~ 
BIG BLUE MAPRL~ ~'  " 
MACNEIL-LEHRER 
~.m-rs  GARDL~I ,, 
l 
WASHINGTON WEEK 
.WAI-L STREET WEEK 
MASTERPIECE THEATRE 
'DIClam~ OF LP.---'~- .-~. 
CTv NEWS 
NEWS HQUR FINAl. 
me'~ show 
~!cll Be me ~tr, 
DICK CAVEI"T SHOW 
i 
VTR 
NIGHTMARE THEATRE I 
'"111 Pit aM 
CFL THIS WEEK 
Ernle Afaganis  high.l ights 
scoring plays pro lmnent  
players 0nd' coaches in pert 
week's CFL action East and 
West. 
n.h.I, hockey 
Fred Shero's Phi ladelphia 
Flyers take on Roger Nellson's 
Toronto Maple Leafs  at the 
Gardens in Tormlto. 
sat. late show 
"She Waits"-A young bride Is 
possessed by the the avenging 
spirit of her h~sband's first 
wife. Star Patty Duke, Dorothy 
McGulre,  David McCa l lum,  
Lew Ayres. 
4 
SWISS FAMILY  ROBINSON 
"A  Tlrne to Llvea Time to Dle"-  
The children share the joy and 
sorrow as they atten a pet 
nanny goat giving blrth. 
THE LATE SHOW I 
"Fear on Trlal".John Hnery 
Faulk was a rlslng star In 
braodcastlng when he was 
caught up In the blacklisting of 
the 1050's. Wlth Lousl Nlzer as 
he lawyer, he went into court 
and successfully sued to vin- 
dicate himsolf. Stars Georoge 
C. Scott, Wi l l iam Devane, 
Dorothy Tristan. 
NOVA 
'Incident at Brown's Fer ry" -  
Theskeptlcism over the nuclear 
power Issue still persists across 
the nation. Nova asks what Is 
the public to conclude when the 
experts are in such violent 
disagreement? 
Ceman in neighboring Clermont 
been suspended for trying to 
arrest an Orlando jew.e~/ store 
• manager who repossessed his wife's 
wedding n~gs. 
The chief Said word of the re- 
" possession reached Jaggers while he 
was on duty Sa_turd-_~y and that 
Jaggers immediately drove t( 
Orl~indo to.. confront Tlpomae 
Kramek, assistant manager of the 
2 3&6 
NEW Aecwm AN~ ~ 9:00 
I i AN~M~Am PE~am AND ~ 9:30 
I THUNDER 10:00 
sw.k~ ~um em~ug 10:30 
I 
BAGGY PAN~ • Bl~, v~J J~  11:00 
i 
NAND OANO 11:30 
SATURDAY MOVIE NO. 1 MISSION ~ PO~nUS 12:00 
of me Aim" 
HOt/~ SAFETY 
HOT FUOOE 
SATURDAY MOVIE NO. 2 
"L,edy in Cement,, 
i 
ANOTHER PT. OF VIEW 
~.AT NN[R. ON,~E 
THIS IS THE NFL 
NEWS 
ANIMAL WORI.D 
WILOmNO00~ 
THE ~ SHOW 
THE BIQNIC IMOMAN 
SAT. N! .(IHT ATMOVIES 
F.I .S.U GAMES 
"Litlle Big Man" 
CIRCLE SOUARE 
CFL TI41S WEEK 
SPACE 1ff9 
12:30 
1:00 
1:30 
2:00 
' 2:30 
3:00 
3:30 
4:00 
4:30 
5:00 NHLHOCKEY " 
5:30 
6:00 
6:30 
7:00 
~:~0 
8:oo 
8:30 
9:00 
9:30 
ONE DAY AT A TIM~ 
CUSTARD PIE 
3N OUR OqMq 
3JTOOOR EDUCATION 
CANADIAN EXPRESS 
- 111E NATIONAL 
L~UOOOOOOO~ 
S STARMOVIE 
"Te~ Ume Indim', 
SATURDAY DOUBLE 
FEATURE: 
"MM Walls" 
Return Of the Rings 
ORLANDO, (AP) A jewelry store. 
Kramek told ~lice that JaggeTs 
found him at a diner and brought 
him back to the store and demanded 
return of the rings. When he refused, 
Jaggers order~ Kramek into a 
patrol car and threatened him with 
ro t ,  Kramek said. 
Orlando police intervened 
however, and.released Kramek. 
Jaggers returned to Clermont and 
his suspension followed on Sunday.' 
I 
q ~ d }  • • 
~ Mm From Imet i~ Wd 'r 
Grim reaping for 
Golden Harvest 
Chinese 'and European playinganews 
extras in a Kung Fu epic photographer in the fdm, 
fihn here got so worked up and beat him up. 
in one fight scene that they "Some of the extras got 
came to real blows, far too involved 
The1,000 extras in Game emotionally. It was a ton- 
of Death were supposed to sion-filled shooting," $ 
boo and jeer each [bne the spokesman for Golden 
caucasian villain used a fore Harvest Films said. 
blow during a karate match After the unscheduled 
with the C~inese good guy. brawl last week, additional 
The trouble started when security police were posted 
a small group of Chinese for a reshooting of the scene, 
extras attacked British which was completed 
extra Roger Tucker, who is without incident. 
NORTHWEST REGIONAL 
COMMUNITY  COLLEGE 
HYDRAUL ICS  •COURSE 
10:00 
m:s~ 
11:o0 
11:30 
12:00 
Nmlhwest ~ t y  College Is offering a one week ]raining program In 
toddle and Indmtrlal I-lydrau~lcs covering the following: 
- Review of fluid fundmnmtals; 
• Hyck'~uIIcs com~mmt and thetr appllcatlm; 
• ~c  ~cr~, la ;  
• ~ . .  are asked to ~ ~r  Fh~'~lc  ~ to d~ 
' Aday programwlll begln on 24 October M 6:00 a.m. to 12:00 Noon and run each 
m0mlng unlll an October in Room 106 at the C011ege. , 
/~1 evemdn0 pro0rmn will I~ln 31 ~ M 6'30"p,m, to 10:30 p,m, arid run 
Mch ~ing  uolil 4 Nownl~3er MRnom 1~ ohio ColloDe, 
(H~mlslrailm is TINrly Dollars plus exlraf~x" teods. The Instructor will be J. G. 
• (~e , 
It's time to call your 
Welcome Wagon hoetem~ 
EVELYN ANWEILER 
• I i~ ;571  or  
WENDY CL IBBETT 
.4u.lo46 • 
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mmm oN K*Z~RA... OHm UmN A CLAret 
.tm, s oo 
.i . 
qmonM ser~zE s-nmrr 
KIDSTUFF 
THE KACK EXPERIENCE 
HARNEY 
FRENCH CHEF 
SHOW BIZ CROKETT'S OAR- I~N 
R . I 
JOURNAL mTERNA~ONJU, oommmm sun~ KiT 
CHm~,AN ReF. CHURCH UU~ YOOAANO YOU 
RED FISHER SHOW IDEA THING 
I 01S4~ DANIEL FOSTER, MO. 
ALl. STAR WREnlJI~. WOMANTIME 
MAGIC OF OIL PAINTING 
i 
WIDE WORLD OF SI:QRI~ FIPJNG LINE 
NEI~ HOUR; 
THE" SMIISS - FAMILY 
THE BIONIC WOMAN 
11~AT~S HOLLYWOOD 
HARRIS SHOW 
THE I.AY~ SHOW I 
"Far  m 1~"  
r r  
EVENING AT SYMPHONY 
FREI~H CHEF 
QNCE UPON A Q.ASSIC 
'NOVA 
i 
NO HONESTLY 
~lSlC 
SATURDAY NIGHT ON 9 
'LJI I~1¢8 Villi" 
i 
.• Hidden somewhere in the ads 
in the entertainment section 
~ . .are two Terrace phone number, s. 
Findthem, and if one is yours you ve won 
[~  Pick up your tickets at the Herald office, 
...... 3212. Kalum St.. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • - . , . , _  . . . . . . . . .  
Tilllcc-n Twin Theatres. 
4720 LAKELSE AVE. .  •PHONE 638-8111 
SHOWING AT  8 P.M. 
October 22 Jabberwocky 
October 23.26 
• Linda Lovelace for President 
October 27-29 
The Hiding Place 
MATINEE 
October 40 Lbs. of Trouble 
22 , 
!7 & 9 P.M. NIGHTLY 
'9 P.M. 
October 15-27 
STAR :WARS 
•1 '1  
!~:.~,~,l,~•:,!-:?.;~%~/s.:~..~:/~..,:~c~ - . . , : .  . , :  i: ~ i . /  , . - . ,~  ,~ . ~ ~  • ~ ~,  ~ 
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Ivor Wayne Stadium 
Hamilton Isthe IDeation f~r this 
Interlonklng CF L game behvHn 
the B.C. Lions and th® Hamilton 
T Ig I  Cats. 
WORLD OF DISNEY 
'The Cstaway Cowboy.Part wo. 
Shanghaied aboard a sailing 
vessel In 1850, Texas cowboy 
Lincoln Cost®In lumps ship off 
1hi cost of the Island of Kaual 
and Is dragged from the surf by 
12.ye®r-old B¢~tn Mac®roy. 
Stars Jame~ Garner, Vera 
Miles, Robert Culp. 
SIDE STREET 
'Between Friend'.An ex.marlne 
CIA operative, (Calvin Butler), 
wounded at the scene of a 
homicide, enlists the aid of a 
former buddy, now •working 
with Raltt adn ®nd Dis®n, In 
getting to the safely of the U.S. 
Consulate. 
special 
This CBC.TV 25fh Anniversary 
special will focus onthe volutlon 
of CBC television Journalism, 
from the oariy days in '52 when 
TV newsmen were mere 
spectators at events of national 
and International inportance, to 
today's network of corr 
spondents and reporters ,from 
coast fo coast and around the 
world. 
4 
CFL FOOTBALLToronot at 
Edmonton 
BIG EVENT 
"NEC: The Frlst Fifty Years-A 
Clos®r Leak'.Burr Rynolds 
Orson Welles, Don Rlckles, 
Chevy Ches®, George Burns and 
Dan Haggarly host ® nostalgic 
look at top variety performers 
gal~ back to TV'I Mrly days 
, .  
2 3&6 
~R~NI~ ~ ED OLD~G~SPI I .H I I .  + 
NIIC FOGIIlNJ. 
I I 
I 
i 
~1~ JUNOLE 
c ~ . ~  
S~. VATIONS ARMY S~ 
WILD KINO00~ 
m ALIVE 
MONEY MRS 
* - - - - " ' I  
MUSIC TO SEE 
COUNTRY CANAOA 
~IEET'THE PRESS HYMN SING 
q 
REACH FOR THE TOP NEWS 
sURVIVAL' WORLD OF 0tSNEY 
kow cram 
• THE ~ R S  ~ONOERIqJI. WORLD OF 
DI~IEY I 
KING QF KENSINGTON 
NEWS ~ IN THE FAMILY 
11141 IO  EVENT SIDE ~: i  
'~ :  1111 ~ Rfly 
Yee'l,+" 
r a C E  
FIR ~M MOVII 
"Numk~8" 
,+.SPECIAL 
moNT n.K~. 
LATE Strew 
I I  
9:~ 
9:30 
10:~ 
10:30 
11 :~ 
IY:30 
12:~ 
12:30  
4 
2:~ 
2:30 
3 :~ 
i 
4:00 
RNBrr  
OPAL ROBERTS 
~Y OF mSCOVERY 
IT'iS WRIT~ 
~l~rlON PERIOD 
?,:00 CDN. C HAM-~IP  
~'30 . .  
cR. FOOllI4LL 
4:30 
S:00 + 
5:30 
6:00 NL~H0Um 
6:30 
GRIZZLY ADAMS 7:00 
7:30 
6:00 
8:30 
9:00 
9:30 
10:00 
10:3~ 
11:30 
13:~ 
IRfrAMED FItONTIIIR 
CALYX CO~W~NT 
SiX MILLION DOLLAR MAN 
CTV NIWA 
'+Lady Carollnt 
9 
I ITlUlIr 
I 
"n.m_ iw~,c~ HO~ 
;dA IN~iA~: ;O  THIi 
Fm'~BTIQNAL CHILD 
WASHINGTON WEEK IN 
nL'~nEW 
IP/A~IS OF ~INO, 
oat.urn SOCCER 
GLORY Of= ~EIR ~M~ 
RELATIONS 
EVENING AT SYMPHONY 
MIk~.RPlEClE THIMTHE 
~S l~ 
M~.S.~. 
k 
on tonlghYs presentation. 
In the Reign of Terror 
Marie Antoinette not a wicked woman 
• jailed for four years, t lze "And she never did say scenes of the Revolution. On 
execuUon of the king and about the peasants, 'Let the altar are brass can- 
having her children taken them eat cake.' It was an dlesticks. 
away, she aged quickly. She Later Madame Elizabeth 
stood trial and at the age of was carted off to the 
38 was condemned todeath, guillotine along with many 
"On Oct. 16, 1793, her hair others. Duringfive weeks of 
the Reign of Terror 1,-440 
By EVELYN OLDHAM 
PARIS (CP) -- Most 
visitors to London get 
around to seeing its famous 
Tower and listening to the 
gruesome stories guides tel; 
about kings and notable., 
losing their heads. They 
may sympathize with Anne 
Boleyn but they enjoy a good 
case of the shivers when 
they see the block and the 
axe that severed many a 
noble English bead. 
Paris has its equivalent to 
the Tower but it seems less 
papular than London's. It is 
easy to reach on the lie de la 
Cite, about four blocks from 
Notre Dame Cathedral, but 
on one list of tourist at. 
a.ctions it is ranked 19th ol 
i~ike the Tower, the Con- 
ciergerie was once part of a 
palace, home of the first 1- ~ 
kings of France. When the 
royal family moved to the 
Louvre, it became a jail 
with most of the rooms 
converted into cells. Most 
political prisoners were held 
there during the French 
Revolution, the most 
famous of them being Marie 
Antoinette. 
CLOSELY GUARDED 
Her cell is gloomy, grey 
and mean but she and her 
fe l lowpr i soners  were 
allowed to socialize and 
dress for dinners which they 
selected from elaborate 
menus. 
Then, after a plot to 
rescue her was discovered, 
the queen was kept under 
constant watch by a guard 
at her open door. A small 
screen gave little privacy. 
The tour guide relates the 
I~rim details of her last 
uays: 
"She had been a ]pretty 
woman but after being 
towers, numerous statues, 
flying buttresses, gargoyles 
and glowing glass, stained 
sapphire, ruby, emerald, 
topaz and amethyst. 
Harder to spot is the 
Sainte Chapelle, well loved 
by Parisians. This was the 
chapel of the original palace 
and the glass walls of its 
upper vaulted chamber 
gleam like jewels. 
Among the old buildings 
are gardens, statues, little 
shops and, particularly near 
Notre Dame, souvenir 
was cut and she was taken in 
a cart to Revolution Square, 
now the Place de la Con- 
corde, where she was put 
under the guillotine. 
"She was not a wicked 
woman, but she was foolish, 
vain and extravagant and 
was blamed for bankrupting 
the country. 
aunt of the king who said 
that but Marie Antoinette 
was blamed and people 
believed it and hated her for 
it." 
GUILLOTINE 
DISPLAYED 
In a chapel close by where 
she prayed is a document 
she left for Madame 
Elizabeth, sister of the king. 
It is on display along with a 
model of the guillotine and 
drawings and paintings of 
peop le  were decapitated. e de la Cite is an island in 
the Seine in the centre of 
Paris. It is full of other 
medieval buildings, many of 
them rebuilt with clock 
towers, domes or modern 
face-lifting. The most 
famous of all, of course, is 
Notre Dame with its square 
stores  and spots sel l ing 
beignets and coffee. 
Ip, o. -o=o.  :,++ +++: 
o ?:+:: :,+. +"::+:::::;i::+ii:i+: . 
i.z: +::+ ~i+: i+ +~'~ O 
:~i~: ::::;::i!: +:~i!iiiiii!i % 11 
:+~:::: :f;i~:: @i+lli~.+ ' -w / , ,  
O11 L+;:+": :::  ........ ++i+q++ - • . ~ O11 
.o +,,:"o;+,..+m I 
,+ _--: I] 
o Clean bothyour carpets and +'- v _ i .~ .~ iuS+ + +~_ o 
U u~sterywl th  S~amex® ~ " " ' " "  ~ 'n~""  "'" .~ II 
O OollYom~faddSave! ~ FOR rncc  USE II 
I 1  Steamex Carpet Cleaner Rental machine with six )~ ~ ,~."~ l l  
I I  powerjets, getsthedirtothersdon't. ' ~)~ nl: IlPUaLSTIIV I~IP.#iNT ~ U 
I I I  p.no now we've added a new Ul:)holstery attachment (~ ~I  w l lm: : : :  _an : ? , , ,ummn • ~ 
IIII and its own specially-formulated solutlon...so you.can (~') . 41' _qllllllll I 1~ II: l ' lr l J l  ~ • ('~ 
IIII clean your carpets and upholstery the easy, money. ~ . . . . .  t u .~.u . .u , . . ,  r .a ,a , , , j  _ _ + ~ n 
I I  sawng Steamex way. 
IO~O- -O~O-  - O ~ O ~ O ~ O ~ O ~ M  
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A flower in the desert 
Small budget fills large gap 
DAKAR,- Senegal (CP- is read by at least 10 per- from people who use it, it is" drawings and the reader is mimeographed sheets of- 
AFP) -- A Canadian. sons. . filling- a very important .encouraged tocompare and feriug sex and scandal. 
sponsored magazine, so Major support for the need.", learn. Since the magazine The hunger for Famflle et 
popular that at one time it magazine comes from the Theidea for the magazine began publishing, schools, Developpement became so 
was traded on the black Ottswabased international was born in 1973 when an roads, wells, bridges dikes gr i t  tl~tcopies sometimes. 
market, is to have its life ex- Development Research interAfrican conference on and irrigation oanak, have wore stolen before they got 
tended through continued Centre (IDRC)wh/chsofar sex education sought in- been Imilt along aeaigns t01he mailbox and traded on " 
Canadian aid. - .has provided.about ~I00,500 ternational id to develop, a shown in the magazine. • the black.market at double 
Eagerly sgught by m/d- m ata ano pians to put up bulletin on • family Publishing a successful the subscription price. It 
wives and teachers, another $150,000 over the education, m.a~azine ma), be no great now is considered as one of 
policemen and professors, next two or three years. Edited by Senegalese achievement m other ports the most infuential pe- 
[armers and blacksmiths, By that time the. sociologist Marie-Angelique of the world but in ~ sub- riodicals in Western Africa. 
the quarterly, Famflle et magazine, which developed Savane, it focuses on the Saharan region the ac- 
DeveloP~ment, has been after the Crown corporation woman's role in (he African eeptanee of such a high- In the u.s., the Christian 
deserihe:d by a university was approached by a group, family. It has become a standard publication ha~ Science Monitor says that if 
p rofessoras "a flower in the of West African educators, practical guide to such been spectacular. Famille et Developpement 
desert of political is expected to become self- umues as health, hygiene, DEPRIVAT ION GREAT has done nothing else, it has 
periodicals." supporting, nutrition, mother and child Yet the circulation area-- shown the sub-Saharan 
In 30 months its cir- MEETS REAL NEED care, youth, drugs and .including Togo, Upper African that information is 
eulation has increased At Ottawa, Ernest Corea, sexUaH W. . Volta, Niger, Chad andthe power and proved the firae- 
tenfold, to about25,000,.sold IDRC publications director, Stories of self-he~p in Congo--is one of the most honored adage: "Give a 
in 14 French-speaking said that "from all the other countries, for deprived in the world. Many man a fish, he'll eat.for a 
African countries; Marke[ evidence we can .~et from example, are well of the So-called newspapers day. Teach him to fish, he'll 
-qtudies show that each copy letters to the edztor and ill~trated with photos and in this area consist only of .eat for a lifetime." 
 1"11 IDll/lll rln ~IDE CHANGE UU|UVlP J  I,- i o , .ou .  I l J ! BREAKFAST: TUES.- FRI.-TAM-10AM 
V~ ~,~"q~ DINNER - TUES. - FRI . .  SPM-10PM 
~i ,~ ~ j SAT. & SUN. . BREAKFAST, LUNCH&DIN-  
~ • • ~.} | NER . IOAM.IOPM 
I l i  I v l  i ~ # i (INTERNATIONAL) CLOSED MONDAY (¢UISINd) 
• I i I i i In  U • I KALUM MOTEL. 
J L J L J L J L a ~ , ~ H H i N ~ Y .  15 W. T~race 
LAKILS I  
• --~. .WE MAKE 
,~f'/l ' ,  LOT OF THINGS 6E~. .T .ER  HOTEL 
~4S/// Bruce & Debble 
~ Carruthers THE PLlieE 
~/~ ~g~.~ Owners /FOR 
4343 LAKELSE AVENUE 
" k+ SSG-TlO0 WEDDING RECEPTIONS Ct  .. PRIVATE PARTIES 
F'AKE OUT ORDERS WELCOME BANQUETS 
.Do,Do. 624.2621 or 624-3359 , DINING ROOM 
& DRIVE.IN ht Av*. W. at 6th St. 
"PROBABLY THE BEST" 
CHA N-BROILED STEA KS 
• Stedk & Shrimp Combo 
Jumbo Shrimp Dinner 
4736 ,Lakelse Ave. Yerraoe 
635-5531 
Char-Broiled Steag $ 2.99 
Including: BAKi~D POTATO 
CHOICE OF SALADS and 
DRESSINGS. GARLIC TOAST 
King-Size Steak Dinner ~ 4.99 
Tenderloin Steak Dinner $ 4.99 
$ 4.39 
2.99 
Sallglgtig IHHI 
I::? ' :Only four.blocSfrom: ..: 
i ::~i-:. d0wntown; Banquet ' 
Pools, Saunas J :::: .Roomto seat 100, i •., 
Kitchenettes I:: : : : . : i sd~m~l iS~:? .  ::" 
Sound Proof l/ : '  :: (eo4!~4.12Ul .. 
Rooms 
:/I:: T mA 
BACK BY POPULAR 
DEMANDi 
BOB " 
WOLLOUGHB|  
APPEARING NIGHTLY 
IN THE LOUNGE 
CATERING 
DANCING SPACE AVAILABLE 
638-1431 
HECTORS 
INTERNATIONAL CUISINE 
MON-SAT. 5 PM - 11 PM 
Phone 6,118-8141, 
4620 Lake lse  Avenue 
i 
RESTAURANT 
• <~Bf~J;~E, & CANADIAN FOOD 
i " I ,, ,n r ln  a, . I lO am to !"e~p Mender. Ssturam, I 
, ! .  685-9  1/S ~ I1 am to Ioom Sund~ ] Chopped Beef Dinner $1.59 I,   --L44vb, ] " I 
I ' 139  I " i l i / .  I WHEN, 635-6111 I The Mzkeburger • • . i 826 Hwl, 16 W, 
I . .,;o:....,:o. = o..~o..,.~q.~.o.,0.. I ~ Terraoe, B,0, I 4642 Lazelle W,st of CFTK i 
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CHARILE GROWN SPECIAL 
' i t 's  Your First Kiss, Cherlle 
Brovm'.Cherlle Brown Is faced 
with two horrendous challenges 
(eneacalatlon for his first major 
challenge of the day, which Is 
gattlng up in the mornlng).he Is 
the kicker for a local team at 
theannuEI homocomlng football 
game, and he has been ¢honen 
to escort the homecamlng queon 
IhglvyshklpzxJtlens dance and 
give her the tredltlonal kiss. 
SUPER SPECIAL 
' Ju l lett 'e  Favor i te  Things" 
Music and singing and laughter- 
these are a few of Julitte's 
favorite thngs. With music by 
J immy Dale, 'our pet' Is back 
on her own varlet,/ show with 
that smooth voice,the enclearing 
smile and her pleasing per- 
sonallty. 
d 
MOVIE MATINEE 
"lsadora"-Part one.Life, loves 
and tragedies of the American 
beauty who danced up a storm 
that amazed even broadminded 
Europe. Stars Vanessa 
Redgrave, James Fox, Jason 
Robards. 
THE WALTONS 
"The Volunteer'-Erln faces an 
adult  situation when her 
childhood sweetheart Joins the 
army after she rejects his 
marriage proposal. 
THE LATE SHOW 1 
"What  Happened to Aunt 
AI Ice"-Woman murders her 
husband for his money, only to 
dlcover his estate Is worthless. 
Stars Geraldine Page, Ruth 
Gordon, Robert Fuller. 
9 
THE PEOPLE CHOICE 
Tonight's co~prehonsive voter 
review will present candldstes 
for King Country Execuflveend 
King County Council. 
NOVA 
'JOey'.This award.winning fi lm 
chronicles the life of Juey 
Deac~, now 55, who has,been 
spastic since birth, w i th  the 
Intent to show society's change 
in attitude over. the mentally 
hendlcapped in the last 50 
years. 
2 
SEA171~ '11~Y 
OFFORTUNE ,, 
KNOCKOUT 
TO SAY THE LEAST 
THE ~ONG SHOW 
HQLLYI~OO SQUARES 
DAYS OF OUR lIVES 
THE DOCTORS 
~u- -w WORLD 
| 
M 3 CY¢LG~ Mmna 
-",;~Time,, 
THE NEWLYWED GAME 
NEWS 
SEATTLE TONIGHT 
HOU.V~OOO SQUARES 
LITTLE HOUSE ON 
PRAIRIE 
~o~ mawr AT MO~ES 
3&6 
IN TOUCH 
• .C SCHO~S 
N~ DRESSUP 
i SllUmT 
806 Ma.F.AN SHOW 
I m OF JEANNIE 
HOLLYWOOD SQUARES 
RYAN'S HOPE 
EDGE OF NIGHT 
TAKEN 
aH.EHITY  COOKS 
AFTER FLOUR 
'MR. ORRSSUP 
T(x)k Miss Beautiful,, ''NEWS MAGAZINE 
NEWSERVICE 
TONIGHT SHOW 
TOMORROW SHOW 
9:00 
9:30 
10:00 ] 
10:30 
11:00 
11:30 
12:00 
12:30 
1:00 
1:30 
2:00 
2:30 
3:00 
3:30 
4:00 
4:30 
FUNTSTONES 5:00 
~rHEMARYTYLERMOORE 5:30 
. ouu  6:00 
6:30 
LInLS HOUSE ON 7:00 
PRAIRIE 7:30 
CHARue BRo~ spasm. 8:00 
~NTPA~OU~JSNGe 8:30 
su~sRS~cm.: 9:00 
9:30 
10:00 
IWU~I4U. IVE  10:39 
THE NATIONAL 11=00 
~MINUTESUVE 11:30 
12:00 
4 
ARt' OF GOOKING 
JOYCE OAVlDSON SH0W 
JEAN CANNEM SHOW 
DEFINITION. 
• KAREIm'S YOGA 
IT's YOUR MOVE 
NOON Nm~ HOUR 
e 
MOVIE: 
" IMSmI"  
HeaTHER WORLD 
N.ANH~EL SHOW 
SANFORD AND SON 
THE OUNG SHOW 
• I~EROENCY 
NEWS 
BoBeY VINTON SHOW 
HEADLINE HUNTERS 
THE WALTONS 
GRAND OLD C~I JmY 
ROSEI"TI AND RYAN 
cw NEWS 
NE~G HOUR FINAL 
THE LATE SHOW 
'~tmt Hal~ened Io 
Aunt Alice" 
9 
RENDERS CUse 
FIRST FILMS ON SaENCE 
ELIP,"fltI¢ COMPANY 
WORI~MITH 
STORIES OF AMERICA 
AS WE SEE IT 
qE1.ECTRI¢ COMPANY 
MEASURE UP 
1WO ¢ImTS W0RTI4 
M IS Fan ~SSC 
UNUMITED 
REAa41NG OUT 
WASHINGTON ~MEK 
MAINSTREAMI  NG THE 
Ir~rrmpT? _*~_ _~ CHILD 
ESAME STREET 
MISTER ROGER 
ELECTRIC COMPANY 
'ZOOM 
THE AMERICAN 
NOVA 
AGE OF UNCERTAINTY 
)iN LINE 
THE DiCK CAVVEI"r SHOW 
NO HONESTLY 
LATE MOVIE 
"You Ue so 
DmyM~ Love" 
COMING UP ROSIE 
'The Number to Call Is..'-Much 
to his surprise, Ralph is 
presenting an al ln lght 
television.., for a disease no one 
has ever heard of. 
THE FIFTH ESTATE 
With hosts Acirlenne Clark~n 
""qR~l-8~b Johnstone. 
nlnely minutes live 
With host Peter Gzowski and 
regular contributors, Wesl 
Coast ¢olumlnlst Allan 
Fotherlngham;comedlenned Stelger, Christopher Plummer, 
Valri Bromtleld snd Clemence arson Welles. ' 
Desrochers; and John Harvard. 
9 
4 - THE PEOPLE'S CHOICE 
THE LATE SHOW 1 T o n 
"Waterloo". voter's review covers State 
In one of history's most W o m • n 
significant baffles, Napoleon, Referendum 40. Family Farm 
recently returned from exile, Initiative, contenders for the 
leads his forces against the 33rd, 39th end 48th Legislative 
Duke of Wel l lngton ancl Marshal Districts, Referendum 39 and 
.Blucher, Plains. stars Rod the pornography Issue. 
Liz 
Taylor z 4 9 
SEATlI.E TOGAS; IN TOUCH 9:00 AR'lr OF COQKING TRUI.Y AMERICAN 
bombs 
CLIFFSII)E PARK, N.J. 
(AP)  - -  ~aboth  Taylor 
spoke to a $450-a-cou~le 
Republican fund-raising 
dim)er here and stepped to 
the microphone to say what 
she thought of the Re- 
publican candidate for 
governor of New Jersey. 
"I can't promise you I 
won't bore you, but I can 
promise you I won't bore 
you for long," 1Vliss Taylor 
told about 500 guests. 
"I think Ray Bateman is 
one of the more interesting 
politicians I've heard 
about," she-said Sunday. 
"He is a person who cares. 
It doesn't matter whether 
you're a Democrat, Re- 
publican or independent as 
long as you care about 
human beings and do 
something for them and it 
seems to me Ray Bateman 
does that, and I'm all for 
that." 
The dining hall was 
cleared by a bomb scare at 
one point, but Miss Taylor 
and husband John Warner, a 
former navy secretary, 
already had left, No bomb 
was found. 
WHEEl. OF FORTUNE CANADIAN SCHOOLS 
KNOCKOUT MR. DRESSUP 
TO SA~' THE LEAST SEMME STREET 
THE OONG SHOW 
10:00 
i0 :30 
11:00 
11:30 
12:00 
JOYCE DAVIDSON SHOW 
JEAN ¢ANNEM SHOW 
DEFINI110N 
KAREENS YOGA "- 
IlVS YOUR MOVE 
HOUI.Y~0OD ~ES BO~ MCLEAN SHOW NOON HEWS HOUR 
DA~J OF OUR I Jws  12: 30 MOVIE MATINEE 
THE D0(.'il0RS I DREAM OF JEANNIE 1:00 "esadm'a" 
1:30 
mEl t  WORLD 
HOLLYWOOD SQUARES 
RYNi'I 
EDGE OF NIGHT 
2:00 ANOTHRWOm.O ' 
2:30 
3:00 MOVIE T.4~E THIRTY' " ALAN HAMEI. SHOW 
"The Powr" CELEBR,I"~ DCX)KS 3:30 
PSNCl- BOX 4:00 " SANm~O ~O SON 
.4:30 COMING UP RC~IE 
5:00 
5:30 
N EV*5.Y~D GAME 
NEWS 
FL INSTONES 
C~mA~S mUTE 
THE MARY TYLER MOORE 
I.AVERNE & SHIRLEY 
i 
THE GONG SHOW 
EMERGENCY 
El.EClat COMPANY 
COVER m CEVeR 
MUSIC PLACE 
AS ~ SEE IT 
ELECTRIC COMPANY 
M IS FOR MUSIC 
THE MUSICPLA~ 
~I.L Alwurr YOU 
i C S  
THE WORD SHOp 
THE BLACK EXPERIENCE. 
~ .~TUET 
MR. ROGERS' NEIGH. 
OOP.h~n~ 
ELECTRIC COMPANY 
HOU_RO~SS 6:00 .Ne~_ HOUR- ZOOM 
SPC-aAL ~PPmS 6:30 
NINE'S JQURNAL 
HAPPY DAYS' 
7: 00 STARS ON riCE 
e 
7:30 SEA~H AND RBCHe 
8:00  sun~cH 
0:30 
9:00 ~WU~.mAN'S STEW 
9:30 
10:00 uou a~urr  
10:39 
I1 :00 cl~ NmVS 
11:30 I~L~S W FIN~. 
MAN FROM ATLANTIS 
AMa.IJON/'S STEW 
12:00 
POt.ICE 
RENE SIMARD 
NL~S 
i 
11~OHT SHOW 
1 
TOMOmOW SHOW 
M.A3.H. 
THE F IFTH ES ' rA I "E  
8kqNEY MILLII~ 
TI~ NATIONAL, 
N MINUTES LIVE 
G U..E SS WHO'S 
u 
SPC-ClAL 
MONTV PmOq 
• THE DICK CAVEI"r SHOW 
Im~K 
LATE M0~m 
".a~m T,k,s , 
H0~J~ 4' 
Iuu LAIU SHOW 
i "  
i i 
? .~ ,~.~. : , , , : ! !~ ,**~:~.  , , . ,1  , ,  . . . . . . . .  .+ . , . , ,  , , , , , :  . . . .  , . . . . . . . . . .  • , ~,  , ' '~ , , ' , ,~ ,C , , -~* , J  ~'[l'":'i,li!L~'~:V~!~!t/~',l.:;*'.'';-i.~'~': ' ¸  :i*~-.*:~','~*'':i~/",q ",'!U~'Y:~;~ 
MUSICAMERA 
This opera won the 1977 Salz- 
berg Opera Prise, competing 
with other commissioned.for. 
television operas from Japan, 
Poland, Hungary, Great 
Erltlan, Austria, Holland 
Czechoslovakia and East 
Germany. I't stars Glyn Evans, 
Mary Morrlson, Gary Relyea, 
and John Maxwell. A.berfan 
was the site In 1966 where 166 
children were buried in a coal 
slag heap. 
PASSIONATE CANADIAN 
Tom Thomson and the Group of 
Seven, 1910-1920. First of a two. 
part special documentary 
drama written directed end 
produced by Nancy Ryley. With 
narration and personal com- 
mentary by Harry Adaskin. 
4 
MOVIE MATINEE 
'"McCIoud: Somebody's Out to 
Get Jenny"-McCIoud's in 
vestlgates a fatal helicopter 
expleslons, prompted hy a 
young woman's conviction that 
someone Is trying to drive her 
Insane. Guest Stars Julle 
Semmers, Barry Sullivan. 
MOVIE zykEEK 
"The Greatest Thing That 
Almost Happened".The subject 
matter deals with an Illness that 
robs a 17.year.old boy of sexual 
capabilities. Stars J imm) 
Walker. 
THE LATE SHOW 1 
"Muders In the Rue Morgue".A 
series of unexplained murders 
IS ¢ommlthKI n and around a 
theatre In Paris' Rue Morgue at 
the turn of the century. Stars 
Jason Robsrds. 
9 -. 
amer. short story 
In Ernest Hemlngwsy's 
"seldler's Home", a soldier 
• returns home after WWI to find 
a Ilte of alienation In his home 
town. 
GREAT PERFORMANCES 
'Caverie Rusticana'.Plertc 
Mascagnl's one-act opera of 
love and revenge features an 
all. Italian cast. 
DICK CAVETT SHOW 
Dick brlng~ an array of per. 
sonalltlee tohe wee-night alk 
show. 
JRNY' THROUGH JAPAN 
'River and the Japanese 
People'.lss~strates the roole of 
rivers through the archipelgo f 
Japan In agrlc~ture, Industry 
and urban use. 
2 
. 
.r~.ATTLa ~OAY 
WHEEL OF ~mUlW 
KNOG(OUT 
TO SAY THE LEAST 
THE OONG SI~W 
H~J.YWOOD SCNARES 
DAYS 01= OUR LIVES 
| 
THE DOCTORS 
ANOTHER WORLD 
'THE S O'CLOCK N~nW 
i i  
THE NBNLYWED 
NEWS 
SEATTLE TONIGHT 
TRUTH OR CONSEQUENCE 
GRIZZLY ADAMS 
OREe0N ~U.- 
BIG HAWAII 
NEWS 
TONIGHT SHOW 
l~mmmw sHo~/ " 
movie 
"Cherro"-Reformed outlaw 
escapes from his old gang and 
helps save a western town. 
Stars EIIvs Presley, Ins Balln, 
Victor French, Lynn Kellogg. 
oregon trail 
Red Taylor stars as Even- 
Thorpe a widower with three 
children who loins up with a 
wagon train and embarks on the 
epic journey from In. 
dependence, Mo., tothe 
promised land of the Wlllamette 
Valley In Oregon. 
late movie 
"Target Rlsk".When a bonded 
courier Is blackmailed Into 
faking the theft of.$2,000,000 in 
diamonds he complies but 
formulates a counterplan of his 
own. Stars Bo Svenson, 
Meredlty Baxter. 
Brightest politician 
in town 
TIJUANA, Mexico (AP) federal electricity. Th~ 
- -  The governor-elect of power had been turned off 
Baja California, Roberto de Tuesday. 
la Madrid, has a lot of fans 
in this border town of 700,000 When the lights in city hall 
returned Wednesday, 
Mayor Fernando Marquez 
Arce was using kerosene 
Hghts. His employees were 
sent home at dusk the night 
before. They usually stay 
until 9:30 p.m. 
residents--he got the city's 
lights turned back on after a 
' night in the dark. 
Madrid called federal 
officials in Mexico City and 
won a twoweek reprieve in 
payment of $90,000 due for 
Henry Fonda 
Meteoric rise 
to presidency 
LOS ANGELES (AP) -- The Best Man. 
Henry Fonda is back in the 
White House in the $16- The film, about U.S. and 
million science fiction epic Russian scientists uniting to 
Meteor. save earth from a meteor 
Fonda portra~od the U.S. shower, also stars Saan 
president in Fail Safe and a Connery,'Natalie Wood and 
presidential candidate ir Trevor Howard. 
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WESTERN SCHOOLS 
MR. DRESSUP 
SESMAE STREET 
B O S U U  
I DREAM OF JEANNIS 
Na.LYWOOO S~ARES 
RYN~J HOPE 
ElSE OF NIGHT 
TAKE 30 
1 J ¢ELESRIW COOKS 
MAGAZINE 
THE ELECTRIC CO~ANY 
FL I~ES 
THE MARY TYLER MOORE 
i 
HOURGLASS 
C.H.hP.S. 
*|  
FORTUNES 
MUSICAMERA 
PASSIONATE 
CANADIANS 
THE WATSON REPORT 
TH| NATIONAL 
MNUTSS uvl  
9:00. 
9:30 
AIW OF ¢001aNO 
10:00 
10:30 
11:00 
JOYCE DAVIDeoN SHOW 
• JEAN ¢ANNEM SHOW 
DEFINmON 
KAREB~S YOGA 
11:30 0T~'~UmMOVE 
Neon HEWS HOUR 12:00 
12:30 
I:00 
MOVIE: 
' 'McC!o.Ud , 
1:30 sommo~ out to Get ,knny,, 
2:00 ANOTHER wom.o - 
2:30 
3:00 
3:30 
4:00 
4:30 
AlAN IMMEI. SHOW 
SANFORD AND SON 
THE GONG SHOW 
NHL. HOCKEY 5:00 
5:30 
6:00 
6:30 
7:00 
7:30 
8:00 El~flr IS 
8:30 i 
"JUI~/IVN.. _l[CONma~ 
SELF I I~B I I IO I~f lD  
IS.ECTRIC C0MPANy 
BREAO AND BIJrT.TBtPlJES 
COVER lrO COVISR 
AS WE. SEE IT 
B.ECRIII¢ COMPANY 
SPINNING STORIES 
COVER TO COVER 
M IS FOR MUSIC 
STORIES OF ANu~_R!r,_A. 
MAKI NO MWI¢ 
AGE OF: UNCERTAINTY 
9:00 
9:30 
10:00 
10:3Q 
11:00 
11:30 
12:00 
MOVIE OF 11411 '~ I IK  
'~  ~ ,re, n= 
That Nm~ ilap. 
pe~,, 
"CIV NEWS 
NEWS HOUR FINAL 
~ms LATE mow i 
'qVfCm In tho Rue 
SESAME STREET. 
MISTEROGERS' NEIGH- 
=, r-,~RICCOMPAN Y
ZOOM 
THE MACNEIL - LIDIRER 
IK r . I ' I kRK  I 
THE AMERICAN SHORT 
GREAT PERFORMANCES 
RELATIONS 
THE DICK ¢AVETr SHOW 
JOURNEYTHROUGH JAPAN 
HAWAII FIVE-O 
LATE MOVIE 
"TargW Risk" 
special 
3 days 2 nites 
in Vancouver 
3t15| s33.25 
From Sept. 15, 1977 to June 1, 1978 
i 
-PLUS-  
O 
Plus 5~ 
Room Tax 
$1.oo 
Per Person 
double occupancy 
BREAKFAST 2 MORNINGS AND A FULL 
COURSE STEAK DINNER IN HY'S AT THE SANDS 
* WHO SAYS IT TAKES A LOT OF MONEY 
TO HA VE A GOOD TIME? 
* FoR TOLL.FREE RESERVATION CALL: 
• U .S .  . . . .  .800 .255-3050 
• CANADA . . . . . . .  112-800.26I,.3330 
tT~SU 
V6G 11 
Qu F_mglish Bay ~t Stanley P=k TEO PRYSTAY 
MANAGER 635-5622 
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Kirlian colors 
your life 
t,ONDON, Ont, (CP) -- Dave Dann brings 
magic to his work. 
Direeter of medical photography at Victoria 
Hospital, he has a pet woJeet under his wing 
that may have a solid medical theme---but so 
far only mystics and parapsyeholngists have 
dared to explain it. 
Duun is Canada's only researcher-in mrnan 
photography (about 25 persons in North 
America are active Kirlians), a process that 
produces a mysterious "glow of life" one a 
piece ct film. 
In 1~9, a Russian scientist, Semyon Kirlian, 
ran cun'ent hrough an object placed on a piece 
of unexposed film and a glowing image of the 
ebject appeured. The Soviet Union revealed the 
process to the West in 197o, and since then 
believers in the supernatural have said it 
reveals the "life force" of the object. 
Dunn, president of the Professiona 
.Phtegrsphers of Ontario, has taken Kirlian 
color photographs of more than 500 patients and 
volunteers at the hospital in the last 2½ years. 
He plans to take thousands more. 
CAN'T EXPLAIN IT 
He said he can't  explain what the glowing 
aura is but he has friends who think they can. 
He hoped to see whether there are connections 
between patterns and colors in a Kirlian picture 
and the physical, emotional and intellectual 
condition of a person. 
If those links can be found, said Dunn, it may 
some day be possible to use Kirlian photo- 
graphs for medical diagnosis. 
Hospital doctors and administrators, 
however, remain skeptical. 
The Kirlian camera is a wooden box about 
eight inches long and 14 inches wide. It contains 
a voltage transformer that decreases U0-volt 
house current to three volts. A coil increases 
the charge to about 25,000 volts at low am- 
perage. 
Inside is a slim wire carrying current to a 
steel plate twice the size of a cigarette package.- 
A plate of quarter-inch-thick glass covers the 
steel; current cannot pass through the non- 
conductive glass. 
To photograph someone's finger, Dunn has 
the subject hold the finger on a piece of unex- 
posed film which has been placed over the 
glass. The current is turned on for about 20 
seconds and the color pattern or "aura" leaves 
its impression on the film. 
SEES RELATIONSHIP 
Dunn said he believes there is a relationship 
between the electrical energy in the steel plate 
and some form of dnergy m the body being 
photographed. The aura on the film is a clue 
that the energy is there ,  yet science cannot 
explain how the image is formed. 
A record of S00 subjects isn't enough to draw 
precise conclusions, said Dunn. Several years  
and thousands of samples from now, he may be 
able to make some. But he has noticed some 
things. 
A pattern of orange, red and yellow flaring 
through the aura appears to be related to emo- 
tionai stress. That connection" dawned on him 
as he looked for a common trait  among people 
with aura flares. 
He tested members of the "hospital ad- 
ministration and told some they were under 
stress after looking at their Kirl ian photos--and 
each admitted to be under pressure of some 
k ind.DIAGNOSED INJURY 
About a year  and a half ago, Dunn tested a 
young lab technician. The man's  aura was un- 
li ke anything he had seen--a fountain of orange 
and yellow spurted from the tip of the f inger's 
image while the sides were almost blank. The 
technician had sliced the finger deeply in an 
accident a few days before the test, severing 
the main nerve tract. 
Recently, a young woman was tested and 
Dunn saw the same spurt of orange and yellow 
at the top of the finger. The sides were dark. 
He asked if she had ever damaged her finger 
badly. Yes, she recalled, she had gashed it and 
severed the nerve--eight years ago. 
Duan's tudy goes beyond sliced fingers. He 
once tested aparaplegic, a man paralysed from 
the waist down, and found his aura was 
unusual. The aura of a victim of scoliosis, a 
form of'spinal curvature, was also distinctive.. 
Now Dunn wants to try different methods of 
stimulating blood flow to the extremities to see 
what differences how up in the aura. He may 
use caffeine injections or external massal~e to 
get the effect, he said. 
Bill Smiley 
Al l ,  
women,  v
By BILL SMILEY 
THERE is something de- 
lightfully inconsistent about 
most women which can make 
strong men moan and gnash 
their teeth but provides a cer-" 
tain amount of inadvertent 
hilarity to those of us who 
have given up long ago. 
After years of blowing 
every nickel we made, the old 
battleaxe and ! decided to 
start saving some money for 
our old age. 
Neither of us will make it; 
1 because the old corpus will 
likely cash its ticket before 
that time, and she because 
she'll never grow old. But it 
• seemed a good idea at the 
time. 
l had no idea what it 
would lead to. But it~did. 
First thing I noticed was that 
it cut down severely on my 
extra-curricular activities. 
"Hey, sweetie, is it OK if I 
join the poker dub this fall? 
They need me. They play so 
many old women's games 
that they want someoneto 
teach them how to play real 
poker. It would practically 
be the same as teaching nigh" 
school." 
"Bill, you know perfectly 
well the answer is no. We 
can't afford it. We're "trying 
to save money, not throw it 
away." 
No use reminding her that 
on the couple of occasions I 
played with these infants of 
the game I came home with 
so many quarters in my right- 
hand pocket she thought i 'd 
broken a leg as 1 limped in 
the door. 
"Uh, dear, there's to be an 
old fig.hter pilot's reunion in 
Edmonton this October. Gol- 
ly, it would be kinda nice to 
sneak away for a few days 
and see some of the old...' ' 
"What do you do at those 
reunions? Besides tell lies 
and drink?" 
"Well there's awhole pro- 
gram. Speeches. A dances. 
Wives are invited. Howja 
like to go? They're a great 
bunch. Guys'll be there from 
all over Canada and the 
States. Australia. Britain. 
We didn't do a thing all sum- 
mer. Let's get away from it 
all." 
"From what all? You 
mean from me. You know ! 
Saucy B.C. Apple Cake 
The aroma of this del- Bake at 325°F. for 1-1/2 
icious apple cake baking hours. Cool for at least 15 
will fdl your kitchen and 
tempt appetites. 
3 eggs 
2 cups sugar 
2 teaspoons vanilla 
1-1/2 cups oil 
3 6ups flour 
1 teaspoon baking soda 
2 teaspoons cinnamon 
1/2 teaspoon salt 
4 Mclntosh apples, peeled 
and diced 
1 cup chopped walnuts 
Mix first four ingred- 
ients in a bowl. Set aside. In 
• another bowl, mix the flour, 
baking soda, cinnamon and 
salt. Add the apples and 
walnuts to the dry ingred- 
ients. Fold the liquid in- 
gredients into the dry. Pour 
batter into an ungreased 
bundt pan. 
minutes, then rern6ve from 
pan. 
CARMEL SAUCE 
I/2 cup white sugar 
1/2 cup brown sugar 
I/2 cup butter. 
I/2 cup whipping cream 
Bring to a boil and serve 
over.the apple cake. 
Tempting new treats 
with 'B.C.' Apples--in a 16- 
page, new Recipe. Book, For 
your copy, send 25c to:.  
B.C. Apple Recipe 
Book, 
B.C. 'Tree Fruits Lim- 
itedKel0wna, B.C. VIY 7N6 
wouldn't be caught dead at a 
fighter pilots' reunion. A 
bunch ~ of. boozy 'old men 
standing around, half- 
pickled, waving their hands 
in the air. What would it" 
COSt?" 
"Well, there's just the air 
fare. And the hotel. And the 
convention fee. And a few 
odds and sods. For the two 
of  us, it would come to only 
about $700. And if you were 
sure y6u didn't want to 
come, i could make it alone 
for$500." 
Stony silence. Not a word, 
a gesture of encouragement. 
She went off, rather tight 
around the lips, to ~atch TV. 
I sat and pawed rather wist- 
fiilly through the reunion 
literature. Next day, when I
came home from work, it 
had all disappeared. There 
was a small pier of ashes in 
the fireplace. 
But that's not aP ",,~ sav- 
ing binge has affected, i'm 
not that se]fish. I'm not go- 
ing to kick up a fuss just 
because my social life has 
been wiped out so that I can 
have a hamburger and a half, 
instead of splitting one, when 
" "~ I'm an old dodderer. 
No, there's a lot more. My 
wife, in her zeal to save 
money, has started reading 
the food ads for the first time 
in her life. 
Could any of my readers 
use 20 pounds of flour? The 
old lady uses approximatdy 
• five pounds aye/tr, for frying 
fish and stuff. The other day, 
because it was half price, she 
bought a 25-pound bag. It 
sits in the kitchen, moved 
from one location to 
another, like one of the seven 
dwarfs sleeping off a hang: 
over. 
The house is filling up with 
bargains. She bought 12 cans 
of peas at 30 per cent off. We 
never eat canned peas, pre- 
ferring the frozen ones. We'll 
never get rid of them unless 
she makes a massive canned- 
pea casserole and invites all 
our friends to dinner. We 
would,then have no friends. 
Yesterday she came in 
gleefully and dumped a 
whole bags full of razor 
blades in my lap. Half price[ 
By the time l get half way 
through them, an.orderly 
will he shaving me in some 
Sunset Heaven. 
I go into the bathrooom 
and literally stumble and fall 
over sticks of roll-on deo- 
dorant which are spilling out 
of the drawers. There was a 
special on them, and we have 
enough to pass a few along to 
our eventual undertaker. 
Any day now, I'm expec- 
ting a truck to drive up to the 
back door and unload half a 
ton of potatoes, because they 
are 10 'per cent off when 
bought in bulk. 
Open the freezing com- 
partment in the fridge to get 
a couple of ice cubes, and 
you are liable to be brained 
by an avalanche of frozen 
hamburg, 10 pounds of it at 
45 cents a pound, wrapped in 
half-pound packages. That's 
40 hamburgers, i eat about 
four a year, grudgingly. 
I was thinking of having 
some brickwork done on my 
house this year. But bricks 
are expensive. I think I'll use 
frozen margarine instead. 
We got a great buy on it: 37 
cents a pound, and we have 
82 pOU_ll.ds in the basement. 
Any readers who are hav- 
ing trouble saying money in 
these troublous times need 
only drop aline. At Smileys', 
T.he Price is Right. 
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